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ABSTRACT 

Italian loanwords in Libyan Arabic have not received the atten

tion and concern they deserve despite their number, high frequency, 

and wide use by all Libyans at all levels for more than one and a half 

centuries. This study attempts to record as many Italian loanwords in 

Libyan Arabic as possible as reported by the Libyan students and their 

spouses in the United States, to establish a linguistic criterion for the 

identification of these loanwords in Libyan Arabic, to determine the 

semantic adaptations they have undergone, and to verify their recogni

tion and use by the students and their spouses. A list of 1000 words 

suspected to be Italian loanwords were collected through direct obser

vation of Libyan speech, including my own as a native speaker of the 

dialect, by use of informants and intensive reading. The words were 

then checked against their possible native models in Italian through the 

use of Italian dictionaries and consultation with native Italian speakers, 

most of whom are linguists or language teachers. The list was reduced 

to 682 words, which were used in the questionnaire sent to 290 Libyan 

studen ts and their spouses in the United States. From the 148 replies 

to the questionnaire, it is found that on the average 75 percent of the 

respondents know all the 684 words and 58% of them use them. About 

82% of the loanwords have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

About 55% had presumably entered Libyan Arabic or Libyan Arabic 

speakers were exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period, which 

marks the Italian occupation of Libya, 5% between 1832-1910, and 5% 
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between 1970-1985. About 93% of the Italian loanwords are nouns, 7% 

adjectives, 1% verbs, 0.8% adverbs, and 0.5% interjections. Meanings of 

most of the loanwords are more pervasive in Italian than in Libyan 

Arabic. It was also found that most of the loanwords had adopted 

Arabic grammatical rules for tense formation and inflection for number 

or gender. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Scope of the Study 

This research project is an inve~tigation of Italian loanwords 

acquired by colloquial Libyan Arabic as spoken in the Tripoli region, 

herein referred to as Tripolitanian Arabic or Libyan Arabic (LA). The 

region is located in the northwestern part of Libya, a North African 

Arab country whose interaction with both Latin and Italian is longstand

ing. The area was a Roman colony for about 400 years (630-289 

B. C. E.) and was occupied by Italy in recent times. Italian forces in

vaded the country in 1911. Even though the military occupation ended 

in 1943, the Italian presence continued until 1970 when the last 12,770 

of the total 111,000 Italian colonialists were expelled from the country 

(Hahn, 1981, p. 5; al-Harir, 1984, p. 137). 

This long period of contact brought LA in direct contact with 

the Italian language with its deeply rooted Roman heritage. Although 

the contact has had great influence on both Italian and LA, the impact 

has been greater on LA as clearly indicated by the large number of 

Italian loanwords in this dialect. 

By an Italian loanword is meant an Italian word that retains its 

basic Italian form after entering LA, although it may be (and generally 

is) phonologically modified according to the sound system of LA (Alba

nese and Manganaro, 1984, p. 1). Under this definition, any word 
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used in LA and found in a standard Italian dictionary is considered an 

Italian loanword in LA, no matter whether it is an original Italian word 

or a loan to Italian from other languages such as English, French, 

Greek, and so on. 

This study is concerned with the number and nature of these 

words as observed from the speech of the Libyan students and their 

spouses in the United States of America who responded to the ques

tionnaire (herein after referred to as the respondents). The respond

ents are generally college students who came from the five administra

tive or demographic areas of the Tripoli region in Libya. I am also 

interested in exploring the semantic changes in these Italian loanwords 

and the adaptations they have undergone as a result of their being 

borrowed in LA. Their prevalence and integration in the speech of the 

respondents is also of relevance to this study. This study is also con

cerned with the identification of the semantic fields in which these 

words are used in LA. 

The Tripoli dialect was selected for the topic of this investiga

tion over the other varieties of Arabic spoken in Libya (e. g ., the 

Benghazi or the Fezzan dialects) for the following reasons: 

1. The Tripoli dialect is spoken by more than 65% of the total pop

ulation of Libya who reside in this region (Stanford Research 

Institute, 1969, pp. 38-39). 

2. The Tripoli region contains most of the big cities in the country 

such as Tripoli, Sug Al-Jum'a, Tajura, Khumus, Zeleitin, 

Misurata, Zawia, Gharian, and Zawara. These cities, along 

with a few others in both the Benghazi and Fezzan regions, are 



the centers of intellectual life and cultural activities in the 

country. 
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3. Because Tripoli is the capital of the country and the seat of the 

government, its dialect is taken to serve as the standard dialect 

of the country. 

4. Because of its location relative to Italy, this region has made 

the earliest and longest contact with both the Roman and Italian 

culture and language. 

Loanwords were chosen in this study for the following reasons: 

1. The adaptation of foreign words from different sources in vari

ous modern Arabic dialects is partially responsible for dialect 

variation at the vocabulary level. This variation is likely to 

cause confusion and misunderstanding to native Arabic speakers 

of different dialects when they communicate with one another. 

For example, the borrowed Italian word kreek, meaning car jack 

in LA, could be easily confused for shovel by a Syrian speak

er. Words like viilu, seekil, bifki/iita, baska/itta, or 'aga/a 

would cause the same problem to speakers of Moroccan, Libyan, 

Egyptian, and Gulf Arabic. Such chaos or confusion would not 

occur if the literary Arabic word darraaja were used. The term 

"literary Arabic" is used interchangeably with "modern standard 

Arabic" a.nd "modern written Arabic." These terms refer to 

"the form of language which, throughout the Arab world from 

Iraq to Morocco, is found in the prose of books, newspapers, 

periodicals, and letters. This form is also employed in formal 



public address, over radio and television, and in religious 

ceremonials tl (Wehr, 1966, p. yii). 
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2. Whenever there is cultural borrowing there is always the bor

rowing of associated words. The borrowing of words is the 

simplest kind of influence exerted by any language on another 

(Sapir, 1949, p. 193). 

3. Because the lexicon of any language is more loosely structured 

than its phonology and syntax, it is more affected by borrowing 

(Weinreich, 1963, p. 56). 

4. Lexical borrowing is likely to affect other types of borrowing 

such as phonemics because foreign sounds are most often intro

duced with the words in which they are made (Lehmann, 1962, 

pp. 211-215; Bynon, 1977, p. 239). 

5. The lexicon of a language reflects the culture of its speakers 

more closely than any other component (Bynon, 1977, p. 217). 

6. Word borrowing is easier to detect and analyze than any other 

type of borrowing. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is manifold and intended to: 

1. Record the Italian loanwords in colloquial LA acquired as a re

sult of long contact between the two languages (Italian and 

LA) . This record will provide materials for linguists and other 

scholars or students who are concerned with language change 

and cultural contact. 



2. Establish linguistic criteria for the identification of Italian 

loanwords (innovations) in LA. 
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3. Compare these innovations with possible models in Italian and 

verify the recognition and use of the collected items in the 

speech of the respondents. 

4. Provide a listing of Italian loanwords in LA with commentary on 

their ~emantic properties in LA. 

4. Discover the prevalence of these words in Tripolitanian Arabic 

as judged by their being known and used by the respondents. 

5. Categorize all related words into one subgroup according to 

their meaning to find out the semantic fields in which these 

words are used in LA. 

6. Determine which of the grammatical classes (parts of speech) 

are more susceptible to borrowing from Italian into LA and con

firm the findings with other research findings in the field. 

Statement of the Problem 

Due to its long contact with Italian, LA acquired a number of 

Italian loanwords. These words are widely used by Libyans in their 

daily conversation. To many Libyans, most of these words are part of 

their language, so they neither find difficulties with them nor do they 

hesitatl.'! to use them in their speech. As long as Libyans are speaking 

with each other, no problems are encountered due to the use of these 

loanwords. When Libyans talk with speakers of othel' Al-abic dialects, 

however, such as Gulf or Syrian Arabic, a misunderstanding is more 

likely to arise because, although words like buu~ku (forest). 
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simaafru (traffic light), freenu (brake) may have no meaning in these 

dialects, a word such as kreek (car jack) may be mistaken for shovel in 

some other dialect such as Syrian Arabic. 

The misunderstanding is partially due to the fact that none of 

the previously mentioned words is a standard literary Arabic word. On 

the contrary, the words are all Italian loandwords in LA, which mayor 

may not be known to speakers of other Arabic colloquials. Moreover, 

those speakers may (and they generally do) use loanwords from other 

foreign languages such as French, English, Turkish, and Persian that 

may not be known to LA speakers. For these reasons, loanwords in 

modern Arabic colloquials are seen by many Arab linguists and nationals 

as a source of communication problems among speakers of various Arabic 

colloquials. The loanwords should be identified and thoroughly studied 

to attempt to replace them by standard literary Arabic words, inte

grate them into literary Arabic by arabization and/or translation (I Abd 

aI-Rahman, 1969, pp. 169-197; aI-Saleh, 1968, pp. 314-346), or recog

nize them as borrowed elements in modern Arabic colloquials. The last 

would require identifying them in each Arabic colloquial and making 

them known to all Arabic speakers. This work would be a very tedious 

and time consuming task requiring joint efforts from Arab linguists from 

all over the Arab countries and abroad to study the problem and find 

suitable solutions to it. The present study attempts to deal with this 

problem with regard to Italian loanwords in LA. 
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Importance of the Study 

This study may be helpful to Libyan nationals and educators in 

their attempt to free their language and culture from the foreign ele

ments that were introduced by the Italian colonialists during their hated 

colonization of the country. This is not only a matter of pride and 

dignity, but it is also a matter of nationalism and Arab unity. Replac

ing the Italian loanwords in LA by classical Arabic or standard Arabic 

words will facilitate the arabization process in the Arab countries as 

well as make it easier for Libyan citizens to communicate with brothers 

in other Arab countries. By classical Arabic, or the 'arabiyyah, is 

meant the language of pre-Islamic poetry, The Glorious Quran, and the 

tradition of the Holy Prophet. II After the 'arabiyyah became accepted 

through the world of Islam and was explicitly codified in the work of 

the grammarians, it remained essentially unchanged in phonology and 

morphology until the present time, when it is still accepted as the 

norm, both written and for formal spoken Arabic" (Ferguson, 1959, p. 

616) . Fu~ha is another word used in the literature. My study relates 

to the work of Arab linguists and specialists, particularly those asso

ciated with the language academies in Cairo, Damascus, Amman, and 

Baghdad, as well as those working in the offices of translation and ara

bization. The study will also be of interest to linguists involved in 

linguistic change and language variation. Because borrowing reflects 

language and culture contact (Antilla, 1972, p. 154), this study can be 

useful to anthropologists and historians, as well as many other social 

scientists. 
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My study may be of special interest to second-language teachers 

and specialists, particularly those dealing with teaching Italian as a 

second language to native LA speakers. It will provide a good core 

vocabulary to start with. Italian speakers learning or teaching LA will 

find the same advantage in this study. This is also true for both Lib

yan and Italian tourists, businessmen, and travelers in general. Final

ly, this study has a special value to Libyan textbook writers, particu

larly at the elementary stage. It suggests areas of concentration in 

selecting the basic vocabulary for these books, if the education policy 

aims at freeing the language from the foreign elements in it {al-Lajna 

al-Sha'biyya IiI Ta'liim (People's Committe for Education), 1982, pp. 

1-5), the basic elementary readers should treat this problem by intro

ducing Arabic equivalents at a high frequency rate. 

Presen ta tion 

In addition to this introductory chapter, this dissertation con

tains four additional chapters. Chapter 2 provides a review of the 

literature. Chapter 3 is a discussion of the methodology. Chapter 4 

provides an alphabetized list of the identified Italian loanwords in LA. 

Chapter 5 gives a summary and conclusions and also contains some sug

gestions and recommendations for further investigation of this topic. 

Statistical treatmer't of the data and a sample questionnaire are given in 

the appendices. Titles of Arabic books, articles, and periodicals as 

well as names of educational institutions are transliterated according to 

the system of the International Journal of Middle East Studies (1984) 

(Table 1). 
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Table 1. English Transliteration System--Based on International 
Journal of Middle East Studies (1984) 

Arabic English Arabic English Arabic Engiish 

Consonants 

~ ? .J z t-' q 

Y b U"" s ~ k 

D t 
... w-- sh 0 1 

,~ th u.o ~ <' m 

C LP ~ 0 n 

C h b t .-Gl h . . 
C. kh j; z ..9 w . 
..) d G L5 Y 

..) dh c" gh {) 

..) r U f J' al-

Vowels 

a L a 

,.. i ~ i 

~ u y u 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Although Italian loanwords in LA are numerous, frequent, and 

have been around for so long, they have not yet received much atten

tion and concern. Linguists and other scholars, both in the West and 

in the Arab countries, have not treated them in great detail. As far as 

I know, no study has been exclusively devoted to this topic. Some of 

the few studies discussed in this chapter have simply listed some of the 

Italian loanwords in connection with subjects such as the vocabulary of 

LA or other varieties of it (e. g., Tripolitanian or Cyrenaican Arabic) 

with no reference to their being foreign borrowings in the dialect. 

Because the focus was not on LA, there were no attempts to deal with 

the innovations or adaptations of such loanwords, much less with the 

establishment of criteria for their identification in Libyan Arabic 

(Tabataba?i,. 1982). These studies are therefore not sufficient to draw 

reliable conclusions about the Italian loanwords in LA, although they 

were found to be of some relevance to this study. The following is a 

review of these studies. 

1. AI-Yawrniyyat al-Lfbiyya (Libyan Diaries) by Hasan aJ-Faqih 

Hasan (1984). This book is a historical record of the socio

economic and political life in Libya for the period of 1551 to 

1832. The original documents were the personal memoirs of a 

nineteenth-century Libyan merchant, Hasan, who later became a 
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famous historian. They include Hasan's own collections as well 

as those of his family, father, and grandfather and other col

lections, some of which were unknown. All of the diaries were 

handwritten in colloquial Libyan Arabic, which is characterized 

by the presence of a large number of loanwords. The presence 

of these loanwords gave the memoirs a linguistic significance in 

addition to their historical significance. 

Apart from providing a clear picture about the nature of 

contacts between the Italians and the Libyans, particularly dur

ing the City of Naples' military expedition against Tripoli in 

1828, the memoirs contain many foreign words that were used in 

the dialect at that time. These words included words from 

Italian, French, German, Spanish, Greek, Turkish, Persian, 

and other languages. 

All of the diaries were edited by Muhamed al-Usta and 

Ammar al-Juhaydir and published in 1984. These two editors 

have contributed much to the linguistic value of this work by 

providing a separate index in which all foreign words are listed 

along with the languages from which they were borrowed. 

They also provided many footnotes in which the foreign forms 

{models} were given in their original language orthography for 

most of these loanwords. From this work, I was able to extract 

70 Italian loanwords that were incorporated into my list of 

Italian loanwords, which are analyzed and discussed in detail in 

Chapter 4. 
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2. Manuale delf'Arabo Parlato a Tripoli (Manual of the Arabic Spo-

ken in Tripoli) (Trombetti, 1912). This book provides ~ com

plete picture of LA as spoken in the Tripoli region at this time. 

It was published in 1912, just one year after the Italian inva-

sion of Libya. The author, a linguist by profession, treated 

both vocabulary and grammar. The vocabulary section provides 

an Arabic-Italian and an Italian-Arabic list of the LA vocabulary 

of that period characterized by the presence of foreign elements 

in it. Eighty-two Italian loanwords were taken from these lists. 

3. L'Arabo Parlato della Libia (The Spoken Arabic of Libya) 

(Griffini, 1913). This book provides a grammatical description 

of the LA of that era as well as a list of 10,000 words. These 
~ 

words are listed under both Italian and Arabic headings with 

Arabic and Italian explanations. A total of 237 loanwords were 

extracted from this book. 

4. II Dialetto Libico (The Libyan Dialect) (Curotti, 1933). His 

study provides a grammatical description of LA in 1931, about 

22 years after the Italian invasion of the country. The author 

also dealt with real Libyan conversation texts and idiomatic ex-

pressions. The last part of the book deals with vocabulary. 

Here again listings of Libyan-Italian and Italian-Libyan words 

were provided with explanations in both languages. A marked 

increase in the number of Italian loanwords in the vocabulary of 

LA is clearly identified here. Words taken from this book to-

taled 380. 
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5. L'Arabo Parlato in Cirenaica (The Spoken Arabic in Cyrenaica) 

(Iannotta, 1933). This book deals with topics of grammar, 

vocabulary, and Bedouin proverbs. The vocabulary part pro

vides 228 Italian loanwords in Cyrenaican Arabic. These words 

were incorporated into my list because of their great similarity 

to all LA varieties at the vocabulary level. 

6. L'Arabo Parlato a Bengasi (The Arabic Spoken in Benghazi) 

(Panetta, 1941). This book deals exclusively wi~h the Benghazi 

dialect. There is more emphasis on grammar, texts of tradi

tion, and folk stories than any other component of the lan

guage. Because these texts and stories were around long be

fore the Italian invasion, the book does not provide many words 

that could be used for my study. 

7. 11 Lughawiyyat" (IILinguistics ll ) (Khsheim. 1977). This article is 

the only study that deals with foreign b'orrowing in LA. It 

covers borrowing from English, Turkish, Italian, Egyptian col

loquial, Maltese, Latin, Persian, and other languages. For each 

loanword, Khsheim provided its model in the donor language as 

well as its adaptation in LA. A short but very useful commen

tary is given for each word. The author discusses the pronun

ciation, the meaning J and usage of that word in the donor 

language and LA as well as in other recipient languages. 

Although Khsheim did not establish a linguistic criterion for 

the identification of foreign words in LA nor did he cover many 

Italian loanwords J I found his article relevant to my 



investigation of Italian loanwords in LA. Thirty-four Italian 

loanwords were taken from this article. 
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8. IIDriving Test Leaflet" (Anonymous, n.d.) was obtained through 

the courtesy of Abdelgawad M. Ghenniwa. This document con

tains some instructions about automobile driving tests. It was 

probably prepared by one of the driving schools in Tripoli 

sometime in the 1960s. The leaflet is written in LA, and be

cause it deals with automobile parts and mechanical operations, 

it is full of Italian loanwords. Fifty-one words all related to 

the automobile were taken from this document. It is clear evi

dence of Italian penetration in LA. 

9. Tripolitanian Arabic (Foreign Service Institute, 1966). This 

two-volume book is a language course designed to teach conver

sational LA to the American embassy staff and American ser

vicemen in Libya. It therefore deals with all aspects of the 

dialect. Apart from grammatical explanations and texts of con

versation, the book contains a long vocabulary list. However, 

because it tends to place more emphasis on literary Arabic 

words, the number of Italian loans is kept to a minimum. 

10. Libyan Arabic (White, 1969). This LA course contains an out

line of LA grammar as well as texts of conversation and compre

hension passages intended to provide the American Peace Corps 

staff and volunteers with sufficient grammatical basis for con

tinued independent study of Arabic. This course and the 

course by the Foreign Service Institute (1966) were meant to 

help the Peace Corps personnel in their work in Libya. Here, 
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too, there appears to have been more emphasis placed on the 

vocabulary of literary Arabic, and consequently there are not 

many Italian loanwords in the vocabulary list provided in this 

book. 

11. A Language Guide to North Africa (United States Army, n.d.). 

This booklet is designed to provide the American servicemen in 

North Africa with a basic idea of the dialects spoken in that 

area. It deals with short conversation texts and vocabulary 

lists in the four dialects of the region: Moroccan, Algerian, 

Tunisian, and LA. Very few Italian loanwords in LA were col

lected from this booklet for the same reasons mentioned for the 

other American publications. 

12. liLa Spedizione di Napoli contro Tripoli d'Occidente Secondo il 

Cronista Tripolino Hasan al-Faqih Hasan II (The Expedition of 

Naples against Tripoli According to Hasan al-Faqih Hasan" 

(Chiauzzi, 1983, 1984). This article provides a translation and 

linguistic observation of a historical document written by a 

nineteenth-century Libyan historian about the military expedi

tion of the Italian city of Naples against Tripoli, Libya, in 

1826. Apart from providing a clear picture of the nature of the 

contact between the Italians and the Libyans during that partic

ular period, the document is an example of the Libyan colloquial 

spoken at the time and is full of borrowing from Persian and 

Turkish as well as some European languages, including Italian. 

This document was very relevant to my study. 
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13. "Materiali per 10 Studio del' Abbigliamento in Libia" ("Materials 

for the Study of Clothing in Libya") (Chiauzzi, 1974). This 

article deals exclusively with Libyan clothing. Chiauzzi dis

cusses in great detail the materials from which clothing is made, 

styles, and manufacturing and also talks about the seasonal and 

regional variations for clothing and the clothing worn for var

ious occasions. A number of words, particularly names of 

clothing and related items, are Italian loans. 

14. Dictionary of Persian Loanwords in the Arabic Language 

('Addi, 1980). Although this book deals with the Persian loan

words in Arabic, it provides lists of words from other lan

guages. The author presents both the foreign models in their 

native orthography and the Arabic adaptation. A commentary 

of the meaning and usage of each word is also provided. 

Thirty-seven Italian loanwords are discussed in this book, a 

few of which were used in the collection for my investigation. 

15. TafsTr aJ-?aJiaa~ aJ-DakhIJa tT aJ-Lugha aJ-?arabiyya (The Mean

ing of Foreign Words in the Arabic Language) (a1-' Ansi, 1964). 

This book also deals with foreign words in Arabic. I t provides 

a commentary about their native origin as well as their meanings 

in Arabic. The native models are given along with the Arabic 

adaptation. Words from Turkish, Persian, Greek, Latin, 

French, Italian, and other languages are included. Sixty-four 

Italian loanwords used in LA are found in this book and have 

been added to the original list for my investigation of Italian 

loan words in LA. 
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16. A/-?a/faa! al-?ajnabiyya fT al-Lahja al-Kuwaytiyya (Foreign 

Words in the Kuwaiti Dialect) (Shahin, 1973). This book deals 

with Persian, Turkish, Hindi, English, French, Portuguese, 

and Italian loanwords in colloquial Kuwaiti Arabic. The author 

discllssed the meaning of each word in both its native language 

and the Kuwaiti dialect. The native models are provided along 

with the Kuwaiti adaptation. The number of Italian loanwords 

in this dialect is extremely small. However, because these 

words are also used in LA for the same meaning and usage, his 

study was found to be of some significance to my investigation 

of Italian loanwords in LA. 

17. "Turkish, Italian and French Loanwords in the Colloquial Arabic 

of Palestine and Jordan" (Butros, 1973). This article describes 

the semantic categories of Italian, French, and Turkish loan

words in the colloquial languages of Palestine and Jordan as 

represented by the Jerusalem dialect. In his introduction, 

Butros stated that there were borrowings from other languages 

such as Persian, Armenian, Syrian, Greek, and English in this 

dialect. After presenting an outline of the phonemic system of 

the Jerusalem dialect, he discussed the impact of each of the 

three languages on this dialect. He then presented his cate

gorization of loanwords from these languages in Jerusalem Ara

hie. His Italian loanword list contains about 190 words distri

buted among various semantic fields, which include food and 

drinks, clothing, smoking, household and building, medical and 

mechanical terms, music and arts, sports, traveling, business 
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and trade, as well as proper names and other miscellaneous 

items. Most of the words presented in the article are also used 

in LA. His study proved very useful to my investigation of 

Italian loanwords in LA. 

18. "English Loanwords in the Colloquial Arabic of Palestine (1917-

1947) and Jordan (1948-1962)" (Butros, 1963). This unpub

lished doctoral dissertation deals with the English loanwords in 

both Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic. Because of the apparent 

similarity between the topic of Butros's dissertation and my 

study of Italian loanwords in LA, it is worth pointing out the 

differences and similarities between the two studies. 

a. Butros restricted his study to two major periods: 1917-1947 

for Palestinian Arabic and 1948-1962 for Jordanian Arabic. 

My study has no time constraints. 

b. My study deals with loanwords in only one variety of an 

Arabic colloquial, namely LA as spoken in the Tripoli re

gion; Butros's study deals with loanwords in two major Ar

abic colloquials: Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic. 

c. Butros seems not to have been interested in developing any 

linguistic criteria for the identification of English loanwords 

in both Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic. I am very inter

ested in developing such criteria. 

d. My study deals with the semantics and etymology of Italian 

loanwords in LA; Butros seems to have been more inter

ested in the phonology, morphology, and to a lesser extent, 
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the syntax and semantics of English loanwords in both Pal-

estinian and Jordanian Arabic. 

e. Both .Butros's dissertation and my study provide a listing of 

loanwords. My study provides another listing of the Italian 

loanwords in LA arranged according to the semantic fields 

in which these words are used in LA. Butros, on the oth-

er hand, did not provide such a listing. However, in his 

concluding chapter, he talked about 16 semantic categories 

and gave for each category the percentage it represents in 

the whole listing (Butros, pp. 282-286). 

f. In his dissertation, Butros discussed the relationship be-

tween the English loanwords in the colloquial of Palestine 

and Jordan ;:md loanwords from Turkish, Italian, and 

French in the two <~olloquials. He (p. 287) showed how 

words from these three languages were gradually replaced 

by English loanwords. However, he did not deal with the 

relationship of these two dialects to other Arabic colloquials 

such as Egyptian and Syrian Arabic or even to classical and 

modern standard Arabic in relation to these English loan-

words. Neither did he concern himself with the issue of 

the presence or absence of Arabic equivalents to the 

English loanwords. On the other hand, I do not talk about 

the relationship of Italian loanwords in LA to other foreign 

words in this dialect, but I treat issues such as the pres-

ence or absence of Arabic equivalents to the Italian loan-
I 

'vords in LA where I provide classical Arabic, literary 
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Arabic, arabized, and even colloquial equivalents to as 

many Italian loanwords as applicable. I also talk about each 

Italian loanword in LA with referenc.::! to its presence and 

meaning in other Arabic colloquials such as Egyptian, 

Syrian, Lebanese, Palestinian, Tunisian, Kuwaiti and so on 

whenever it is applicable. 

g. Butros (1963, pp. 227-239) incorporated in his list English 

proper nouns such as given names, names of horses and 

animals, names of businesses and companies such as restau

rants, hotels, nightclubs, etc. My list of Italian loanwords 

in LA incorporates only those Italian proper nouns that 

became common nouns in LA such as yoogo" an Italian 

trademark, which became a common noun meaning fruit juice 

in LA. 

h. In the listing of Italian loanwords in LA, I provide the date 

of the source in which the loanword first appears, as well 

as the percentages of the frequencies of reception and pro

duction for each loanword as judged by the replies of the 

respondents. Butros, on the other hand, did not concern 

himself with such issues. 

Butros's (1963) dissertation and (1973) article have been 

useful to me. They provided many Italian loanwords in both 

Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic as well as an idea about the 

fate of these loanwords and how they are being replaced by 

English loanwords. The distribution of his list of English loan

words among various semantic and grammatical categories 
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provided a good base for comparing his findings with the find

ings in my study. His semantic categories along with Buck's 

(1949) and Haugen's (1969) semantic classifications have helped 

me develop the semantic classification of Italian loanwords in 

LA. 

19. Ghara?ib al-Lahja al-Lubnaniyya al-Suriyya (Oddities of the 

Lebanese and the Syrian Dialect) (Nakhla, 1962). This book 

deals with odd and foreign words used in the Lebanese Syrian 

dialect. The first part. of the study deals with the meaning. 

derivation, and formation of odd words. It examines some 

classical Arabic words as well as words taken from the dialect 

and words that are used in both. 

The second part of Nakhla's study investigates foreign 

words in this dialect. The author discussed words borrowed 

from Aramaic, Turkish, Greek, French. Italian. and Hebrew as 

well as words from other languages such as English, Spanish. 

and German. For most words he provided both the foreign 

models and the Arabic adaptation as well as a short commentary 

on their meanings and usage in Arabic. 

Nakhla's Italian list contained about 370 words scattered 

among various semantic fields and grammatical classes. He did 

not classify these words according to their meanings or gram

matical categories. Neither did he attempt to establish linguis

tic criteria for their adaptation in Lebanese Syrian Arabic. 

However. because most of the words in his list are also used in 

LA. his study was found to be of a limited use to my study. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

According to Haugen (1972, pp. 179-180), "borrowing is a his

torical process and therefore to be identified only by historical meth

ods. ':':'bis means a comparison between earlier and later states of a 

given language, to detect possible innovations;. and thereupon a com

parison of the innovations discovered with possible models in other lan

guages. 1I 

As in all Arabic colloquials, there is not much literature written 

in LA. It is therefore quite difficult to make any comparison between 

earlier and later stages of this language because of the scarcity of 

earlier records of the language. However, I was fortunate to have ob

tained some documents on which I extrapolated my comparisons. Ac

cording to these documents, the current stage of LA is compared to 

four earlier stages. 

Pre-Italian Occupation Stage (1551-1832) 

The only available documentation covering this period is al

Yawmiyyat al-LTbiyya (Libyan Diaries) (Hasan, 1984). The original 

document was written by Hasan al-Faqih Hasan (1781-1868) and was 

edited for publication by Muhamad al-Usta and Ammar Juhaydir, both 

from Markas Dirasat Jihad al-Lfuyyin 9id al-Ghazw al-I!alf (Libyan 

Studies Centre). 
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Occupation Stage (1912-1941) 

Linguistic descriptions of the colloquial LA of this period are 

dealt with in five books, all written by professional Italian linguists: 

1. Manuele del'Arabo Parlato a Tripoli (Manual of the Arabic Spo

ken in Tripoli) (Trombetti, 1912). 

2. L 'Arabo Parlato della Libia (The Spoken Arabic of Libya) 

( Griffini , 1913). 

3. II Dialetto Libico (The Libyan Dialect) (Curotti, 1933). 

4. L 'Arabo Parlato in Cirenaica (The Arabic Spoken in Cyrenaica) 

(Iannotta, 1933). 

S. L 'Arabo Parlato a Bengasi (The Spoken Arabic of Benghazi) 

(Panetta, 1941). 

Post-colonization Stage (1966-1969) 

Libya became independent on December 24, 1951. Italian occu

pying forces left the country in 1943. but a large number of Italian 

settlers remained in the country, particularly in the Tripoli region. As 

Italian was replaced by Arabic as the language of education and the 

media, the influx of Italian loanwords in LA was reduced but was not 

totally eliminated. A clear picture of LA during this stage can be 

gathered from the two documents on which I based my comparison of 

the current state of LA: (1) Tripolitanian Arabic (Foreign Service In

stitute. 1966), a textbook on LA prepared for use by the American em

bassy staff and American servicemen in Libya. and (2) Libyan Arabic 

(White. 1969). These documents are discussed in more detail in Chap

ter 2. 
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Questionnaire 

After making these comparisons, I established the following cri

teria for the identification of Italian loanwords: Any innovation 

detected or discovered as a result of the comparisons of LA stages is 

taken to be an Italian loan if it complies with the following: 

1. It ends in a vowel. This criterion is based on the fact that 

most nouns in Italian end in a vowel sound (Lazzarino, 1984, p. 

11) • 

2. It ends in yooni or ooni as in frisyooni, kalzatooni, 

maskal!iooni, and zabalyooni. 

3. It contains a sound that does not exist in literary Arabic such 

as Ivl in valvula and It I in ~inkwi. 

4. It is believed by the native speaker of LA to be Italian (Stene, 

1940, p. 5). This is true for words like makarruuna, 

sbaaggeetti, biitsa, and kabal/iini. 

5. It ends in sta or sti such as ?affaariista, trisiisti, traveeti. 

A list of about 1,000 words was compiled as a result of the ap

plication of the comparisons and criteria. These words were then com

pared to their proposed models in Italian through the use of a number 

of Italian dictionaries and consultation with native Italian informants. 

The list was reduced to 684. Both the Libyan adaptations and the Ital

ian models were studied and divided into 22 categories according to 

their semantic fields. Buck's (1949) semantic classification in Dictionary 

of Selected Synonyms in the Principal Indo-European Languages and 

Haugen's (1969) classification as indicated in the sample questionnaire of 
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his study of the Norwegian language in America were modified and used 

in this study. 

A questionnaire was prepared and sent to 290 Libyans residing 

in the United States of America to verify their knowledge and use of 

these 684 words. The sample represents a cross section of age, sex, 

place of origin (urban or rural), level of education, and social stand

ing. Replies were received from 148 persons who confirmed their famil

iarity or unfamiliarity with the words contained in the questionnaire, 

expressed their feelings about the topic, and supplied additional words. 

The replies were tabulated, and the results are presented in Chapter 4. 

For all the Italian loanwords in this list, both the Italian word 

and LA adaptation are provided. The Italian words are italicized and 

initiated in capital letters. The corresponding loanwords are trans

cribed (T::.ble 2). The loanwords in this list are classified according to 

grammatical categories into nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, ad

verbs, and interjections. Nouns are further classified for gender into 

masculine and feminine. They are also divided into countable and un

countable depending on whether they can be made plural or not. 

Countable nouns are divided in several subgroups according to their 

plural formation. Loanwords that cannot be classified as countable are 

divided into uncountable, those that cannot be counted such as milk 

and air, indeclinable, those that do not change form with number, and 

no-plural, those that have either no plural forms in Italian or for whic.h 

the data do not show any recorded plural forms. The dual form is not 

provided in this list because each countable noun can be made dual by 

suffixing een to its singular or adding the word zooz (pair or two) 



Symbol 

? 

b 

d 

f 

g 

y 

h 

h 
j 

k 

I 

m 

n 
v 
c 

r 

s 

Short 

i 

a 

e 

u 

o 

aw 

Table 2. Transcription Symbols--Based on Qafisheh (1977) 

Approximate Sound Symbol 

Conson.ants 

(glottal stop) s · 
b in big ! 
d in dog t 

f in fat t · K in God v 

r in French Paris w 

h in hat x 

no English equivalent y 

i in Jim 

k in skim 

I in lathe 

m in mat 

~ in nap 

ch in church 

! in Spanish caro 

~ in sip 

i in sit 

!!. in put 

ou in house 

z 

e 
<5 

2 
d · 
q 

al-

Vowels 

Long 

ii 

aa 

~e 

uu 

00 

Diphthongs 

ay 

1 

Approximate Sound 

s in sauce 

sh in ship 

t in still 

t in tot 

~ in victory 

w in win 

no English 

y. in yes 

z in zeal 

th in thin 

th in this 

no English 

no English 

no English 

no English 

ea in seat 

in hat 

00 in food 

i in night 

equivalent 

equivalent 

equivalent 

equivalent 

equivalent 

1. The Arabic definite article ?al- is always transcribed al-. 
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Table 3. Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Word Abbreviation Word 

adj. adjective n.ph. noun phase 

adv. adverb no pl. no plural 

conj. conjunction pI. plural 

def. art. definite article prep. preposition 

f. feminine prone pronoun 

indo indeclinable s. singular 

inter. in terj ection v. verb 

m. masculine v.n. verbal noun 

n. noun u. uncountable 
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before its plural. Thus the dual of /eetta is /eetteen or zooz /eettaat. 

Abbreviations used for parts of speech, gender, and number are given 

in Table 3. Unless stated otherwise, all English definitions are taken 

from The Cambridge Italian Dictionary (Reynolds, 1962). Years in 

parentheses after the loanword give the first recorded use of this word 

in LA or date of presumed exposure of Libyan speakers to it. 

The 682 Italian loanwords were divided into 22 sematic cate-

gories (Appendix A). Ninety-seven percent of the loanwords fall into 

21 categories according to the fields in which they are used in LA. 

The remaining 3% comprise unrelated words or words that are too few to 

form a separate category. These words are therefore grouped together 

under II unclassified • II 

information about. the frequency of recognition and use of these 

loanword by respondents is also given under "known to" and "used 

by. II The term "known to" means that the respondent recognizes the 

word but mayor may not use it; "used by" means that the respondent 

uses the word in conversation. 

The discussion that follows includes clarification of meaning 

where necessary and Arabic equivalents. Many of the Italian loanwords 

have either literary Arabic or colloquial equivalents. Literary Arabic 

and arabized equivalents are taken from al-Mu'jam ai-Wash (Intermediate . 
Arabic Dictionary) published by the Academy of Arabic Language 

[Cairo] (1972), Mu'jam ?Alfo{ al-I]aqara wa Mu~~alal]at a!-Funun (Dic

tionary of Cultural and Technical Terms) also published by the Academy 

of the Arabic Language [Cairo] (1980), Larousse: al-Mu'jam al-'Arabiyy 

al-Ijadfth (Modern Arabic Dictionary) (al-Jur, 1973) published by the 
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Larousse Librairie, Paris, France, and al-Munjid fT al-Lugha wa al

la/lam (al-Munjid Arabic Dictionary) by Dar al-Mashriq (1975) of Beirut, 

Lebanon. Colloquial equivalents and other Arabic dialect usage of Ital

ian loanwords were taken from a number of colloquial dictionaries and 

texts such as An English Arabic Dictionary of the Colloquial Arabic of 

Egypt (Spiro, 1974), Gharalib al-Lahja al-Lubnaniyya al-Suriyya (Oddi

ties of the Lebanese Syrian Dialect) (Nakhla, 1962), al-lalfa~ al

lajnabiyya fT al-Lahja al-Kuwaytiyya (Foreign Words in Kuwaiti Dialect) 

(Shahin, 1973), II Turkish, Italian and French Loanwords in the Collo

quial Arabic of Palestine and Jordon ll (Butros, 1973), or provided by 

the author. Suggested translation and arabizations were taken from 

MikanTka al-Sayyarat (Car Mechanics) (al-Jawhari and Abu Shaqra, 

1977) and Bannur's (1985) list. 
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CHAPTER 4 

IDENTIFIED ITALIAN LOANWORDS IN LIBYAN ARABIC 

This chapter contains a list of the Italian loanwords in colloquial 

Libyan Arabic as spoken in the Tripoli region. The words are ar

ranged alphabetically with Italian headwords. The list includes 682 of 

the 684 words that were used in the questionnaire sent to the Libyan 

students and their spouses in the United States of America who came 

from the five demographic divisions of the Tripoli region in Libya. Two 

words were removed after further study showed that they were not Ita

lian loanwords. Although the questionnaire was sent only to the stu

dents and their spouses because they are the only sector of the Libyan 

society accessible to me in this country, the Italian loanwords in ques

tion ar~ commonly used in Libyan society. The loanwords therefore 

show great phonemic and morphological alterations as well as semantic 

changes or modifications. 

List of Italian Loanwords 

A 

Acceleratore n. m. s. (pI. acceleratori) accelerator. 

firatoori n. m. s. (pI. firatooriyyaat) accelerator. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%, used by 79%. 
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In Libyan Arabic the loanword liratoori means both the accel-

erator mechanism or system and the accelerator pedal. A suggested 

arabized term dawaasat al-muya60i, which refers only to the acceler-

ator pedal, is used but is not common in LA (al-Jawhari and Abu 

Shaqra, 1977, pp. 26-38). 

Accetta, n. f. s. (pI. accette) cleaver, hatchet, chopper, battle axe 

(1933) • 

feeta n. f. s. (pI. feettaat> cleaver, hatchet. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, 

and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 90%. 

This loanword refers to a cleaver. an axelike knife used for 

cutting or chopping meat. The literary Arabic terms balta and 

saatuur are also used in LA. 
o 

Acciaio n. m. u. steel (1933). 

v caayu n. m. u. steel. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents I Usage: known to 49%; used by 32%. 

This loanword is most commonly used by workers and laborers 

to refer to steel. Sometimes the term hadiid ~aayu J which is a 

combination of the equivalent literary Arabic word and the Italian 

loanword. is used by this sector and other sectors of the Libyan 

society for more emphasis. The literary Arabic terms fuulaao and 

~ulb (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo]. 1980. p. 61) are also used 

in LA. 
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Acido n. m. s. (pl. acidi) acid, nitric acid; acidity; sourness. 

acido adj. sour, acid (1913). 

? !'d j? v'd ,a I U ,aCI U n. m. u. sulfuri= acid. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 57%; used by 36%. 

The Italian loanword ?a~idu (acid) is commonly used by unedu

cated people to refer to sulfuric acid (Ba'albaki, 1978, p. 927). 

Educated people tend to use the literary Arabic scientific term himg 

al-kibriitiik more than the Italian word. Two colloquial terms, 

?umayyat al-naar and ?umayyat al-farg, are also used in LA. 

Affare n. m. s. (pl. affar;) business; affair, matter; bargain (1913). 

?affaari n. m. s. (pl. ?affaariyyaat) business deal; matter, affair, 

bargain. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 64%. 

The loanword ?affaari refers to trade and business matters usu-

ally conducted by ordinary people who are not necessarily mer-

chants or businessmen but do sell, buy, and trade in commodities 

such as cars, jewelry, and appliances after their normal working 

hours to earn some extra income. The deals are usually made in 

open markets or other public places. The word ?affaari implies 

trick or dishonest deals. This impression can also be gathered 

from the terminology that is used in this situation such as /affaari 

ya/'ab, literally "bargain is playing" meaning that the trade or 

bargain is being made. This statement is used to inform a 
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passerby that the bargain is being made or that the seller is look

ing for a good offer. iaahib affaariyyaat, "someone with a lot of 

tricks and ways to attract people," is another term that implies the 

same idea. The literary Arabic terms, iafqa ti;aariyya and 'amal 

ti;aari are too formal, and so they are not used in this situation. 

Affarista n. m. s. (pl. affaristi) businessperson; profiteer; crook 

(1913). 

?affaariista v.n. m. s. (pI. ?affariistiyya) someone who deals in busi

ness, someone who makes deals for his advantage. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 75%; used by 52%. 

This loanword refers to anyone who is devious and strikes dis

honest deals. The literary terms ra;ul ?a'maal and ~aahib hiyal do 

not give the exact meaning of the colloquial usage of this loanword. 

Agenzia n. £. s. (pl. agenzie) agency, branch office, stewardship; 

adjutant (1933). 

;insiyya n. £. s. (pI. ;insiyyaat) agency. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 51%. 

This loanword is used in business to refer to travel and trans

portation agencies that deal in transporting goods in and out of the 

country. The Arabic term wakaalat naql is ?!so used in LA. 



Aiutante n. m. s. (pl. aiutanti) helper, assistant or aide (1913). 

?u~aanti n. m. s. (pl. ?utaan!iyya) helper, assistant or aide. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 51%. 
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The meaning of this loanword is restricted to a driver's aide, 

assistant, or helper. The literary Arabic term musaa'id saa?iq is 

also used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Aiuto n. m. s., inter. help! (l933). 

?ayuuta inter. help! 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 58%; used by 15%. 

This loanword is especially used when someone is asking for 

urgent help. The literary Arabic words al-najda (help!), saa'idni 

(help me!) and the colloquial word 'aawinni from the literary Arabic 

word ?a'iinani are more commonly used in LA than the Italian loan

word. 

Albero a camme n. m. s. (no pI.) camshaft (Cambridge, 1962, p. 271). 

?albruukaam n. m. s. (no pI.) camshaft. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' U&age: known to 23%; used by 15%. 

This loanword is very well known to people dealing with cars. 

A suggested translation 'amuud al-kaamaat (al-Jawhari and Abu 

Shaqra, 1977, p. 25) is used in LA, but it is not very common 

even among educated people. 



Albergo n. m. s. (pI. alberghi) inn, hotel, shelter, hostel (1933). 

beergu n. m. s. (pl. beerguwaat) hotel. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 32%. 
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This loanword has been arabized as xaan (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 36) but the word fundug is more com

monly used in LA. Other foreign words such as huteel, lukaanda, 

and bans yoon are also used. 

Ammortizzatore n. m. s. {pl. ammortizzatori shock absorber (1985). 

maza~oori n. m. s. (pl. mazatooriyyaat) shock absorber. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 79%; used by 68%. 

Suggested arabized terms raadi' and maani' al-?irtijaaj (al

Jawhari and Abu Shaqra, 1977, pp. 89, 91) are not commonly used. 

Andiamo v. go!, depart!, leave! (1912). 

?indyaamu v. go!, let's go! 

Category: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 35%. 

This loanword is used to encourage someone to take up arms In 

defense of one's country, principles, or beliefs or to go out to help 

friends or relatives. The colloquial terms ya~ta ?anhacju, nuucju" 

and ?afza'u are also used in this situation. 



Angolo n. m. a. (pl. angoli) angle; corner (1913). 

?anguli n. indo corners. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 39%. 
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The loanword ?anguli is only used when the construction work

ers lay the foundation of a new building. It refers to the corners 

of a building. Sometimes the four corners of a building are marked 

by four big corner stones of cement blocks. Each of these stones 

or blocks is called ?anguluwwa,l which is a feminine singular noun 

pluralized as ?anguluwwaat or ?anguliyyaat. The literary Arabic 

term rukn is also used in this situation. hajar al-?arkaaan,l hajar 

al-zawaaya,l and al-?asaas are used to refer to the corner stones 

?anguluwwaat. 

Antenna n. f. s. (pI. antenne) aerial, antenna; trolley pole, spar, 

yard (1935). 

?anteennfJ n: f. s., (pI. ?anteennaat) aerial, antenna. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 87%. 

This loanword refers to an aerial or antenna. It is also used 

euphemistically to refer to a police detective. The arabized term 

hawaa?i (al-Jur, 1972, p. 1261) is also used in LA, but the Italian 

loanword is more commonly used. 
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Antico adj. ancient, old, old-fashioned; long-standing, antique; obso

lete (1913). 

?antiika n, f, s, (pI. ?antiikaat) antique. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 57%. 

This loanword is used to describe something old or an old

fashioned person or object. As a noun it is used in household 

items to refer to antiques. The literary Arabic .term qadiim is used 

as an adjective meaning old but not antique. This Italian loanword 

is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as Egyptian Arabic 

(Spiro, 1974, p. 56), Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, 

p. 157), Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 96). 

Appendice n. f. s. (pI. appendici) appendix, supplement; vermiform 

appendix; attachment, annex. 

banda! iiti n. m. ind. vermiform appendix. 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine; 14. Physical Parts, Functions, 

and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 60%. 

This loanword refers to both the vermiform appendix and to its 

diseased condition. The literary Arabic term al-zaa?ida a/-duudiyya 

is also used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Aria n. f. s. (no pI.) air (1913). 

?aarya n. f. un. air. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 39%. 
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This loanword refers to air, particularly among technicians and 

unskilled workers. The literary Arabic word hawaa' is more com

monly used in LA. 

Aringa n. f. s. (pl. aringhe) herring. 

ringa n. f. s. (pI. ringaat) herring. 

Category: Nonhuman Beings. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 55%; used by 44%. 

This loanword refers to herring, a kind of sea fish valued as 

food (fresh, dried, or salted). This Italian loanword is also used 

in other Arabic colloquials such as Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 

258). 

Ascensore n. m. s. (pI. ascensori) lift, elevator. 

?a~an~eer n. m. s. (pl. ?a~an~eeraat) lift, elevator. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 87%. 

This Italian loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials 

such as Egyptian Arabic. The literary Arabic word mi~'ad is also 

common in LA. 

Aspirina n. f. s. (pI. aspirine) aspirin tablet. 

?asbiriin n. m. indo aspirin tablet. 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 88%. 

This loanword refers to aspirin. An arabized word ?asbiriin is 

used in most Arabic dialects and has been incorporated into the 



Arabic language dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1980, p. 17). 

Asso n. m. s. (pl. assi) ace in playing cards (1913). 

laa~~/1a~~ n. m. s. (pI. luu~/1i~aan) ace in playing cards. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 83%. 
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This loanword refers to the ace in playing cards. An arabized 

word ?a~~ has been incorporated into the Arabic dictionary (Arabic 

Language Academy [Cairo]. 1980, p. 1) and is used in some Arabic 

dialects such as Le~anese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 

157). 

Asta n. f. s. (pI. aste) rod, gear selector rod (1912). 

laa~~a n. f. s. (pI. laa~~aat) rod. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 20%; used by 14%. 

This loanword refe-rs to a number of rods, such as laasta .. 
kaambyu (gear selector rod), laaHa firatoori (accelerator rod), and 

laaHa valvuli (valve rod). The literary Arabic words saaq" qaqiib" 

Oiraa'" raafi'a" and 'amuud are also used but not very commonly 

(al-Jawhari and Abu Shaqra, 1977, pp. 24, 25, 58, 64,65, and 

72) • 
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Attaccapanni n. m. indo hat stand, coat hanger or rack. 

takabbaanni n. m. s. (pl. takabbaanniyyaat/takabaannuwaat clothes 

hanger. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 82%. 

This loanword refers to clothes hanger, which as been arabized 

as fammaa'a (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 23). 

This word is commonly used in many Arabic dialects such as Egyp

tian, Syrian, and so on. Another arabized word "mifjab (al-Jur, 

1972, p. 1116) is also common. 

A ttacco n. m. s. (pI. attac.chi) attack, battle; attachment, junction; 

socket; jack; plug (1913). 

takku n. m. a. (pl. takkuwaat) electric or power switch. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction; 

7. Household I terns. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; used by 60%. 

This loanword refers to an electric switch. The LA verb 

?itaaki as in ?itaaki al-gayy (switch the light) is derived from this 

word. An arabized term miftaah al-daa?ira al-kakhrabaa?iyya is not 

very common in LA. 

Autobotte n. f. s. (pl. autobotti) water carrier, tank wagon (1912). 

butt) n. m. s. (pI. buHiyyaat) tank wagon, tank, cask. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Re:spondents' Usage: known to 81%; used by 65%. 
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This loanword refers to any tank wagon that is used to trans-

port liquids like water, gas, or sewage. The literary Arabic term 

sayyaarat nagJ aJ-miyaah is used in formal speech situations. The 

word butti can also be used to mean storage tank. The literary •• 

Arabic word xazzaan is very commonly used in LA. 

Automatico adj. automatic. 

? utuumaatiik adj. automatic. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 89%. 

This loanword is used to describe an automatic operation or 

action such as automatic transmission, automatic shut-off, and so 

on. The literary Arabic terms oaatii and ?aa/yyi a/-harka are also 

used in LA, but not very commonly, particularly among uneducated 

people. The Italian loanword ?utuumaatiik is used in most Arabic 

colloquials. 

Avvocato n. m. s. (pl. avvocati) lawyer, attorney (1913). 

?abuukaati n. m. s. (pI. ?abuukaatiyya) lawyer, attorney. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 64%; used by 26%. 

This loanword refers to lawyer or attorney. The literary Ara

bic word muhaamii is more commonly used in LA even among unedu-

cated people. The Italian loanword is also used in other Arabic 

colloquials such as Egyptian Arabic (Sapiro, 1974, p. 20), Pales-

tinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 96), and Lebanese 

and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 157). 
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B 

8agno n. m. s. (pl. bagni) bathtub; bathroom; bath (1912). 

baan yu n. m. s. (pl. baan yuwaat) bathtub, bathroom. bath. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings. and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 89%. 

The literary Arabic terms hawg al-hammaam (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 19). yurfat al-hammaam, and hammaam 

are also used in LA. The Italian loanword baanyu is also used in 

other Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic 

(Nakhla. 1959, p. 158) and Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic 

(Butros, 1973. p. 95). 

Bu/cone n. m. s. (pI. ba/coni) balcony; French window opening to a 

balcony; shelter built on the roof of a house for drying clothes 

(1913) • 

balakoona n. f. s. (pl. balakoonaat) balcony. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 89%. 

This loanword refers to balcony. An arabized word furfa (Ara

bic Language Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 22) is also used in LA, 

but it is not very common. The Italian loanword is also used in 

most Arabic colloquials. 

Balestra n. m. s. (pI. ba!estre) crossbow; leaf spring, spring (1985). 

balistri n. m. s. (pI. balistriyyaat) leaf spring. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 49%; used by 41%. 
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This loanword refers to a leaf-spring shock absorber and has 

been arabized as naabiq na~1i (al-Jur, 1972, p. 1181). Another 

suggeste~ arabized term al-zumbarakaat al-waraqiyya (al-Jawhari 

and Abu Shaqra, 1077, p. 88) is used in LA, but neither term is 

common. 

Balla n. f. s. (pl. balle) bale, package of goods; ball; projectile; tall 

story (1912). 

baala n. f. s. (pI. baalaat) bale, package of goods. 

Category: 16. Quantifiers and Measurement. 

Respondents~ Usage: "'known to 96%; used by 90%. 

This loanword refers to a bale or package of goods. The liter

ary Arabic word huzma is very commonly used in LA. the Italian 

loanword baala has been arabized as baala and incorporated into the 

Arabic dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 77). 

Bambino n. m. s. (pl. bambini) baby, infant, child (1912). 

bambiinu n. m. s. (no pI.) baby, infant. 

Category: 8. Human and Family Relationships. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 41%. 

This loanword refers to a male infant. The Italian feminine 

form bambina (baby girl) is not commonly used in LA. The literary 

Arabic term tifl ragii' and the colloquial word ?uleed are also used 

in LA. 



Bambola n.' f. s. (pl. bambole) doll; pretty girl (1912). 

bambla n. f. s. (pl. bamb/aat) doll, toy. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 84%. 
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This loanword refers to doll or toys. The literary Arabic word 

'aruusa is more commonly used in LA. Another literary Arabic 

word dummiyya is also used, but less commonly than both 'aruusa 

and bamb/a. 

Banana n. f. s. (pI. banani) bananas. 

banaan in. m. ind. bananas. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 89%. 

This loanword refers to banana. The literary Arabic word 

mawz is also used in LA. 

Banca n. f. s. (pI. banche) bank, pay office, table, bench (1913). 

bank n. m. s. (pl. bunuuk) bank. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 87%. 

This loanword refers to bank, which has been arabized as bank 

and incorporated into the Arabic dictionary (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 71) and used in literary Arabic 

(Abboud and others, 1971, p. 40). The Arabic word masrif is . 
also very common in LA, particularly in formal situations. 
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Banchina n. f. s. (pl. banchine) platform; road shoulder; slab (1913). 

bankiina n. f. s. (pl. bankiinaat) road shoulder, platform. 

Category: 17. Roads, Taffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 69%; used by 54%. 

This loanword refers to a road shoulder or a platform, particu-

larly at sea ports. An a.rabized word rasiif (Ti111isi, 1984, p. 107) . 
is also used in LA; katif al-tariiq is also used. . 

Banco n. m. s. (pl. banchi) desk, bench, seat; row of desks in a 

classroom; counter (1913). 

bank n. m. s. (pI. ?abnaak) desk, seat, bench. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 92%. 

This loanword refers to a desk or a seat. The literary Arabic 

word maq'ad is more commonly used in LA than the Italian loan-

word, particularly among students. 

Banda n. f. s. (pI. bande) band, group, company; party, gang 

(1933) • 

baanda n. f. s. (pI. baandaat> group; band, gang. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 79%; used by 47%. 

This loanword refers to band, group, or gang. The literary 

Arabic word firqa is more commonly used in LA than the Italian 

loanword. The word baanda is also used to mean gang or band. 

The literary Arabic 'i~aaba is very common in LA. 



Bandiera n. f. s. (pI. bandiere) flag, ensign (1832). 

bindiira n. f. s. (pI. bindiiraat) flag. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 50%; used by 23%. 

This loanword refers to a flag. The Arabic words 'alam and 
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ru(Jya are very commonly used in LA. The Italian loanword is used 

in other Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic 

(Nakhla, 1959, p. 159), Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 

1973, p. 96), and Kuwaiti Arabic (Shahin, 1973, p. 86). 

Bandito n. m. s. (pl. banditi) outlaw, robber, bandit (1913. 

bandiiti n. m. s. (pl. bandiitiyya) outlaw, bandit. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 65%. 

This loanword refers to a bandit or robber. The literary Ara-

bie term qaati' al-turuq is more commonly used in LA. 
o • 

Baracca n. f. s. (pI. barache) hut, stall, shed, cabin (1913). 

barraaka n. f. s. (pI. barraakaat/barrariik) hut, shed. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 90%. 

This loanword refers to a hut or a cottage used as a dwelling 

place by poor people. The literary Arabic word kuux is also very 

common in LA. 



Barella n. f. s. (pl. barelle) stretcher, handbarrow. 

baree/la n. f. s. (pl. baree/laat) stretcher. 

Category: 11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 79%. 
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The literary Arabic term naqqaalat al-marga is also used in LA. 

Barile n. m. s. (pI. barili) barrel, cask; wine measure (1832). 

birmiil n. m. s. (pl. baraamiiJ) barrel, liquid measure. 

Category: 16. Quantifiers and Measurement. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 68%; used by 35%. 

This loanword refers to a barrel or a container used for carry-

ing, storing, or measuring liquids, particularly crude oil. This 

word has been arabized as barmiil and incorporated into the Arabic 

dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 57). 

Basculla n. f. s. (pI. basculle) weight bridge, weighing machine, 

scale. 

baskuula n. f. s. (pl. baskuuJaat) scale. . . 
Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 74%; used by 56%. 

This loanword refers to a machine used to weigh big or heavy 

objects. This Italian loanword is also used in other Arabic collo-

quials such a Tunisian Arabic (McCarus and others, 1963, p. 115). 
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Basetta n. f. s. (pl. basette) whiskers. 

bazeetti n. m. s. (pl. bazeettiyyaat) whiskers. 

Category: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 88%; used by 66%. 

Basta v. Enough!, That's enough!, Silence!, nonsense (1933). 

basta v. Stop!, Enough!, That's enough!. · . 
Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 65%; used by 24%. 

The literary Arabic word yakfi and the colloquial word bass are 

commonly used. 

Bastardo n. m. s. (pl. bastard;) bastard; foundling; mongrel (1933). 

bastaardulbastaardi n. m. s. (pI. bastaardiyya) bastard. · . . . . . 
Category: 8. Human and Family Relationships. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 55%. 

The colloquial term wald galJba is more commonly used than 

either the Italian loanword or the literary Arabic term ? ibn zina. 

Bastone n. m. s. (pl. baston;) stick; walking stick, cane; golf club; 

club in playing cards (1912). 

bastoon n. ind. club in playing cards. · . 
Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 82%; used by 74%. 

This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1950, p. 159) and Palestinian 

and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95). 



Battaglione n. m. s. (pl. battaglioni) battalion (1913). 

bat~alyooni n. m. s. (pI. baHalyooniyyat) battalion. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 33%; used by 14%. 
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The literary Arabic words jahfal and karduus (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 782) are more commonly used in the mili

tary than the Italian loanword. 

Batteria n. f. s. (pI. batterie) battery, storage battery (1912). 

batariyya n. f. s. (pI. batariyyaat) battery, dry battery. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 7. 

Household Items. 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to· 95%; used by 90%. 

This loanword is also used in warfare to refer to a group of big 

guns. A Libyan poet describing the weapons of the Italian army 

said "midaafa' u tayyaaraat u batariyya •.• U fiih kassaru waajid 

biyeer jhaadi, II which could be translated as II Cannons , fighter 

planes and battery • . . And they [the Libyan fighters] destroyed 

a lot of these weapons w~thout struggle II (Kulliyyat al-?aadaab (Fac

ulty of Arts), 1977, p. 200). An arabized word baHaariyya (Ara

bic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 61) has been incorporated 

into the Arabic dictionary and used in many Arabic colloquials. 

Battiscopa n. m. s. (pI. battiscope) skirting board. 

burtaJkubba n. f. (pI. burtaJkubbaat) skirting board. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildil" gs, and Building Construction. 

Respondents; Usage: kncwn to 74%; used by 57%. 
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This loanword refers to a skirting board, which is a strip or a 

line of boards placed around the walls of a room close to the floor. 

Bene adj. good; well, all right (1912). 

beeni adj. good; well, all right. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 75%; used by 26%. 

The literary Arabic words tayyib and bixayr as well as the col

loquial words kwayyis and baahi are also used in LA. 

Benzina n. f. s. (pl. benzine) petrol, gasoline. 

binziina n. f, u. petrol, gasoline. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 97%. 

This loanword has been arabized as banziin and incorporated 

into tne Arabic dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, 

p. 31). 

Berretto n. f. s. (pI. berretti) cap (1912). 

birtii/la n. f. s. (pI. braatiil/birtiilaat> cap, hat. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 78%. 

This loanword refers to a European hat, which usually has a 

crown and! or brim. A Libyan folk song reads "'askar jeer nizal fi 

leela. • ?a{{ah yun~urhum 'a/a bu birtii/a,," which can be 

translated as "Soldiers of an army arrived one night.. God 

give them victory over those with European hats." The loanword 
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birtiila is used in other Arabic dialects such as Egyptian, Lebanese, 

and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 158). 

Bicicletta n. f. s. (pI. biciclette) bicycle (1933). 

bifkiliita n. f. s. (pl. bifkiliitaat) bicycle. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 82%. 

This loanword has been arabized as darraaja and is used in 

many Arabic colloquials. 

Bidono n. m. s. (pI. bidoni) can, drum for carrying and storing liq

uids. 

beduun n. m. s. (pl. ?ubbaadiin) can for carrying or storing petrol 

(1913), water, and other liquids. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 94%. 

Biella n. f. s. (pI. bielie) link rod. 

byee/a n. f. s. (pl. byeelaat) link rod. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 40%; used by 31%. 

This loanword refers to a particular part in the engine that 

links the piston wjth the crankshaft. A suggested arabized t~l'm Oiraa' 

al-taw~ilI (al-Jawhari and Abu Shaqrah, 1977, p. 21) is not c~mmon in 

LA. 



Bigliardo n. m. s. (pI. bigliardi) billiards, pool (Skey, 1981, p. 

1076). 

bilyaardi n. m. indo pool. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 80%. 
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This loanword is used in many Arabic colloquials such as Egyp

tian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 601), Lebanese and Syrian Arabic 

(Nakhla, 1959, p. 150), and Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic 

(Butros, 1973, p. 95). 

Biglietto n. m. S. (pI. biglietti) ticket. note. invitation card (1933). 

buliit n. m. s. (pl. buliitaat) ticket. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 68%. 

This loanword refers to a travel ticket and! or a ticket for ad

mission to the movies or theatre. The literary Arabic word taokira 

and the colloquial word tiskra are also common in LA. The Italian 

loanword is used in other Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese and 

Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 160). 

Biondo adj .. blond (1933) 

byoonqu adj. blond. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 60%. 

This loanword refers to -a person of European descent having 

blond hair and skin. A literary Arabic word ?afqar is also used in 

LA. 
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Biro n. f. s. (pI. bire) ball point pen. 

biiru n. m. s. (pl. biiruwwaat) ball point pen. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 89%. 

The arabized term qa/am hibr jaaff (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo], 1980, p. 42) is also used in LA. 

Birra n. f. s. (pl. birre) beer, ale (1913). 

beerra n. f. u. bee!; yeast. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 87%. 

This loanword refers to both beer and yeast. It is used in 

most Arabic colloquials but only to mean beer. The literary Arabic 

words jata (beer) and xamiira (yeast) are also used in LA. 

Biscotto n. m. s. (pl. biscotti) biscuit, cracker (1933). 

ba!kuut n. m. u. biscuit, cracker. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 94%. 

A suggested arabized word xabiiz is used in LA, but it is not 

very common. Another arabized word baskawiit (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo 1, 1972, p. 57) is more commonly used in LA and in 

most Arabic colloquials such as Egyptian 'Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 

77) and Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 169). 
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Bistecco n. f. s. (pl. bistecche) beefsteak, steak. 

bisteekki n. m. u. steak, beefsteak. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; used by 63%. 

This loanword refers to beefsteak or steak in general. The 

literary Arabic term foriihat lohm is not commonly used in LA. The 

Italian loanword bisteekki is also used in other Arabic colloquials 

such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 158). 

Blocco n. m. s. (pl. blocchi) block, lump, bulk, log, writing pad. 

blukko n. f. s. (pI. bluk or blukkaat) cement block, stone. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction; 

10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 92%. 

In LA this loanword refers only to a cement block or stones. 

The literary Arabic words {uub and ?oajurO as well as the colloquial 

word yajuur are common in LA. 

Bloccochiera n. f. s. (pl. bloccochire) machine for making cement 

blocks (Reynolds, 1962, p. 100). 

blukkeera n. f. s. (pI. blukkeeraat) machine for making cement block. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction; 

19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 27%; used by 20%. 

An arabized term ma~na' al-tuub al-?ismanti is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 



Blusa n. f. s. (pl. bluse) blouse. 

Bluuza n. f. s. (pI. bluuzaat) blouse. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 87%. 
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The literary Arabic term qamii~ nisaa?i is also used, although 

not very commonly. The Italian loanword bluuza is also used in 

other Arabic colloquials such as Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 

80) and Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros,1973, p. 94). 

Bobina n. f. s. (pl. bobine) ignition or sparking coil; bobbin, spool 

(1985) • 

bubbiina n. f. s. (pI. bubbiinaat) coil; bobbin. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 18%; used by 13%. 

This loanword refers to the ignition coil in the car. 

BoccoJa n. f. s. (pI. boccole) piston pin. 

bookaJa n. f. s. (pl. bookaJaat) piston pin. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 30%; used by 22%. 

This loanword refers to the piston pin, which is an engine part 

used to connect the piston to the connecting rod. A suggested 

arabized term binz al-makbas (al-Jawhari and Abu Shaqra, 1977, p. 

20) is used, but it is not common in LA. 



Bomba n. f. s. (pl. bombe) bomb, bomb shell (1832). 

buumba n. f. s. (pl. buumbaat) bomb, bomb shell. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 66%. 
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The literary Arabic words qaoiifa and qunbuJa are also used in 

LA, but not as commonly as buumba. 

bomba a mano n. f. s. (pl. bombe a mano) hand grenade. 

buumbaamaana n. f. s. (pl. buumbaamaanaat) hand grenade. 

Category: 22. Warfare. Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 82%; used by 51%. 

An arabized term qunbula yadawiyya is used in LA, but not 

very commonly. A literary Arabic word rummaana is very commonly 

used, particularly in the military. 

Bombola n. f. s. (pI. bombo/e) water, wine, or gas cy1i!!.der. 

bambli n. f. indo propane gas cylinder. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 84%. 

This loanword refers to a propane gas cylinder and has been 

arabized as ?unbuubat yaaz (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1980, p. 17). 

Bordello n. m. S. (pI. borde/li) brothel, disorderly house. 

birdeel n. m. s. (pl. birdeelaat) brothel. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 68%; used by 47%. 
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The literary Arabic term bayt al-da'aara is also used in LA, but 

it is used in formal situations. 

Borsa n. f. s. (pI. borse) purse, (figuratively) money; hand bag; 

shopping bag (Garzanti, 1968, p. 62); market, stock exchange 

(1912) . 

buurza/buur~a n. f. s. (pI. buurzaat/buur~aat) shopping bag, stock 

exchange. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 85%. 

As a household item, either word refers to a shopping bag made 

of plastic, leather, or other materials. Only the word buur~a is 

used as an economic term referring to stock exchange. It has been 

arabized as buur~a and incorporated into the Arabic dictionary 

(Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 49). 

Bosco n. m. s. (pI. boschi) wood, forest (1913). 

bu~ku n. m. s. (pI. bu~kuwaat) wood, forest. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 71%. 

The literary Arabic word yaaba is also very common in LA. 

Botte n. f. s. (pI. botti) cask, tank (1832). 

buu~!i n. m. s. (pI. buHiyyaat) tank. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 68%; used by 35%. 
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This loanword refers to the big tanks used for storing liquids 

such as water and gas. The literary Arabic word xazzaan is very 

commonly used in LA. 

Bottiglia n. f. s. (pl. bottiglie) bottle, jar (1832). 

butiilya n. f. s. (pI. butiilyaat) bottle. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 34%; used by 11%. 

This loanword refers to a large bottle used to store liquids like 

water and oil. 

Bottone n. f. s. (pI. bottoni) button, stud; pimple; long boring 

speech; earring (1913). 

butma n. f. s. (pl. ?ibtum) button. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 97%. 

This loanword is used in clothing. It is so common in LA that 

a verb form yubtum (he buttons) is derived from this word even 

though such a verb does not exist in Italian. The literary Arabic 

word zirr is also used in LA, but not very commonly. 

Branda n. f. s. (pI. brande) camp bed, folding bed, hammock (1933). 

braanda n. f. s. (pI. braandaat) bed. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 60%. 

The literary Arabic word sariir is also used in LA. 



Bravo adj. good, able, capable (1913). 

braawa adv. good. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 65%. 
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This loanword is one of those words used to encourage or con

gratulate someone for a job well done. The literary Arabic words 

'aa/., mumtaaz.l and ?ahsant are very commonly used in LA in such 

situations. 

Bretella n. f. s. (pl. bretelle) shoulder strap, suspender. 

bartyeeli n. f. s. (pl. bartyeeliyyaat) shoulder strap, suspender. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 36%; used by 26%. 

The literary Arabic term hammaa/at a/-banta/oon is very com

monly used in LA. 

Brigadiere n. m. s. (pI. brigadieri) sergeant (1933). 

brigadeer n. m. s. (pl. brigadeerriyya) sergeant. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 44%; used by 14%. 

The literary Arabic term raliis 'urafaa? is more commonly used 

in LA than the Italian loanword. gaabi! ~aff is another literary 

Arabic term used in LA, particularly in the military. 



Brodo n. m. s. (pl. brodi) broth, soup (1913). 

bruudu n. m. u. vegetable soup. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 82%. 

An arabized term lurbat xudar is also used in LA. jarba . 
beega, a colloquial corruption of the literary Arabic term lurba 

baygaa? ~ is more commonly used than either the literary Arabic 

term or the Italian loan word. 

Bronzina n. f. s. (pl. bronzine) ball bearing, bush. 

brunziini n. m. s. (pI. brunziinaat) bearing, bush. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 36%; used by 26%. 
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As far as I know, there is no Arabic equivalent or translation 

for this word. 

Buca n. f. s. (pI. buche) large hole, ditch, trench, pit (1912). 

booka n. f. s. (pI. bookaat) opening, manhole, service pit. 

Category: 15. Physical World. .., 
Respondents' Usage: known to 55%; used by 36%. 

This loanword generally refers to holes or openings in the 

ground, some of which are manholes in streets and service pits in 

auto garages and lube shops. 



Bucatini n. f. u. hollow spaghetti (Zingarelli, 1979, p. 1229). 

bukkatiini n. f. u. hollow spaghetti. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks 

Respondents' Usage: known to 49%; used by 22%. 

Buffone n. m. s •. (pI. buffonj) clown, buffoon. 

baffooni n. m. s. (no pl.) clown. comedian. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 26%; used by 12%. 
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The literary Arabic words muharrij and fukaahi are more com

monly used in LA than baffooni. 

Bullone n. m. s. (pl. bulloni) bolt, rivet. 

ballooni n. m. s. (pl. balloniyyaat) bolt. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 63%; used by 60%. 

The literary Arabic term mismaar lawlabi is only used in very 

formal situations in LA. A Libyan folk song reads "heeh bi/aah. 

heeh al-ballooni . . . yistaahal kaffeen u buuni," which could be 

translated as "Oh! without him the party cannot hold together as 

two parts cannot hold without a bolt. Because of his absence in 

this critical moment when he is needed the most, he deserves two 

slaps on the face and one punch." 
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Buono adj. good, well done; goodness (1912). 

boonu adv. well done. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 31%. 

This loanword is one of those words that are used to encourage 

or congratulate someone for a job well done. A number of literary 

Arabic and colloquial words such as mOliih l mumtooz l '00/ 1 kwoyyisl 

etc. are also used in LA. 

Bussolo n. f. s. (pl. bussa/e) compass. 

boosala n. f. s. (pI. boosa/aot) compass. . . 
Category: 7. Household Items; 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, 

and Equipment; 20. Travel, Sports and Entertainment. 

Responden ts' Usage: known to 97%; used by 91 % • 

This loanword refers to compass, which has been arabized as 

boyt aJ-?ibrol hukk l or buu!i0/a (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo), 

1972, p. 601). The arabized word hukk is very commonly used in 

the army. 

Bustina n. f. s. (pl. bustine) cap, forage cap; small packet, sachet 

(Skey, 1981, p. 1090). 

bistiina n. f. s. (pI. bistiinaat) cap. 

Categt>t'y: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 47%; used by 24%. 

This loanword refers to a cap worn by air force personnel. 
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C 

Cabina n. f. s. (pI. cabine) cabin, booth, driver's compartment. 

gabiina n. f. s. (pl. gabiinaat) cabin, booth, driver's compartment. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Sercice; 4. 

Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 67%. 

This loanword refers to booths or small compartments used at 

the beach for people to change their clothes. the word gabiina also 

means a driver's compartment in a car, truck or train in LA. An 

arabized word maq!iuura (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo J, 1972, 

p. 744) is also used in LA. 

Caeca n. f. indo excrement, anything dirty. 

kaaka n. f. u. excrement, anything dirty. 

Categn ... y: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 69%. 

This loanword is a nursery word used by mothers and care

takers to refer to a baby's excrement or to warn him not to touch 

or do something bad. The LA verb ? ikak (to discharge) is derived 

from this loan word. 

Cacciavite n. f. S. (pI. cacciaviti) screwdriver (1933). 

kafafiita n. f. s. (pI. kafafiitaat) screwdriver. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 95%. 

This loanword has been arabized as mifakk (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 699). 
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Cacciavite a stella n. f. s. (pI. cacciaviti a stella) Phillips screw-

driver. 

ka/afiit; steela n. f. s. (pI. ka/afiitaat steela) Phillips screwdriver. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 71%. 

Calabrese adj. from Calabria region (from the interiors). 

kalabreezi adj. from the interiors. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 39%; used by 22%. 

This loanword refers to someone who comes from the interiors 

or the countryside" not from a city or an urban center. The Ara-

bic term min sukkaan al-dawaaxil or simply min al-dawaaxil or min 

al-dawaahii is more commonly used in LA than this loanword • 
• 

Calamita n. f. s. (pl. calamite) magnet (1933). 

kalamiita n. f. s. (pI. kalamiitaat) magnet. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 74%. 

The literary Arabic word maynaatiis is commonly used in LA, 

particularly among educated people. 

Calcio n. m. s. (pl. calc;) kick (1913). 

kaal/u n. m. s. (pI. kaal/uwaat) kick. 

Category: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics; 

20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 85%. 
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The literary Arabic word rakla is also used in LA, but it is not 

as common as kaal1u. 

Caldaia n. f. s. (pl. caldaie) boiler; copper (1913). 

kaldaaya n. f. s. (pI. kaldaayaat) boiler, heater. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 44%; used by 22%. 

This loanword refers to a heating unit inside the house or a 

building. The literary Arabic word saxxaana and midfa?a are also 

used in LA, particularly in formal situations. The colloquial word 

daffaaya from the literary Arabic word midfa?a is the most commonly 

used word in LA. 

Calesse n. m. s. (pI. caless;) one-horse carriage. 

kaaliis n. m. s. (pI. kwaaliis) one-horse carriage. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 79%; used by 55%. 

This loanword refers to a one- or two-passenger one-horse car

riage. 

Calla n. m. s. (pI. calli) corn, callus (1933). 

kaallu n. m. s. (pI. kalluwaat) callus. 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 66%. 

The Arabic word al-jus?a (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1972, p. 122) is not common in LA. 
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Calma n. f. s (no pl.) tranquillity (1913). 

kalma v. keep quiet. 

Category: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 56%; used by 31%. 

This loanword is a verb in the imperative mood. The colloquial 

words tarayyah! I ?ahmad I and ?uskut are more commonly used in 

LA. 

Calzettone n. m. s. (pI. calzettoni) thick woolen sock (1913). 

kalzatooni h. m. s. (pI. kalzatooniyyaat) thick sock. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 39%; used by 23%. 

This loanword refers to thick socks usually worn by sports 

people. The literary Arabic jawrab riyaadi is also used in LA, par-. 
ticularly in formal situations and by educated people. A colloquial 

term faxfiir riyaagi is more commonly used than kalzatooni in LA. 

Cambiale n. f. s. (pI. ambial j) bill of exchange (1933). 

kimbyaala n. f. s. (pI. kimbyaalaat) bill of exchange. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 77%. 

This loanword has been arabized as kumbyaala and incorporated 

into the Arabic dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, 

p. 797). 
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Cambio n. m. s. (pI. camb;) exchange, change; gear box, transmission 

(1832). 

kambyu .n. m. s. (pI. kambyuwaat) transmission. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 74%; used by 61%. 

A suggested arabized term fianduuq tayyiir al-sur'aat (al

Jawhari and Abu Shaqra, 1977, p. 58) is not very common in LA. 

Camera d'aria n. f. s. (pI. camare d'aria) tire inner tube (1985). 

kamradaarya n. f. s. (pl. kamradaariyyaat) tire inner tube. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 73%. 

This loanword has been arabized as ?itaar daaxili (Arabic Lan

guage Academy [Cairo), 1972. p. 47). A suggested arabized word 

?unbuub daaxili (al-Jawhari and Abu Shaqra, 1977, p. 94) is also 

used but not very commonly in LA. 

Cameriere n. m. s. (pl. camerierj) waiter, man servant, steward 

(1933) • 

kam;ryeer; n. m. s. (pl. kamiryeer;yya) waiter. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 71%; used by 41%. 

The literary Arabic word naadil is not common in LA. 



Camicia n. f. s. (pl. camieci) shirt. 

gameeeja n. f. s. (pl. gameejaat) shirt. 

Category: 2. Clothings and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 82%. 

This was originally an Arabic loanword qamii~to to Italian 

through Spanish that was borrowed to LA. 

Campanella n. m. s. (pI. campanelli) door bell, bell (1912). 

kambaneellu n. m. s. (pl. kambaneelluwaat) door bell, bell. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 37%; used by 14%. 

The literary Arabic word jaras is very common in LA. 

Campo n~' m. s. (pI. campi) camp; field; square, compound (1913). 

kaambu n. m. s. (pl. kaambuwaat) camp, compound. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction; 

22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 54%. 
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As a military term, this loan word refers to camp. In this sense 

the literary Arabic word mu'askar is more commonly used. If it is 

used in dwellings, this word refers to a compound in which certain 

groups live together such as kaambu baab 'akkaara in Tripoli. The 

literary Arabic word hayy is used to refer to this meaning. 



Cance/lo n. m. s. (pl. cancelli) barred gate (1933) 

kanfeellu n. m. s. (pl. kanfeelluwaat) barred gate. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 86%. 

The literary Arabic word bawwaaba is also common in LA. 

Canottiera n. f. s. (pl. canottiere) singlet (Skey, 1981, p. 1101). 

kanateera n. f. s. (pI. kanateeraat) singlet. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%: used by 93%. 

An arabized term {aniilla is also used in LA. 

Capannone n. m. s. (pI. capannoni) large shed, hanger. 

kabannooni n. m. s. (pI. kabannooniyyaat) large shed, hanger. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 47%: used by 27%. 
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This loanword refers to large sheds or hangers that are used 

as warehouses or workshops. 

CapeJliera n. f. indo wig, hair style (1913). 

kabeella n. f. S. (pI. kabeellaat) hair style. 

Category: 2. Clothings and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%: used by 66%. 

Capellini n. m. u. finest possible type of pasta. 

kabaJliini n. m. u. finest possible type of pasta. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 54%; used by 35%. 
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This loanword refers to a very fine type of spaghetti normally 

used for soup. 

Capitano n. m. s. (pl. capitani) captain (1832). 

gub~aan n. m. s. (pl. gubaa~iin) captain 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 65%. 

This loanword refers to a ship or an airplane captain. The 

literary Arabic terms qaa?id al-ta~?ira and qaa?id al-safiina are 

more commonly used in LA than the Italian loanword. This Italian 

.loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese 

and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 164). 

Capo n. m. s. (pI. capi) head, chief (1832). 

kaabbu n. m. s. (pI. kaabbuwaat) head, chief. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 80%. 

This loanword refers to a head or a chief of a group or simply 

someone who is in charge. The literary Arabic word ra?iis is more 

commonly used in LA, particulal"ly in. formal situations. 
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Cappotto n. m. s. (pl. cappotti) overcoat, cloak (1933). (s. only) 

winning all games in card playing. 

kabbuu! n. m. s. (pI. kubaabiit) overcoat; winning all ga.mes at card 

playing. 

Category: 2. Clothings and Cosmetics; 20. Travel, Sports, and 

Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 95%. 

An arabized word kabbuud is incorporated into the Arabic dic-

tionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 772) and is 

used in many Arabic colloquials. Another Italian loanword baaltuu 

is also used in LA and other Arabic colloquials such as Egyptian 

Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 124). The word kabbuut is also used in 

other Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic 

(Nakhla, 1959, p. 165), Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 

1973, p. 95), and Egyptian Arabi.:: (Spiro, 1974, p. 117). As used 

in entertainment, the loanword kabbuu~ refers to the situation in 

which one of the card players wins all games. 

Cappuccino n. m. s. (pI. cappuccini) coffee with milk, white coffee. 

k b 
v .. 

a aCllnu n. m. u. coffee with milk, white coffee. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 92%. 



Capsula n. f. s. (pl. capsule) capsule, percussion cap (1933). 

kabsuula n. f. s. (pl. kabsuulaat) capsule, percussion cap; snap. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics; 3. Diseases and Medicine; 

22 • Warfare, Military, and Plice. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 79%. 
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In medicine this loanword refers to a· capsule that encloses 

doses of medicine. It has been arabized as kabsuula (Arabic Lan

guage Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 774) and has been incorporated 

into the Arabic language dictionary. It is used in many colloquials 

such as Palestinian, and Jordanian Arabic (Butros , 1973, p. 95), 

Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 165), and Egyptian 

Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 117). In clothing the Italian loanword 

kabsuula is pronounced as gabffuuna and refers to a snap that is 

used to snap or fasten clothes with a click. As a military term, it 

is also pronounced as gab~uuna, but it refers to a percussion cap 

used to set off the charge in a gun. In this sense, the Italian 

loanword gab~uuna has bee~ arabized as kabsuuna. 

Carabiniere n. m. s. (pI. carabinieri) member of a special police force 

(1933). 

karabinyeeri n. m. s. (pl. karabinyeeriyya) member of a special police 

force. 

Category: 22. Warfare. Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 43%; used by 14%. 
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This loanword refers to a special Italian police force that was 

operating in Libya during the Italian occupation. The literary Arabic 

term a/-furta a/-'askariyya is more commonly used in LA today • . 
Caramel/a n. f. s. (pl. caramel/e) candy, sweets, toffee. 

karamel/a n. f. u. candy, toffee. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 85%. 

The literary Arabic word ha/waa is also used in LA. 

Carbone n. m. s. (pl. carboni) charcoal, coal (Garzanti, 1968, p. 76) 

(1912) • 

karbooni n. m. u. charcoal. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 85%. 

The literary Arabic word {ahm is also used in LA. However, 

because it indicates blackness, a disliked color in LA, {ahm is re-

placed by a e~phemistic word biyaaq. 

Carburatore n. m. s. (pI. carburatori) carburetor (1985). 

karbaratoori n. m. s. (pI. karbaratooriyyaat) carburetor. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 74%. 

A suggested arabized word muyaoOii al-waquud (al-Jawhari and 

Abu Shaqra, 1977, pp. 31-33) as well as the arabized term jihaaz 

u/-?ihtiraaq (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 47) are 

used but not so commonly in LA. 
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Carcassa n. f. s. (pI. carcasse) frame or base of a machine; skeleton. 

karkaa~~a n. f. s. (pl. karkaa~~aat) frame of a machine. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 25%; used by 17%. 

This loanword refers to the base or the frame of an engine, 

car, or other machine. The literary Arabic word haykal is very 

commonly used in LA. 

Cardano n. m. s. (pl. cardani) universal joint (1985). 

'amuud al-karduun n. m. s. (pl. ?a'midat al-karduun) universal joint. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 16%; used by 10%. 

Carica n. f. s. (pl. cariche) charge, load, winding up (Garzanti, 

1968, pp. 76 and 796) (1985). 

kaarikuu n. m. s. (pI. kaarikuwaat) charger. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 54%; used by 35%. 

This loanword refers to a battery charger. The literary Arabic 

term jihaaz Jahn al-baHaariyyaat is not so commonly used in LA. 

Carro n. m. s. (pI. carri) wagon, cart, lorry, truck (1913). 

karru n. f. s. (pI. karruwaat) cart. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportatior.., and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 68%; used by 39%. 

This loanword refers to a cart pulled by one or two horses. 



Carrozza n. f.. s. (pI. carrozze) carriage, baby's carriage, coach 

(1832) • 
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karruusa n. f. s. (pI. karaar;;slkarruusaat) carriage, baby carriage. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, 

and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 89%. 

This loanword refers to a horse carriage used to transport 

goods and people. The literary Arabic word 'araba is also used in 

LA. As a household item, karruusa refers to a baby carriage or 

pram. 

Carta n. f. s. (pI. carte) paper; playing cards; document; diploma 

(1912) • 

kaar!a n. f. s. (pI. kaartaatlkuwaari!) playing cards. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 96%. 

The literary Arabic term waraq al-Ia'ib is also used in LA, par

ticularly in formal situations. 

Carta carbone n. f. s. (pI. carte carbone) carbon paper. 

waragat karboon n. f. s. (pI. ?awraag karboon) carbon paper. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 85%. 

The LA loan term waraqat karboon is made up of two parts: a 

literary word warqa (a sheet of paper) and an Italian loanword 

karboon. Usually the word karboon is understood to mean carbon 
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paper, but sometimes the word waraqa is added to it for more em

phasis. 

Cartella n. f. s. (pl. cartelle) 

girtalla n. f. s. (pI. girtallaat) 

schoolbag, satchel; purse. 

shopping bag. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 49%. 

This loanword refers to a plastic bag used to carry shopping 

items. The literary Arabic word salla is also commonly used in LA. 

Cartolina n. f. s. (pl. car tolin e ) postcard; ticket; label (1933). 

kartuJiinalkart n. f. s. (pl. kartuliinaatlkuruut) postcard. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, 

and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 82%. 

The literary Arabic term bitaaqa bariidiyya is only used in for

mal situations. 

Cartone n. m. s. (pl. cartoni) cardboard box, cardboard (1933). 

kartooni n. m. 5. (pl. kartooniyyaat) cardboard box, cardboard. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 92%. 

The literary Arabic term fianduuq waraq muqawwa (cardboard 

box) is used in formal situations. The word makaawa is sometimes 

used in LA. 



Casco n. m. s. (pI. caschi) helmet, casque; hair dryer. 

kaasku n. m. s. (pl. kaaskuwaat) helmet. . . 
Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 68%; used by 49%. 
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The literary Arabic word xuuoa is sometimes used in LA, but 

not so commonly. 

Caserma n. f. s. (pI. caserme) barracks, quarter (1913). 

kazeerma n. f. ~. (pl. kazeermaat) barracks. 

Category: 22. Warfare. Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 63%; used by 28%. 

The literary Arabic word Pukna is also used in LA, particularly 

in formal situations. 

Cassa n. f. s. (pl. casse) safe; cash register; chest (1912). 

kaassa n. f. s. (pl. kaassaat) safe. . . . . 
Category: 6 • Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 77%. 

The literary Arabic word xazna is very commonly used in LA. 

Castello n. m. s. (pl. castelli) castle, palace; walled village, or small 

town (1912). 

kasteellu n. m. s. (pl. kasteelluwaat) castle. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction; 

22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 41%; used by 16%. 
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This loanword refers to a castle used by the army or police 

force or by a very distinguished statesman as living quarters. 

This loanword is known to 41% of. the respondents and is used by 

16% of them. 

Catena n. f. s. (pI. catene) chain, watch chain; range of mountains 

(19l3) • 

katiina n. f. s. (pl. katiinaat) chain, zipper. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 77%. 

This loanword refers to chains. The literary Arabic word 

janziir is also used in LA. In clothing, the word katiina refers to 

a zipper in LA. 

Causa n. f. s. (pI. cause) trial. 

kaawza n. s. f. (pl. kaawzaat) cause; trial. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 68%; used by 30%. 

This loanword refers to court trials. The literary Arabic word 

qagiyya is more commonly used in LA. 

Cavaliere n. m. s. (pI. cavalieri) knight, member of nobility; knight 

(in chess) (1912). 

kawaal n. m. s. (pI. kawaalaat) knight or jack in card games. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 81%. 
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The colloquial words al-walad and al-!aabb, which are used in 

other Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic, are 

not common in LA. 

Cavallo n. m. s. (pl. cavalli) horse; horsepower (1912). 

kawaal n. m. s. (pI. kawaalaat) horsepower. 

Category: 16. Quantifiers and Measurement. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 66%; used by 35%. 

The literary Arabic word hi~aan is also used in LA for measur

ing the power or capacity of an engine. 

Cava n. m. s. (pl. cavi) cable (1985). 

kaaw n. m. s. (pl. kaawaat) cable. 

Category: 1, Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 79%; used by 63%. 

This loanword refers to cable u~ed to tow disabled cars or to 

charge batteries. 

Cella n. f. s. (pI. celie) prison cell, cell (1913). 

! eel/a n. m. s. (pI. ! eel/aat) prison cell. 

Category: 6, Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 68%; used by 44%. 

The literary Arabic word zinzaana is also used in LA. 

Cemento n. m. u. cement, concrete (1933). 

!aamint n. m. u. cement. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 91%. 
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The arabized word ?ismant has been incorporated into the Ara

bic dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 18) and 

is used in many Arabic colloquials such as Palestinian and Jordanian 

Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95) and Lebanese and Syrian Arabic 

(Nahkla, 1959, p. 162). 

Centralinista n. f. s. (pI. centraliniste) telephone operator. 

fintraal n. m. s. (pl. fintraalaat) telephone operator. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade; 13. Occupations 

and Ca:i:'eers. 

Responden ts' Usage: known to 99%; used by 91 % • 

This loanword refers to both the telephone operator's office and 

the operator himself. 

Chiesa n. f. s. (pl. chiese) church (Garzanti, 1968, p. 86) (19l2). 

keeza/kyeesza n. f. s. (pI. keezaat/kyeezaat) church. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 70%; used by 40%. 

The literary Arabic word kaniisa is more commonly used in LA. 

The Italian loanword is known to 70% of the respondents and is 

used by 40% of them. 

Chinino n. f. s. (no pI.) quinine. 

kiniina n. f. u. quinine. 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 25%; used by 14%. 
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This loanword is used in other Arabic colloquials such as Pal

estinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95). 

Ciabatta n. f. s. (pl. ciabatte) pair of slippers, pair of old shoes 

(1832) • 

~abbaat n. m. s. (pI. ~ibaabiit) pair of slippers, pair of old shoes. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 80%. 

This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 94). 

CicJista n. m. s. (pl. ciC/isti) cyclist. 

sikliisti n. m. s. (pl. sikliistiyya) bicycle shop; bicycle shopkeeper. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers; 18. Socioeconomic Institu

tions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 89%. 

This loanword refers to both the bicycle shop and the shop

keeper or owner. The literary Arabic terms mahall bay' wa ta~/iih 

wa ta? jiir al-darraajaat, literally a place for selling, repairing, and 

leasing bicycles, and mu~allih al-darraajaat, literally bicycle repair 

man, are also used in LA. 

Cilindro n. m. s. (pI. cilindri) cylinder (1960). 

silindril filindri n. m. indo cylinder. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; used by 60%. 
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This loanword refers to the power of the car measured by the 

number of cylinders or pistons. 

Cinema n. m. indo cinema, the movies. 

siinama n. f. S. (pl. siinamaat) cinema, the movies. '.' 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions; 20. Travel, Sports, and 

Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 82%. 

An arabized term daar 'arr! is less commonly used in LA. The 

Italian loanword is used in many Arabic colloquials. It has been 

incorporated into the Arabic dictionary as modern term referring to 

both the movies (Abboud and others, 1971, p. 190) and to the 

cinema industry (al-Munjid, 1975, p. 369). 

Cinque adj. the number five (1913). 

v, k' f' d cm WI n. • In • five (in playing cards). 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 88%; used by 76%. 

The literary Arabic word xamsa is also used in LA. 

Ciocco/ata n. f. s (pl. ciocco/ate) chocolate; chocolate beverage, cocoa 

(1933) . 

fik/aata n. f. s. (pI. fik/aataat) chocolate bar. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 97%. 

This loanword refers to a chocolate bar or candy. The ara-

bized word Juku/aata is used in most Arabic colloquials. 



Clinica n. f. s. (pl. cJiniche) clinic; nursing home; department or 

section of medicine. 

kliinika n. f. s. (pl. kliinikaat) clinic, nursing home. 

Category: 11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 43%. 
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The literary Arabic word 'iyaada is very commonly used in LA. 

Coda n. f. s. (pI. code) tail (1913). 

kooda n. f. s. (pI. koodaat> ponytail. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 44%; used by 34%. 

This loanword is usually used in big cities and urban centers. 

Corano n. m. s. (pI. coran;) car hood; bonnet; casket; boiler casing 

(1985) • 

korunu n. m. s. (pl. korunuwaat) car hood. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 88%; used by 81%. 

A suggested arabized term yitaa? al-muharrik is less common in 

LA. 

Collaudo n. m. s. (pI. col/aud;) check up, test; approval of work done. 

kUl/aawdu n. m. indo check up. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 74%; used by 52%. 
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This loanword refers to an annual car check up or inspection to 

make sure it is safe to operate on the roads. A suggested arabized 

term al-fahs al-fanni, literally the technical check up, is very com-
o 

monly used in LA, 

Colla n. f. s. (pl. colle) glue, gum, paste (1916). 

kola n. f. u. glue, paste. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 85%. 

The literary Arabic word samy is also used in LA, particularly 
o 

in formal situations. A colloquial word lasga is the word most com-
o 

monly used in LA. 

Collettore n. m. s. (pl.. collettori) manifold; header; main sewer 

(1960) . 

kallatoori n. m. s. (pI. kallatooriyyaat) manifold. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 18%; used by 13%. 

Collo n. m. s. (pI. colli) coil, neck, round turn (1913). 

kollu n. m. s. (pI. kolluwaat) coil. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 31%; used by 22%. 

Colonia n. f. s. (pI. colonie) cologne (1933). 

kaloonya n. f. s. (pI. kaloonyaat) cologne. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 85%. 
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This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1964, p. 143). 

Co/po n. m. s. (pl. co/pi) disappointment; blow, tragedy (1913). 

kuu/bu n. m. s. (pI. kuulbuwwaat) plot; intrigue; blow. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 51%; used by 26%. 

The literary Arabic words maqlab and qarba are all used in LA. 

Comodino n. m. s. (pl. comodini) bedside cupboard, pedestal cup

board. 

kumidiina n. f. s. (pl. kumidiinuwaat) bedside cupboard. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 91%. 

The arabized word ~uwwaana (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo], 1980, p. 23) is not used in LA. The Italian loan word is 

used in Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95). 

Compagnia n. f. s. (pI. compagnie) company; guild; the whole bunch 

(1912) • 

kubbaaniyya n. f. s. (pI. kubbaaniyyaat) company; group; party, 

fellowship. 

Category: 8. Human and Family Relationships; 22. Warfare, Mili

tary, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 51%. 

This loanword refers to a group of fellow citizens or friends. 

It is used whenever there is a big public gathering to refer to 
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groups of people sitting, eating, or working together. The literary 

Arabic word jamaa'a is also common in LA. 

Compensato n. m. s. (pl. compensati) plywood. 

kumbisata n. f. u. plywood. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 70%. 

The literary Arabic term a/-xarab a/-raqaa?iqi (Baalbaki, 1969, 

p. 701) is not common in LA. 

Comp/eto adj. complete; entire; done; finished (1912). 

kumb/ettu adj. entire, complete. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 57%; used by 28%. 

The literary Arabic words kaamil and bi a/-kaamiJ are morp com-

monly used in LA. 

Compressione n. f. u. compression (1960). 

kumbrisyooni n. m. u. compression. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 47%. 

The literary Arabic word cJay~ al-muharrik is sometimes used in 

LA. 

Compressore n. m. s. (pl. compressori) compressor (1985). 

kambrassoori n. m. s. (pI. kambrassooriyyaat) compressor. . . . . 
Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 60%. 
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The literary Arabic term daayit al-hawaa? is used only in formal . . 
situations. 

Condensatore n. m. s. (pl. condensatori) condenser (1960). 

kundastoori n. m. s. (pI. kundastooriyaat) condenser. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 28%; used by 18%. 

Confetto n. m. s. (pI. confetti) sweets, sugared almond (1933). 

kunfeeti n. f. u. sweets, sugared almond. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 71%; used by 62%. 

This loanword refers to sweets made of sugared almonds gener-

ally served at weddings. 

Consolato n. m. s. (pl. consolat;) consulate (1832). 

gun~uliyya n. f. s. (pI. gun~uliyyaat) consulate. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade; 18. Socioeconomic 

Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 82%. 

This loanword has been arabized as qun~uliyya and incorporated 

into the Arabic language dictionary (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo], 1972, p. 762) and is used in many Arabic colloquials. 
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Console n. m. s. (pl. consuli) consul; principal of certain academies 

(1832) • 

gun~ul n. m. s. (pl. ganaa~iI) consul. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 87%. 

This loanword has been arabized as qun~ul and incorporated 

in to the Arabic dictionary (Arabic La!lguage Academy [Cairo], 1972, 

p. 762). 

Contrabbando n. m. s. (pI. contrabbandi) contraband, smuggling,· 

smuggled goods (1913). 

kuntrabaanda n. f. indo contraband, smuggled goods. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 81%; used by 44%. 

This loanword refers to smuggled goods. The literary Arabic 

term bidaa'a muharraba is also used in LA. the Italian loanword . 
kuntrabaanda is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as Egyp-

tian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 143) and Lebanese and Syrian Arabic 

(N akhla , 1959, p. 165). 

Contratto n. m. s. (pI. contratti) contract, agreement (1832). 

kuntraatu n. m. s. (pl. kuntraatuwaat) contract, agreement. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 47%. 

The literary Arabic word 'aqd is very commonly used in LA. 

The Italian loanword kuntraatu is also used in other Arabic collo-

quials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 165), 
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This loanword refers to only a cloth or woollen bed cover or 

spread. It has been arabized as yitaa? sariir (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1980, p.8S). 

Copertone n. m. s. (pl. coperton;) tire outer cover, tire (1985). 

kabra!ooni n. m. s. (pI. kabratooniyyaat) tire outer cover. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 86%; used by 73%. 

This loanword has been arabized as ?itaar a/-'aja/a a/-xaariji . 
(Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 47). 

Copia n. f. s. (pl. copie) copy; transc:dption (1832). 

koobya n. f. s. (pI. koobyaat) pencil; copy; party; group. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade; 7. Household 

Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 51%. 

This loanword refers to a copying pencil used by schoolboys to 

trace written material. It is also used in social relations to refer to 

a party or group of friends. As used in government and business, 

the word koob ya refers to a copy of a document, letter, or book. 

Coppe n. m. (no pI.) hearts (in playing cards). 

kubbi n. m. indo hearts in playing cards). 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 78%. 



Coprifuoco n. m. a. (pl. coprifuochi) curfew. 

kubriifuuku n. m. indo curfew. 
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Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade; 22. Warfare, Mili

tary, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 55%; used by 30%. 

The literary Arabic terms man' al-tajawwul and ha§r al-tajawwul 

are also common in LA. 

Coraggio n., m. u. courage, boldness; fearlessness (1933). 

kuraaju n. f. u. courage. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 81%; used by 45%. 

The literary Arabic word [ajaa'a is more commonly used in LA. 

Cornuto n. m. s. (pl. cornuti) cuckold. 

garnuut n. m. s. (no pl.) cuckold. 

Category: 8. Human and Family Relationships. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 73%; used by 36%. 

The literary Arabic terms tays musta'aar and simply tays are 

very commonly used in LA along with the colloquial word tees. 

Corona n. s. f. (pI. corone) rear-axle assembly; crown gear, crown 

wheel. 

karoona n. f. s. (pI. karoonaat) rear-axle assembly. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 45%; used by 38%. 
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A suggested arabized term al-mihwar al-xal{i is not commonly 

used in LA. 

Corrente n. f. s. (pl. correnti) current, electric current (1913). 

kurreenti n. m. u. electricity. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 68%. 

The arabized word kahrabaa? is very commonly used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations or by educated people. 

Corridore n. m. s. (pl. corridori) corridor, hallway; racer, runner, 

racing cyclist or motorist. 

koridoori n. m. s. (pl. koridooriyyaat) corridor. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 76%. 

This loanword refers to the corridor or the hallway in a home 

or building. The literary Arabic word mamarr is also used in LA. 

Corriera n. f. s. (pl. corriere) mail van, postal bus; bus; mailship 

(1832) • 

kureera/kuryeera n. f. s. (pI. kureeraat/kuryeeraat) bus. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 37%. 

The literary Arabic terms liaafila and sayyaarat naql al-rukkaab 

are also commonly used in LA. 



Corsa n. f. s. (pl. corse) race, running. 

koor~a n. f. s. (pl. koor~aat) race; racing bicycle. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 57%. 
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The literary Arabic terms sibaaq a/-'adw and darrajat a/-sibaaq 

are very often used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Corto adj. short; brief, limited (1913). 

k uu rtu adj. short. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 30%; used by 13%. 

This loanword refers to a short person. The literary Arabic 

word qa~iir is more commonly used in LA. 

Costa/etta n. s. f. (pI. costo/etti) rib chop, cutlet chop (1913). 

kustiilya n. f. u. rib chop. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 88%; used by 76%. 

This loanword refers to a meat cut from the rib area. 

Costume n. m. s. (pI. costumi) bathing suit; costume, fancy dress; 

manner or behavior (1913). 

kastoomi n. m. s. (pI. kastoomiyyaat) man's bathing suit. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 78%. 



Cravatta n. f. s. (pI. cravatte) necktie; clip (1933) 

girwaata n. f. s. (pl. graawiit) necktie. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 98%. 
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An arabized term rabtat 'unq is also used in LA, but not as . 
commonly as girwaata. This Italian loanword is also used in other 

Arabic colloquials such as Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 

1973, p. 95) and Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 

162). 

Crema n. f. s. (pI. creme) a dish made of egg, sugar, and milk; egg 

custard; shaving cream; shoe cream (1912). 

k reema n. f. u. skin -care cream, hair cream. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 93%. 

Cricco n. m. s. (pI. cricchi) car jack, hand jack (1985). 

kreek n. m. m. (pl. kreekaat) car jack. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Rest:>0ndents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 85%. 

This loanword has been arabized as mirfaa' (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 49). 

Crusca n. f. s. (pl. crusche) chaff (1913). 

kroofka n. f. u. chaff. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 69%; used by 51%. 
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This loanword refers to chaff used for feeding animals. 

Cueina n. f. s. (pl. cucine) kitchen; cuisine, cooking style; cookery 

(1913) • 

kweejiina n. f. s. (pl. kweejiinaat) kitchen, cookery, or stove. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction; 

7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 100%; used by 85%. 

This loanword refers to both the kitchen and the stove.. The 

literary Arabic word matbax (kitchen) is very commonly used in 

LA. Another literary Arabic word {urn (stove or range) is also 

very common. Sometimes the colloquial word kuufa (oven) is used. 

Curva n. f. s. (pl. curve) curve, bend, turn (1832). 

kuurba n. f. s. (pI. kuurbaat) curve, bend, turn. 

Category: 10. Materials; 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and 

Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 86%. 

This loanword is used in roads and traffic. It is also used in 

materials to refer to pipe bends or curves. The literary Arabic 

words mun'ata{ and munhana are also used in LA. 
o 

Cuseinetto n. m. s. (pI. cuseinetti) ball bearing; pin cushion; roller 

bearing (1985). 

kufineeti n. m. s. (pI. kufineetiyyaat) ball bearing. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 53%. 
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A suggested arabized term mudahrijat 01 faa~iI is also used in 

LA, but it is not common. 

Dado n. m. s. (pI. dadi) nut, die (1985) 

daadu n. m. 5. (pl. daaduwaat) nut, die. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 60%. 

An arabized word ~aamuula is also used in LA, but not very 

commonly. 

Dama n. f. s. (pI. dame) the game of draughts; lady, noble woman, 

female dancing/playing partner (1933). 

rjaamma n. f. s. (pl. rjaammaat) the game of draughts. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 88%; used by 82%. 

This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 185). 

Danari n. m. indo diamonds (in playing cards) (1938). 

dinaari n. m. indo diamonds (in playing cards). 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 82%. 

This loanword is used in other Arabic colloquials such as Pales

tinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95) and Lebanese 

and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 161). 



De/fino n. m. s. (pl. de/fin;) dolphin. 

dilfiin n. m. s. (pl. dilfiinuwaatldaJaafiin) dolphin. 

Category: 12. Nonhuman Beings. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 75%. 

The literary Arabic word duxas is not used in LA. 

Delicato adj. delicate; soft, not strong (1933). 

dilikaatu adj. delicate. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 64%. 

This loanword qualifies someone as leading a delicate life 

Dentifricio n. m. s. (pI. dentrifrici) toothpaste, toothpowder. 

dintrifrii'ti n. m. u. toothpaste. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 41%; used by 31%. 
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The literary Arabic word ma'juun ?asnaan is more commonly 

used in LA than the Italian loanword. 

Deposito n. m. s. (pI. deposit;) deposit; storehouse; cloakroom, left 

luggage office; warehouse (1913). 

dibuuHu n. m. s. (pl. dibuu~tuwaat) deposit, storeroom, storehouse. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction; 

6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 61%. 

This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95). The 
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literary Arabic words maxzan and mustawda' (storehouse) are very 

commonly used in LA. 

Depuratore n. m. s. (pI. depuratori) air cleaner (1960). 

dibratoori n. m. s. (pI. dibratooriyyaat) air cleaner. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts. and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 38%; used by 32%. 

An arabized term mU!~affi al-hawaa? is also used in LA. 

Deserto n. m. s. (pI. deserti) desert (1912). 

dizeertu n. f. indo desert. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 74%; used by 36%. 

The literary Arabic word ~ahraa? is more commonly used in LA 

than this loan word. 

Diavolo n. m. s. (pl. diavoli) devil (1913). 

dyaawlu n. m. s. (no pI.) devil 

Category: 9. Kind of People; 12. Nonhuman Beings. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 70%; used by 39%. 

This loanword signifies the devil or someone who acts like the 

devil. The literary Arabic word faytaan is commonly used in LA. 

Diferenza n. f. s. (pI. diferenze) difference; divergence (1913). 

fariinza n. f. indo difference; divergence. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Responden ts' Usage: known to 44%; used by 19%. 
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The literary ArClbic word farq is more commonly used in LA 

than this Italian loan word. 

Difernziale n. m. s. (pI. difernzialj) differential gear (1960). 

difrinsyaa/i n. m. s. (pl.· difrinsyaaliyyaat) differential. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 41%; used by 31%. 

A suggested arabized term naaqi/ al-haraka is not commonly 

used in LA. 

Difetto n. m. s. (pI. difettj) defect, fault; deficiency (1913). 

difeettu n. m. s. (pl. difeettuwaat) defect, fault; deficiency. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 87%; used by 64%. 

In this meaning of the loanword, a Libyan proverb reads, "al

difeettu fi al-rakeettu" (literally, "the deficiency is in the cogged 

wheel of the bicycle," i. e., this is a serious problem. The literary 

Arabic words 'ayb and xata? are very commonly used in LA. 

Dinamite n. f. s. (pI. dinamitj) dynamite (1977). 

dinamiita n. f. s. (pI. dinamiitldinamiitaat) dynamite. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 71%. 

The literary Arabic words mufarqa'aat and mutafaiiiraat are also 

used in LA. 



Dinamo n. f. indo dynamo (1960). 

diinamu n. m. s. (pl. diinamuwaat) dynamo. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 80%. 
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An arabized term muwallid al-kahrabaa? (al-Jawhari and Abu 

Shaqra, 1977, p. 76) is also used in LA, but not very commonly. 

Diploma n. m. s. (pI. diplomi) diploma, academic certificate or degree; 

charter (1913). 

dab loom n. m. (no pl.) diploma, academic certificate or degree. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 81%. 

This loanword refers to an academic degree or certificate of

fered by intermediate institutes such as teachers' institutes. The 

literary Arabic word ?iiaaza is also used in LA, particularly in for

mal situations. 

Disco n. m. s. (pl. dischj) disc; telephone dial; playing record, wheel 

plate, clutch plate (1860). 

diisku n. m. s. (pI. diiskuwwaat) wheel plate, clutch plate. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 70%. 

This loanword refers to a number of discs or plates such as the 

wheel plate and the clutch plate. The suggested arabized terms 

al-faffa (wheel plate) and al-qur~ al-ihtikaaki (clutch plate) 

(al-Jawhari and Abu Shaqrah, 1977, pp. 49 and 94) are not com

monly used in LA. 
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Ditta n. f. s. (pI. ditte) business firm, company, fortune, luck 

(1933). 

diitta n. indo rich person. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 88%; used by 63%. 

The literary Arabic terms laxs yaniyy and earii are also 

commonly used in LA. 

Doccia n. f. s. (pl. docce) douche, shower, shower bath, jet. 

v v dooca n. f. s. (pl. doocaat) shower: shower bath. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 73%. 

The literary Arabic word rallaal is also used in LA, but not 

very commonly. 

Documento n. m. s. (pI. documenti) document; proof; deed (933). 

dukameenti n. f. indo document; deed; proof. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respond~nts' Usage: known to 53%; used by 19%. 

The literary Arabic words hujja and waeiiqa are very commonly 

used in LA. the Italian loanword dukameenti is also used in other 

Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 

1959, p. 161). 



Dogana n. f. indo customs, duty; customhouse (1913). 

dogaana n. f. ind. customs, duty; customhouse. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 44%; used by 20%. 
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The arabized word jumruk (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1972, p. 134) is more commonly used in LA than the Italian loan

word. 

Domanda n. f. s. (pl. domande) application; request, petition (1912). 

dumaanda n. f. s. (pl. dumaandaat) application; request, petition. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 64%; used by 22%. 

The literary Arabic terms ta/ab (application) and talab ?ihtijaaj 

(petition) are also used in LA. The colloquial word 'ariiqa (peti

tion) is more commonly used than both dumaanda and ta/ab ?ihtijaaj. 

Domino n. m. s. (pI. domini) the game of dominoes; master, lord. 

dumiinu n. m. indo the game of dominoes. 

Category: 20, Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 88%; used by 74%. 

Doppio adj. double, twofold (1913). 

doob yu adj. double. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 59%. 

The literary Arabic word mucjaa'af is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 



Doppione adj. duplicate, identical, duplicate copy. 

dab yoon i adj. duplica te, identical.· 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: kn"own to 52%; used by 43%. 
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This loanword is used in entertainment, particularly in playing 

cards. It refers to two identical cards. 

Dozzina n. f. s. (pl. dozzine) dozen (1832). 

tizziina n. f. s. (pl. tizziinaat/tizzaaziin) dozen. . .. 
Category: 16. Quantifiers and Measurement. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 94%. 

This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 96). The liter-

ary Arabic word dasta is also used in LA, particularly in formal 

situations. 

Dramma n. m. indo drama, tragedy. 

draama n. f. s. (pI. draamaat) play, trick. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 90%; used by 74%. 

Dritto adj. straight, honest, exact (1912). 

driittu adj. straight, right, exact. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 57%; used by 30%. 

The colloquial word duyri is more commonly used in LA than 

driittu. 



Due adj. two, the second in a set or series (1913). 

doos n. m. s. (pl. ?adwaas) deuce (in playing cards). 

E 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 78%. 
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Elastico n. m. s. (pl. elastic;) elastic, spring mattress; rubber band 

(1913). 

?asteek/yasteek n. m. u. elastic. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 74%. 

This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 193). 

Elegante adj. stylish, elegant; smart (1913). 

ligaanti adj. elegant. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 53%; used by 27%. 

The literary Arabic word ?aniiq is also used, particularly in 

formal situations and among educated people. 

Elettricista n. m. s. (pl. elettricistj) electrician. 

trisiisti n. m. s. (pI. trisiistiyya) electrician. 

Category: 13. Occuptations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 55%. 
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This loanword refers to an electrician, particularly a car elec

trician. The literary Arabic term kahrabaa?i sayyaaraat is very 

commonly used in LA. 

Entrata n. f. s. (pI. entrate) entrance, entry (1913). 

?intraata n. f. s. (pl. ?intraataat) entrance, entry. 

F 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 96%. 

This loanword refers to the entrance of a house, which is a 

small hallway with some pieces of furniture, a sofa, a coffee table 

and/or a long wall mirror. The furniture itself, particularly the 

wall mirror, is also known as ?intraata. The literary Arabic word 

madxal is also used in LA. 

Fabbrica n. f. s. (pl. fabbriche) small factory; shipbuilding yard; 

building (1913). 

fabrika n. f. s. (pI. fabrikaat) factory. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 24%. 

The literary Arabic words ma~na' and ma'mal are very commonly 

used in LA. The word fabrika is also used in other Arabic collo

quials such as Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 

95), Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1950, p. 163), and 

Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 213). 



Faccia n. f. s. (pl. facce) face (1912). 

fa'ta n. f. s. (pl. fa'taat) face. 

Category: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 53%. 
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This loanword refers to the human face. When someone is 

angry with someone else and wants him to get out of his way, he is 

most likely to shout at him, saying darrig h- al-fac~! (literally, 

"turn your face away from me"). The literary Arabic word wajh is 

also used in LA. 

Falla n. f. s. (pl. falle) break in a line; outlet, gap. 

falla n. f. s. (pl. fallaat) break in a line, gap. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 75%; used by 56%. 

This loanword refers to a gap or break in a line of trees or 

any other physical item. The literary Arabic words Salma, Sayra, 

fatha, and furja are sometimes used in LA, but they are all very 

formal. 

Fallo n. m. s. (pI. falli) foul in sports; slight fault, slip. 

faallu n. m. s. (pI. faalluwaat) foul in sports. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 56%. 

This loanword refers to a foul in sports, particularly in a soc

cer game. The literary Arabic words xata? and cjarbat jazaa? are 

commonly used in LA. Although faallu is being replaced by the 

English loanword foul, it is still very commonly used in LA. 
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Falso adj. false, not genuine; forged; hypocritical (1912). 

faal!iu adj. false, not genuine. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 78%. 

This loanword refers to something that is false or not genuine. 

When it is used with human beings, faalsu denotes a person who is . 
dishonest or unsuccessful in life. The colloquial words battaal .. 
(unsuccessful) and barwaal or bal'uu~ (dishonest) are very com

monly used in LA. 

Fanale n. m. s. (pl. fana/i) light, lamp, lantern; car headlight, 

(1913) • 

fan oar n. s. m. (pI. fanaaraat) lantern; car headlight. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Me.::hankl,l, Parts, and Service; 

7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 82%. 

As a household item, this loanword refers to a kerosine lantern. 

It is also used for a car headlight. The literary Arabic words 

mi!ibaah and faanuus are also used, but not very commonly in LA. 

Fango n. m. s. (pI. fanghi) mud, mire, mud bath (1933). 

faangu n. m. u. mud, mud bath. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 28%; used by 18%. 

This loanword refers to a kind of black mud used for the treat-

ment of rheumatism. It also refers to the mud bath itself. The 

literary Arabic term hammaam tiin is sometimes used in LA. 
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Famiglia n. s. f. (pI. famiglie) family, lineage, race; group, household 

(1832) • 

famiilya n. f. s. (pl. famiilyaat) family. 

Category: 8. Human and Family Relationships. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 40%. 

The literary Arabic word 'aa?ila is more commonly used in LA 

than the Italian loanword. The word famiilya is also used in other 

Arabic colloquials such as Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 215). 

Farfalla n. f. s. (pI. farfalle) bow tie; butterfly, moth (1913). 

farfalla n. f. s. (pl. farfallaat) bow tie. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 62%. 

Farina n. f. s. (pI. farine) flour, meal, powder (1913). 

fariina n. f. u. flour. 

Category: 5. Food and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 85%. 

This loamvord refer.:. to white flour. The literary Arabic words 

tahiin and daqiiq are commonly used in LA. 

Farmacia n. f. s. (pI. farmacie) pharmacy, chemist's shop (1913). 

farma'tiyya n. f. s. (pI. farma'tiyyaat) pharmacy, chemist's shop. 

Category: 11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, and Equipment. 

18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; used by 37%. 
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The literary Arabic word !iaydaJiyya is more commonly used in 

LA than this Italian loanword. The loanword {arma'iiyya is also 

used in other Arabic colloquials such as Palestinian and Jordanian 

Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95) and Lebanese and Syrian Arabic 

(Nakhla, 1959, p. 164). 

Fascia n. f. s. (pl. (asee) piston ring; band, bandage (1933). 

{aali n. m. s. (pl. (afiyyaat) piston ring; bandage. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Mechanics. 

11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: piston ring, known to 53%; used by 46%; 

bandage, known to 97%; used by 89% 

In car mechanics, parts, and service, a suggested arabized 

term haJaqat aJ-dayt (al-Jawhari and Abu Shaqrah, 1977, p. 20) is 
• • 

also used but not very commonly in LA. The loanword {aaIi is also 

used in medical-related items with the meaning of bandage, particu-

larly by sportsmen. 

Faseista n. f. s. (pI. (ascistj) fascist, member of the fascist party 

(Grazanti, 1968, p. 169). 

{aliisti adj. fascist. 

Category: 6. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 66%. 

In addition to its basic meaning of fascist, {aIiisti refers to the 

Italian colonization period of Libya, especially during the reign of 

Mussolini. 
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Fotturo n. f. s. (pI. fotture) invoice, bill, workmanship, craftsman

ship (1913). 

footuuro n. f. s. (pI. fwootiir) invoice. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 87%. 

The arabized terms qoo?imotol-hisaab and qaa?imat ai-fohn 

(Baalbaki, 1969, p. 480) are also used in LA, but not as commonly 

as faatuura. This Italian loanword is also used in other Arabic 

colloquials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 

163) and Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 287). 

Ferro n. m. s. (pl. ferri) iron (metal); knitting needle; clothes iron. 

feerru n. m. s. (pI. (eeruwoot) clothes iron, knitting needle. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 56%; used by 43%. 

The literary word hodiid (iron, the metal) is a translation of 

the Italian word ferro to which the Italian meaning of clothes iron 

has been added. The process of borrowing a meaning in translation 

exemplifies what Haugen (1972, p. 166) calls semantic borrowing. 

Fesso adj. split, cracked; foolish, silly. 

fee~~u adj. foolish. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 73%; used by 47%. 

This loanword refers to a foolish person. The Arabic word, 

yabi" ?ablah" and baliid are sometimes used in LA, but not very 

commonly. 
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Festa n. f. s. (pl. feste) feast; festivity; party, fun, celebration," 

rejoicing (1832). 

fiilta n. f. s. (pl. fiiftaat) celebration, party, fun. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 53%. 

The literc.ry. Arabic words haff and ihtifaaf are more commonly 

used in LA, particularly among educated and younger people. The 

Italian loanword fiifta is also used in other Arabic colloquials such 

as Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95). 

Fiacca n. f. s. (pI. fiacche) laziness; relaxation; weariness, 

listlessness (1933). 

fyaaka n. f. u. lazIness. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 53%. 

The literary Arabic word kasaf is also used in LA. 

Fiaccone n. m. s. (pI. fiacconi) lazy, grand lazy (1933). 

fyakkooni n. m. indo lazy. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 82%; used by 59%. 

The literary Arabic word kasfaan is used in LA, but it is too 

formal. 



Fiasca n. f. s. (pl. fiasche) flask, water bottle, jar. 

fyaafka n. f. s. (pl. fyaafkaat) flask, bottle. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 87%; used by 63%. 
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The colloquial word gizaaza from literary Arabic zujaaja is also 

very commonly used. 

Fila n. f. s. (pI. file) row, line (1913). 

fiil/a n. f. s. (pl. fiil/aat) row, line. 

Category: 16. Quantifiers and Mesurement. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 61%; used by 42%. 

This loanword refers to a row of trees. The literary Arabic 

word ~aff and the colloquial word satir are also very commonly used 

in LA. 

Filetto n. m. s. (pI. filette) fillet of meat; thin strip of something. 

screw threading. 

fileettu n. m. s. (pI. fileetuwaat) fillet of meat. screw threading. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 79%; used by 43%. 

This loanword refers to a fillet of meat. It also is used in 

materials to mean a screw threading. particularly in pipes or tubes. 

The literary Arabic word qalwaza is not commonly used in LA. 



F iI ierd n. f. s. (pl. filiere) die, screw-cutting die, threading die. 

filyeera n. f. s. (pl. {ilyeeraat) threading die. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respond~nts' Usage: known to 28%; used by 20%. 
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The literary Arabic term ?aalat qalwaza is not commonly used in 

LA. 

Filtro n. m. s. (pl. filtri) filter, strainer; love potion (1913). 

fjltru n. m. s. (pl. filtruwwaat) filter, strainer. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 74%. 

This loanword refers to a number of filters such as air, gas, 

and oil. A suggested arabized word mural fih (al-Jawhari and Abu 

Shaqrah, 1977, p. 31) is not commonly used in LA. 

Finanza n. f. s. (pl. finanze) finance; cash; customs revenue officer 

or office. 

finaan za n. f. ind. customs; customs office or officer. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 52%; used by 15%. 

The arabized word jumruk (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1972, p. 134) is very commonly used in LA, particularly among 

educated and younger people. 



Finito adj. finished, concluded, terminated (1912). 

finiitu adv. finished, concluded, terminated. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 45%. 
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The literary Arabic term ?intaha ?iktamal and the colloquial 

words xalaa~ and tamm are more commonly used in LA than {iniitu. 

Finta n. f. s. (pI. finte) trick, feint; wig. 

fiinta n. f. s. (pI. (iintaat) feint, trick. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 45%; used by 28%. 

This loanword refers to a small feint, particularly in soccer. 

The literary Arabic word muraawaya is more commonly used in LA 

than fii n ta • 

F iocco n. m. s. (pI. fiocche) knot, bow, flock or wool or snow, tuft 

of hair on a horse's fetlock. 

fyooka n. f. s. (pl. fyookaat) knot, bow. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 56%; used by 42%. 

This loanword refers to a knot or bow worn by ladies, particu

larly in their hair. 
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Firma n. f. s. (pl. firme) signature; name; well-known writer; ce

lebrity (1913). 

feerma n. f. s. (pI. feermaat) signature. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 64%; used by 28%. 

The literary Arabic words tawqii' and ?imgaa? are also used in 

LA, particularly among educated and younger people. The word 

feerma is also used in Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 481). 

Fodera n. f. s. (pI. fodere) lining, casing, protective shield, uphol

stery (1913). 

fuudra n. f. s. (pI. fuudraat) lining; casing, upholstery. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts. and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 49%; used by 35%. 

This loanword refers to the interior lining of the car. 

Fogna n. f. s. (pI. fogne) drain, sewer; culvert (1913). 

fuunya n. f. s. (pI. fuunyaat) drain, hole, septic tank. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings ~ and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 71%. 

The literary Arabic terms qanaat al-majaari and ma~rif al-majaari 

are also used in LA. 

Fondo n. m. s. (pI. fond;) bottom, the lowest part, base (1913). 

fuundu n. m. s. (pI. fuunduwaat) bottom, the lowest part. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 57%; used by 31%. 
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This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 184). The literary 

Arabic words qa'r and qaa' are also used in LA. 

Forcella n. f. s. (pl. forcelle) fork of a bicycle, forked stock, yoke 

fork. 

for feella n. f. s. (pI. for feel/oat) fork of a bicycle. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 43%; used by 28%. 

The literary Arabic word misnad (Tillisi, 1984, p. 319) is also 

used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Forchetta n. f. s. (pl. forchette) fork (1913). 

farkeetta n. f. s. (pI. farkeettat) fork. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents: Usage: known to 99%; used by 91%. 

The literary Arabic word fawka is also used in LA, but it is 

very formal. The Italian loanword is also used in other Arabic col

loquials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 

163). 

Forgia n. f. s. (pI. forge) forge, smith, smith's forge. 

fuurja n. f. s. (pI. fuurjaat) smith's forge. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 27%; used by 15%. 

The literary Arabic term minfaax al-haddaad is also used in LA, 

but is very formal. 



Forma n. f. s. (pI. forme) appearance, shape; form (1933). 

foorma n. f. s. (pl. foormaat) appearance, shape; form. 

Category: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 66%. 
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This loanword refers to the human shape or appearance. It is 

also used in tools to refer to models or forms used to take the mea

surement of people or other things. The literary Arabic words 

qaa/ib (Tillisi, 1984, p. 320) and namuuoaj are also used in LA. 

Formaggio n. m. s. (pI. formaggj) cheese, grated cheese. 

furmaaju n. m. u.; also adj. cheese. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 50%. 

The literary Arabic word jubn is also very commonly used in 

LA. 

Fornello n. m. s. (pI. fornell;) range, gas cooker with four rings; gas 

range, pile of earth and rubbish used as fertilizer (1913). 

firneellu n. s. m. (pI. firneelluwaat) a one-ring electric rqnge. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 94%. 

This loanword refers to a one-ring electric range used to pre

pare tea and light meals. The literary Arabic terms kaanuun and 

mawqid kahrabaa?i are also used in LA. 



Fortuna n. f. s. (pI. fortune) fortune, luck, chance (1913). 

fartuuna n. f. s. (pI. faraatiin) chance, luck, fortune. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 70%. 
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This loanword refers to chance, luck, or fortune. The literary 

Arabic words haoo and nasiib are also used in LA. . . . 
Forza n. f. u. force, strength, might, power (1913). 

fuur~a n. f. u. force, strength, power. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 45%. 

The literary Arabic word quwwa is very commonly used in LA. 

Fossa n. m. s. (pI. fossi) ditch; channel (1933). 

fuusi n. m. s. (pl. fuusiyyaat) ditch; canal. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 58%; used by 37%. 

This loanword refers to a ditch used as a discharge canal in 

agriculture. The literary Arabic term qanaat a/-~arf is used in 

formal situations and by educated people. 

Francobollo n. m. s. (pI. francobol/j) postage stamp, stamp (1913). 

bull n. m. s. (pI. ?ab/aal) postage stamp. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 64%. 

Use of the literary Arabic term ~aabal bariid is very common in 

LA, particularly among educated and younger people. The Italian 
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loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese 

and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 96) and Palestinian and Jor

danian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 150). 

Freccia n. f. s. (pI. freece) arrow, wind indicator, traffic indicator 

(signal lights or flipper); compass needle; clock hand (1913). 

v v v v fleeealfreeeaa n. f. s. (pI. fleeeaatlfreeeaat) signal light or flipper. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 90%. 

Fregata n. f. s. (pI. fregate) warship; frigate bird (1832). 

fargaa~a n. f. s. (pI. fargaa~aat) warship. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 81%; used by 46%. 

A Libyan poet describing the weapons of the Italian army said, 

"miiteen fargaata iii harbiyya . . . u miiteen haayim fi al-simaa 

tayyaar" (two hundred warships and two hundred warplanes) 

(Kulliyat al-?aadaab (Faculty of Arts), 1977, p. 172). The literary 

Arabic term baariia harbiyya is also used in LA, but it is too 

formal. The word fargaata has been arabized as furqaata and is . . 
incorporated in some modern Arabic dictionaries (al-Jur, .1973, p. 

906) • It is used in some Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese and 

Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 162) and Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 

1974, p. 233). 



Freno n. m. s. (pI. freni) brake: bridle, control (1933). 

freenu n. m. s. (pl. freenuwaat) brake. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%: used by 86%. 
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The arabized words al-farmala .. al-kaabiha (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 49), and aJ-mikbah (al-Jur, 1973, p. 

908) are also used in LA, but they are very formal. The colloquial 

word freenaata, referring to a situation when the brakes get frozen 

up, is derived from the Italian loanword freenu. The term freenu 

seek, referring to the sudden application of the brakes, is also 

derived from the same word. 

Freno a mana n. m. s. (pI. freni a mana) hand brake (1985). 

freenumaanu n. m. s. (pl. freenumaanuwaat) hand brake. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 88%: used by 78%. 

The arabized term farmalat aJ-yad is used in LA, but not com

monly. 

Frizione n. m. s. (pI. frizioni) clutch: friction, rubbing: dry shampoo 

(1960) • 

frisyooni n. m. s. (pI. frisyooniyyaat) clutch. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%: used by 78%. 

This loanword refers to the clutch and the clutch pedal. A 

suggested arabized term al-qaabh/ (al-Jawhari and Abu Shaqra, 

1977, p. 46) is also used in LA , but not very· commonl y • 



Frutta n. f. s. (pI. frutte) fruit (1913). 

fruutta n. f. s •.. (no pI.) fruit. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 74%. 
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This loanword refers to canned fruit. The literary Arabic term 

faakiha mu'allaba is also used in LA, particularly among educated 

and younger people. The word fruutta is also used in Lebanese 

and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 163). 

Fucina n. f. s. (pI. fucine) smith's shop, smithy, forge. 

f v.. f uCllna n. . s. (pI. fu'iiinaat) smith's shop. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 77%; used by 35%. 

The literary Arabic term dukkaan a/-haddaad is more commonly 

used in LA than either fu'iiina or the literary Arabic term kiir 

a/-haddaad. 

Fuori adv. outside, out (1912). 

foari adv. outside. 

Category: 20. Travel,. Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 82%; used by 64%. 

This loanword is a sports word used when the ball gets out of 

the playing field in soccer. 



Fuori uso adj. out of use, unserviceable (1985). 

mfaryiz adj. out of use, unserviceable. 

Category: 1. Bibycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 59%; used by 46%. 
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This loanword refers to a situation when the car engine becomes 

unserviceable and needs to be replaced. The colloquial word faryaz 

(went out of order) is a verb derived from this Italian loanword. 

Furbo adj. sly, cunning, clever; roguish, crafty (1913). 

fuurbu adj. sly, cunning; roguish. 

G 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 24%: used by 20%. 

The literary Arabic words maokir and xabiie are more commonly 

used than this Italian loanword. 

Gabbia n. f. s. (pI. gabbie) cage; pen, bird cage (19l3). 

gaab ya n. f. s. (pI. gaab yaot) cage, pen. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 55%; used by 37%. 

The literary Arabic word qofa~ is also used in LA. 

Galleria n. f. s. (pI. gal/erie) gallery; arcade, balcony, railway tunnel 

(1832) • 

gal/arriyya n. f. s. (pI. gallarriyyaat> gallery. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%: used by 72%. 
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The literary Arabic terms ruwaaq and muthaf al-?a1maal al-

fanniyya (Tillisi, 1984, p. 332) are also used in LA, particularly in 

formal situations. 

Gal/one n. m. s. (pi. gal/on j) gallon, lace; stripe, chevron. 

gal/ooni n. s. m. (pl. gallooniyyaat) container for carrying and storing 

liquids. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 92%. 

This loanword refers to a plastic or metal container used for 

carrying and storing liquids. The arabized word jaaloon is also 

used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Gambale n. m. s. (pI. gambali) bootleg; legging (1913). 

gambaali n. m. s. (pI. gambaaliyyaat) boot. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 82%. 

This loanword refers to boots made of leather, rubber, or some 

other material usually worn by farmers, fishermen, and the like. 

The literary term hioaa? fursaani (Tillisi, 1984, p. 332) is not 

common in LA. 

Gambero n. m. s. (pl. gamberi) shrimp; lobster (1933). 

gimbri n. m. u. shrimp. 

Category: 12. Nonhuman Beings. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 87%; used by 66%. 
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This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 479). The literary Arabic term 

jaraad ai-bohr is also used in LA. 

Cancio n. m. s. (pI. ganci) hook, hook wrench (1933). 

yaanju n. m. s. (pI. yaanjuwaat) hook. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction; 

19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 70%. 

This loanword refers to a hook used as a device for locking 

gates and doors. 

Caranzia n. f. s. (pI. garanzie) warranty, guarantee (1913). 

garansiyya n. f. s. (pI. garansiyyaat) warranty, guarantee. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 57%; used by 24%. 

The literary Arabic words kafaala and qamaana are also used in 

LA. 

Garza n. f. s. (pl. garze) gauze; rope loop, bight (1933). 

gaarza n. f. s. (pl. gaarzaat) gauze. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 11. Medical Institutions J Instru

ments, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 58%. 

This loanword refers to gauze, which is used as a bandage. 

The literary Arabic term ribaa~ ai-faa! is also used in LA, but not 

as commonly as gaarza. 
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Gassosa n. f. s. (pl. gassose) soda water, carbonated drink. 

gazuuza n. f. s. (pI. gazuuz/gazuuzaat) soda water, carbonated 

drink. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 70%. 

This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Egyptian Arabic. The literary Arabic term ma/ruubaat yaaziyya is 

also commonly used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Gatto n. m. s. (pI. gatti) cat, male cat, tom cat (1911). 

gaaHu n. m. s. (pI. gaa!!uwaat) cat; blue-eyed person. 

Category: 12. Nonhuman Beings. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 54%; used by 30%. 

This loanword refers to a male cat. It is also used in kind of 

people, referring to a person with blue eyes. The literary Arabic 

words qiH and hirr (cat) are also used in LA, but they are too 

formal. The colloquial word gaHuus is the most commonly used 

word in LA. 

Gelato n. m. s. (pI. gilati) icecream; frozen, chilled (1913). 

jilaati n. m. u. ice cream • . 
Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 97%. 

The literary A~abic words buu§a and mueallajaat are not com-

monly used in LA. 



Gen te n. f. u. people; clan; tribe; nation (1912). 

jeenti n. indo u. people. 

Category: 8. Human and Family Relationships. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 49%; used by 29%. 
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This loanword refers to a large gathering of people. The liter

ary Arabic words qawm and hafd are also used in LA, particularly 

among educated and younger people. The colloquial word goom 

from literary qawm is more commonly used than any of the other 

words. 

Gettone n. m. s. (pl. gettoni) token; slot machine; counter. 

jaHooni n. m. s. (pI. jaHooniyyaat) arcade game. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 76%. 

Ghiacciaio n. f. s. (pI. ghiaccioie) icehouse, icebox. 

gadfooya n. f. s. (pl. godfaoyaot) icebox, refrigerator. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 49%. 

The arabized word Sol/oajo (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo 1 , 

1972, p. 99) is more commonly used in LA than god f aoya. 

Ghiso n. f. u. cast iron (1933). 

giiza n. f. u. cast iron 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 62%; used by 49%. 
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The arabized term hadiid al-zahr is also used in LA, particu

larly among educated and younger people. 

Giacca/giacchetta n. f. s. (pl. giacche/giacchette) jacket (1933). 

jakka/jakkeetta n. f. s. (pI. jakkaat/jakkeettaat) jacket. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 95%. 

The arabized word sitra (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1980. p. 7) is not commonly used in LA. The Italian loanwords 

jakka and jakkeetta are used interchangeably in LA. 

Giardinetta n. f. s. (pI. giardinette) station wagon. 

jardaneera n. f. s. (pI. jardaneeraat) sta tion wagon. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 72%. 

A colloquial term sayyaara 'aa? iliyya is also commonly used in 

LA. 

Giardino n. f. s. (pI. giardini) garden, park. 

jirdiina n. f. s. (pI. jirdiinaat) garden; park. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, Building Construction; 15. 

Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 84%. 

The literary Arabic terms bustaan and hadiiqa (garden) and 

hadiiqa 'aamma and muntazah (park) are also used in LA, 
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particularly in formal situations and among educated and younger 

people. 

Ginocchiera n. f. s. (pI. ginocchiere) knee band or guard. 

jankyeera n. s. f. (pI. jankyeeraat) knee band or guard. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 27%; used by 20%. 

This loanword refers to a knee band or guard usually worn by 

sportsmen. 

Giocatore n. m. s. (pI. giocatori) soccer player, player; gambler. 

jakkatoori n. m. s. (pl. jakkatooriyya) soccer player, player, 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 31%; used by 17%. 

This loanword refers to a sports player particularly a soccer 

player who keeps his team active during the game. The arabized 

term saani' al-Ia'ib (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 76) . 
is not commonly used in LA, but the colloquial word mlaa'bi is very 

widely used. 

Giovanotto n. m. s. (pI. giovanotti) athlete, sportsman (1913). 

iuvanoottu n. m. s. (pI. juvanooHiyyaa) athlete, sportsman. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 29%; used by 12%. 

The arabized word riyaacji (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1980, p. 67) is more commonly used in LA than juvanooHu. 
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Giro n. m. s. (pl. giri) tour; circle; short walk; ring; revolution 

(1913) • 

jiira n. f. s. (pI. jiiraat) ride; tour. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 66%. 

This loanword refers to a short bicycle ride or a tour. The 

literary Arabic word laffa is very commonly used in LA. 

Giubbotto n. m. s. (pI. giubbottj) jerkin, coat. 

jibootti n. m. s. (pI. jiboottiyyaat) coat. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 95%. 

The literary Arabic word mi'taf is used in LA, but not very 

commonly. 

Giunto n. m. s. (pI. giunti) joint, coupling, ball-and-socket joint. 

juunta n. f. s. (pI. juuntaat) joint, coupling. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 62%; used by 43%. 

This loanword refers to joints or couplings ~ especially those 

used in water-supply pipes or tubes. The literary Arabic word 

wa~/a is also used in LA, but not commonly. 

Gobbo adj. humpbacked, crooked, bent (1913). 

guubbu adj. humpbacked, bent. 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 55%. 
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The literary Arabic wo:t'd ?ahdab is also used in LA, but it is 

very formal. 

Gomma n. f. s. (pI. gomme) tire; rubber, eraser (1913). 

gooma n. f. s., also adj. (pl. goomaat) tire ; rubber, eraser. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 87%. 

The literary Arabic word maHaa~ (rubber) is also used in LA, 

particularly among educated and younger people. The colloquial 

word 'ijla from the literary Arabic 'ajala (wheel) is also used to 

refer to tire, but the Italian loanword gooma is more commonly used 

in both situations. It is also used for eraser. 

Gommista n. f. s. (pI. gommiste) tire repairer (Harrap, 1970, p. 587). 

gumiisti n. f. s. (pI. gumiistiyya) tire shop; tire repairer. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers; 18. Socioeconomic Institu-

tions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 72%. 

This loanword refers to a tire shop where tires are sold and 

repaired. The person who does the actual repairs is also called 

gumiisti in LA. Two arabized terms, mu~allih ?i~aaraat al

sayyaaraat and mahall bay' wa tasliih ? itaaraat al-sayyaaraat have . . 
also been used in LA, particularly in recent years. 



Gonna n. f. s. (pl. gonne) skirt, gown (1933). 

goonna n. f. s. (pI. goonnaat) skirt. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 92%. 

The arabized word ni~tiyyya (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo], 1980, p. 10) is not commonly used in LA. 
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Gradino n. m. s. (pI. gradini) step, rung of a ladder; store platform, 

pedestal (1933). 

greediini n. m. u. bumpy dirt road. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 24%; used by 17%. 

This loanword refers to a dirt or unpaved road with a lot of 

bumps. The literary Arabic term {ariiq turaabi is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 

Gratta n. f. s. (pI. graffe) clip, clamp, boat hook. 

graatta n. f. s. (pl. graattaat) clip, clamp. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 36%; used by 26%. 

This loanword refers to clips or clamps used to hold the wood

work to the structure of the building. A colloquial word ma/zama 

from literary Arabic mi/zam (clamp) is also used in LA. 



Graniglia n. f. u. grit. 

graniilya n. f. u. grit. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 57%; used by 43%. 
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This loanword refers to grit, sand, or gravel used in building 

construction. 

Grappa n. f. s. (pl. grappe) clamp; bracket; brace, strong alcoholic 

drink made in northe.rn Italy; tumor in a horse's hoof. 

graabba n. f. s. (pI. graabbaat) iron clamps; homemade alcoholic 

drink. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks; 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, 

and Equipment. 

Responden ts' Usage: known to 37%; used by 17%. 

This loanword refers to a metal clamp used in building con

struction (see gratta). It is also used in foods and drinks to refer 

to a homemade alcoholic drink. 

Grasso n. m. s. (pI. grassi) fat, grease (1913). 

graa~~u n. m. u. grease. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 74%. 

This loanword refers to grease used for lubrication. The 

literary Arabic term fuhuum al-sayyaaraat is also used in LA. 



Grembiule n. m. s. (pI. grembiuli) apron (1933). 

grambyuuli n. m. s. (pl. grambyuuJryyaat) apron. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 87%. 
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This loanword refers to an apron usually worn by school chil

dren, doctors, nurses, and other people to keep their clothes 

clean. The literary Arabic terms maryuul and ridaa? fawqii are also 

commonly used in LA. 

Grigio adj. gray (1913). 

griiju adj. gray. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Responden ts' Usage: known to 48%; used by 47%. 

This loanword refers to the color gray. The literary Arabic 

words ra~aa~i and ramaadi are also used in LA, particularly among 

educated and younger people. 

Grissino n. m. s. (pI. grissini) breadstick. 

grassinu n. indo breadstick. 

Category: S. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 56%; used by 47%. 

The literary Arabic term xubz al-Iu~ayyaat (Tillisi, 1984, p. 

351) is not commonly used in LA. 



Gru n. m. indo crane (1913). 

gru n. m. s. (pl. gruwaat) crane. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 63%; used by 43%. 
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This loanword refers to large cranes used in construction or at 

ports for loading and unloading ships. The literary Arabic terms 

al-mirfaa' snd al-raafi'a are also used in LA, particularly in formal 

situations. 

Guanto n. m. s. (pI. guanti) glove 1913). 

gwaan~i n. m. s. (pI. gwaan~iyyaat) glove. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 88%. 

The literary Arabic word quffaaz is used in LA, but not very 

commonly. 

Guarnizione n. f. indo washer, gasket; supply (1985). 

garnasyooni n. m. S. (pI. garnasyooniyyaat) washer, gasket. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 65%; used by 29%. 

A suggested arabized term halaqat aJ-zanq (al-Jawhari and Abu 

Shaqra, 1977, p. 20) is used but not commonly in LA. 



Guet'ra n. f. s. (pI. guerre) war, warfare, fighting, feud (1832"). 

gweerra n. f. s. (no pl.) war. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 59%; used by 29%. 
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The literary Arabic word harb is more commonly used in LA 

than gweerra. 

Gusto n. m. s. (pI. gust;) taste; pleasure, fun (1933). 

guustu n. m. s. (pI. guustuwaat) fun. . . . . 
Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 88%. 

The literary Arabic words mazh and hazal are also used in LA, 

particularly among educated and younger people. 

I 

Idraulico adj. hydraulic (1960). 

draawliku adj. hydraulic. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts. and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 60%; used by 55%. 

This loanword refers to the hydraulically operated parts such 

as hydraulic brakes. This word has been arabized as hidruuliiki 

(Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1986, p. 459) and as maa?i; 

(Iraqi Academy, 1982, p. 192) and incorporated into the Arabic 

dictionary. 
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Impianto n. m. s. (pI. impianti) installation, system; foundation, es

tablishment (1960). 

byaanti n. m. s. (pl. byaantiyyaat) installation, system, network. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 47%; used by 30%. 

This loanword refers to a network of telephone or electric-wire 

installation in a building or a machine. The literary Arabic terms 

fabakat al-kahrabaa? and fabakat al-haatif are also used in LA, but 

they are very formal. 

Impresario n. m. s. (pI. impresari) contractor, entrepreneur (1933). 

?imbrizaaryu n. m. s. (pI. ?imbrizaaryuwaat) contractor. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 38%; used by 18%. 

The literary Arabic words muta'ahhid and muqaawil are more 

commonly used in LA than ?imbrizaaryu. 

I ndotto n. m. s. (pI indotti) rotor, armature (1960). 

?indootu n. s. m. (pI. ?indootuwaat) rotor. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics. Parts. and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 23%; used by 14%. 

Infermiere n. m. s. (pI. infermieri) male nurse; hospital orderly; 

stretcher bearer. 

firimyeeri n. m. s. (pI. firimyeeriyya) male nurse. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 38%. 
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The literary Arabic word mumarrid is more commonly used in LA . 
than firimyeeri. 

Ingranaggio n. m. s. (pl. ingrannaggi) gear (1960). 

?ingranaaji n. m. s. (pl. ?ingranaajuwaat) gear. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 47%; used by 31%. 

This loanword refers to a number of gears, particularly those 

in the gear box. An arabized word tirs (al-Jawhari and Abu 

Shaqra, 1977, p. 57) is also used in LA, particularly in formal 

situations and among educated and young people. 

Iniettore n. m. s. (pI. iniettori) injector. 

nyatoori n. m. s. (pI. nyatooriyyaat) injector. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 28%; used by 10%. 

This loanword refers to the injector in the diesel engine. 

L 

Lametta n. f. s. (pI. lamette) razor blade. 

lameetta n. f. s. (pI. lameettaat) razor blade. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 91%. 

The literary Arabic term fafrat hilaaqa is very common in LA. 



Lamiera n. f. s. (pl. lamiere) sheetmetal, plate, sheeting (1933). 

lamyeera n. f. u. sheetmetal, plate. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 63%. 
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This loanword refers to sheetmetal, particularly that used in 

car bodies. The word lamyeera is used to mean either a carbody 

shop or the car body itself. The literary Arabic terms haykal 

al-sayyaraa (car body) and makaan ta~/iih haykal al-sayyaaraat are 

all very common in LA. 

Lampada n. f. s. (pl. lampade) oil lamp, light (1913), 

laamba n. f. s. (pI. laambaat) electric light bulb, electric lamp. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 93%. 

The arabized term, mi~baah kahrabaa?i (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1980, o. 31) is also used in LA, but not very 

commonly. The Italian loanword laamba is also used in other Arabic 

colloquials such as Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 298). 

Lampadina n. f. s. (pl. lampadine) small lamp; pilot light, electric 

light bulb (1933). 

lambatiina n. f. s. (pI. laambatiinaat) flash light; flash light bulb, 

small bulb. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 68%; used by 38%. 
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The literary Arabic terms kalfaaf (flash light) and mi~baah 

kahrabaa?i ~ayiir are also used in LA, particularly in formal situ

ations. 

Lampara n. f. s. (pI. lampare) fishing boat equipped with lamps for 

night fishing (Grazanti, 1968, p. 246), net with lights for night 

fishing. 

lambaara n. f. s. (pl. lambaaraat) kerosine lamp. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 82%. 

This loanword refers to a kerosine lamp with bright light, 

which is also known as kulb in LA. 

Lana n. f. s. (pI. lane) wool (1912). 

laona n. f. u. and adj. cloth made of wool. 

Category: 10. Material. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 86%; used by 68%. 

This loanword refers to cloth or materials made of wool. The 

Arabic term aqmifa ~uufiyya is also common in LA. 

Lasagna n. f. s. (pI. lasagne) lasagnia. 

lazaanya n. f. u. lasagnia. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 80%. 



Latteria n. f. s. (pI. latterie) dairy, milk shop. 

lattariyya n. f. s. (pI. lattariyyaat) milk shop. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Instritutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 45%; used by 26%. 
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The literary Arabic terms dukkaan al-Iabbaan and mahall bay' 

al-?albaan are commonly used in LA. 

Latte macchiato n. m. s. (pI. latti micchiatj) coffee with just a dash of 

milk. 

mikyaata n. f. u. coffee with just a dash of milk. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 45%; used by 28%. 

Lavaggio n. m. s. (pI. lavaggj) washing, cleaning, cleansing. 

lawaaju n. m. s. (pI. lawaajuwaat) car washing, car wash place. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 76%. 

The literary Arabic term mahll yasiil al-sayyaaraat is also used 

in LA, but not as commonly as lawaaju. 

Lavanderia n. £. s. (pI. lavanderie) laundry. 

lawandariyya n. £. s. (pI. lawandariyyaat) laundry. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institusions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 76%. 

The arabized word maysala (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1980, p. 38) is very commonly used in LA. 



Lavandino n. m. s. (pI. lavandini) sink, wash basin. 

lawandiinu n. m. s. (pI. lawandiinuwaat) sink, wash basin. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 86%. 

The arabized term hawd yasiil is very commonly used in LA • . 
Lenzuolo n. m. s. (pI. lenzuoli) bed sheet. 

?an~uula) n. f. s. (pI. ?an~uulaat) bed sheet. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 60%. 

The arabized words mulaa?a and milhafa (Arabic Language 
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Academy [Cairo 1, 1972, p. 882) are also used in LA, but not as 

commonly as ?an~uula. A colloquial word firfaaf is very commonly 

used in LA, particularly among uneducated people. 

Leva n. f. s. (pI. leve) lever, gear, draft (1913). 

leeva n. f. s. (pI. leevaat) lever. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 53%; used by 43%. 

The literary Arabic word raafi'a is used only 1;>y educated 

people or in formal situations. 

Lido n. m. s. (pI. lidi) shore, beach, native shores or land (1913). 

liidu proper n. beach. 

Category: 15. Physical World; 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertain-

mente 

Respondents' Usage: known to 79%; used by 46%. 
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This loanword is a place name referring to one particular beach 

in Tripoli Libya. The proper place name tends to be used as a 

common noun in LA meaning beach. The literary Arabic word 

al-faat;? and the colloquial word al-faH is commonly used in LA. 

Limonata n. f. s. (pI. limonate) lemon juice (1832). 

limuunaata n. f. u. lemonade, lemon juice. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 85%. 

The literary Arabic term 'a~;;r al-Iaymuun is also commonly used 

in LA. The Italian loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials 

such as Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 406) and Lebanese and 

Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 168). 

Linea n. f. s. (pI. linee) line, cable, system, feeder (1913). 

li;nya n. f. s. (pI. liinyaat) a network of lines and cables. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 86%. 

This loanword refers to a network of telephone and electric 

lines at the side of the roads. The literary Arabic term !abakat 

xutuut al-tilifuun wa al-kahrabaa? is also commonly used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 

Li scio adj. plain, simple, soft. smooth (913). 

Ii if fu adj. plain. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 34%. 
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This loanwol'd is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 166). 

Usta n. f. s. (pl. Iiste) list; strip; schedule; menu (1913). 

liista n. f. s. (pl. liistaat) list. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 70%. 

The literary Arabic word qaa?ima is also used in LA, particu

larly among educated and younger people. The I~alian loanword is 

also used in other Arabic colloquials such as Egyptian Arabic 

(Spiro, 1974, p. 264) and Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 

1959, p. 166). 

Litra n. m. s. (pI. litri) liter. 

!iitra n. f. s. (pI. liitraat) liter. 

Category: 16. Quantifiers and Measurement. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 95%. 

This loanword has been arabized as litr and is used in most 

Arabic colloquials. 

Livella n. m. s. (pI. livelli) level. 

lavellu n. m. s. (pl. lavelluwaat) level measurement rod. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 60%; used by 41%. 

This loanword refers to a rod used for measuring motor oil 

level. 



Locanda n. f. s. (pI. locande) inn (1933). 

lukanda n. f. s. (pI. lukandaat) inn. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic .Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 26%. 
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The literary Arabic terms funduq ~ayiir, nazI, and xaan are 

also used in LA, particularly in formal situations and among edu

cated people. The colloquial word findig from the liteary Arabic 

word funduq is the most commonly used word in LA. 

Lotto n. m. s. (pI. lotti) lottery, the game of lotto. 

loHu n. m. u. lottery. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 81%; used by 34%. 

The literary Arabic words rihaan and qimaar and the colloquial 

word gmaar are very commonly used in LA. 

Lungo adj. long, tall (1913). 

luungu adj. long, tall. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 87%; used by 53%. 

The liter<l:ry Arabic word tawiil is more commonly used in LA 

than luungu. 

Lusso adj. luxurious, magnificent. 

luu~~u adj. luxurious, top quality. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 64%; used by 34%. 
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The literary Arabic words raaqi l mumtaaz l and faaxir are very 

commonly used in LA. 

Maccherone n. m. s. (pl. maccheroni) macaroni (1832) .• 

makaruuna n. f. u. macaroni. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 99%. 

This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 167) and Egyptian 

Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 309). 

Macchietta n. f. s. (pl. macchiette) sketch; portrait sketch, carica

ture; speck, spot, fleck. 

makkeettuu n. m. s. (pI. makkeettuwaat) sketch, three-dimensional 

sketch. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 29%; used by 20%. 

This loan word refers to a three-dimensional sketch made of 

cardboard, wood, or other materials' to show or demonstrate a 

building design. The literary Arabic word mujassam is also used in 

LA, particularly in formal situations and among educated people. 

Macchina n. f. s. (pI. macchine) machine; car: motor. 

makiina n. f. s. (pI. makiinaat) machine. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%: used by 82%. 
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The literary Arabic words ?aala (machine) and muharrik 

(engine) are very commonly used in LA, particularly in formal situ

ations and among educated people. The loanword makiina is also 

used in other Arabic colloquials such as Palestinian and Jordanian 

Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95) and Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 

560). 

Madonna n. f. s. and inter. Virgin Mary, lady, goodness (1933). 

madoonna inter. my goodness! damn!. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 73%; used by 32%. 

This loanword is a word that is used to express anger or sur

prise. The LA expression xalli al-madoonna yaadi! (leave that damn 

thing over there!) is commonly used in LA, particularly among un

educated people. 

Maestro n. m. s. (pI. maestri) teacher, instructor; director (1832). 

mayistru n. m. s. (pI. mayistruwaat) teacher; director. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 61%; used by 36%. 

This loanword refers to a school teacher or a music director. 

The literary Arabic words muddrris and mu'allim are more commonly 

used in LA than maayistru. This Italian loanword is also used in 

other Arabic colloquials such as Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic 

(Butros, 1973, p. 94) and Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 304). 



Mafia n. f. s. (no pl.) the Mafia. 

maafya n. f. s. (no pI.) the Mafia. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 73%. 
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Maglia n. f. s. (pI. maglie) knitted jersey, knitted garment, long

sleeved vest; stitch in knitting, plain, link (1939). 

maa/ya n. f. s. (pl. maa/yaat) jersey or sports garment. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 66%. 

The colloquial word kanza is not commonly used in LA. 

Maiolica n. f. s. (pI. maioliche) majolica, majolica ware. 

mayoolika n. f. u. white or colored glazed tiles. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 66%. 

This loanword refers to white or colored glazed tiles used in 

bathrooms and kitchens. The literary Arabic word xazaf and the 

colloquial word gifaani are also commonly used in LA. 

Mancante adj. absent, missing, lacking (1933). 

mannak v. was absent. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 41%. 

This loanword is often used in work or school situations where 

attendance is checked out. The literary Arabic word yaab (was 

absent) is also used in LA. 
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Mandarino n. m. s. (pI. mandarine) mandarin (1913). 

mandariina n. f. s. (pI. mandariin, mandariinaat) mandarin. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 5~%; used by 39%. 

This loanword refers to mandarin fruit or the tree. A Libyan 

children play song reads: 

labeera lamuuni mandariina 

'amti kariima tuysil fi al-kweenjiina. 

(A pear, a lemon, a mandarin, 

A un t Karim a is cleanin g the kitchen.) 

The Egyptian Arabic word al-yuusufi (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo], 1972, p. 1065) is also used in LA, particularly among 

young people. The LA terms kiinya and al-liim al-kiinii are the 

most commonly used words. 

Manicomio n. m. s. (pI. manicomi) mental hospital. 

manakoobya n. m. s. (pl. manakoobyaat) mental hospital. 

Category: 11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, and Equipment; 

18, Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Responci~nts' Usage: known to 80%; used by 49%. 

The literary Arabic term mustaf fa al-?amraad aJ-'aqliyya is very . 
commonly used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 



Manicotto n. m. s. (pI. manicotti) coupling; couple; socket (1985). 

minikootta n. f. s. (pI. minikooHaat) coupling, couple. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

10, Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 37%; used by 22%. 
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This loanword refers to a couple, which is used to join water

supply tubes or other tubes and pipes. An arabized word qaarina 

is also used in LA. 

Maniglia n. f. s. (pl. maniglie) handle, door handle; shackle, hand

cuffs; bracelet. 

maniilya n. f. s. (pI. maniilyaat) door handle, handle. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 93%. 

The literary Arabic word miqbaq is commonly used in LA, par

ticularly in formal situations and among educated people. 

Manodopera n. f. u. cost of labor, manual work, workmanship; man

power. 

maaniduubra n. f. u. cost of labor, workmanship. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 26%; used by 9%. 

The literary Arabic word al-ma~na'iyya is more commonly used 

in LA than maaniduubra. 
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Manovale n. m. 5 (pl. manovali) unskilled worker, day laborer, manual 

laborer. 

manawaali n. m. 5. (pI. manawaaliyya) unskilled worker, manual la

borer. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 50%; used by 33%. 

The literary Arabic term 'aami! yadawi is very commonly used in 

LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Manovella n. f. 5. (pI. manovelle) handle, lever, hand spike, starting 

handle, cranking handle). 

manaweella n. f. s. (pl. manaweellaat) crank or starting handle. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Responden ts' Usage: known to 66%; used by 40%. 

Marco n. f. 5. (pI. marce) trademark, brand.. 

maarka n. f, s, (pI. maarkaat) trademark, brand. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 91%. 

The literary Arabic term 'alaama tijaariyya is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. The Italian loanword is also used 

in other Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic 

(Nakhla, 1959, p. 166). 



Marcia n. f. s. (pI. marche) gear; march; fastening matter (1913). 

maarla n. f. s. (pl. maarlaat) gear. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, .and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 92%. 

The colloquial word ta'fiiga is commonly used in LA. 

Marcia indietro n. f. s. (pI. marche indietro) reverse gear (1985). 

maarla ?indeetru n. f. s. (no pI.) reverse gear. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 82%. 
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Marciapiede n. m. s. (pI. marciapiedj) sidewalk, pavement, footpath, 

platform (1977). 

marlabeedi n. m. s. (pI. marlabeediyyaat) sidewalk, platform. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Responden ts' Usage: known to 97%; t:sed by 84%. 

The literary Arabic term ra~iif al-mulaa is very commonly used 

in LA, particularly in formal situations and among educated and 

young people, 

Marme/lata n. f. s. (pI. marmellate) marmalade, jam, preserves (1933). 

marmaJlaa{a n. f. u. marmalade, jam, preserves. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 91%. 

The literary Arabic word murabba is also common in LA. The 

Italian loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 166). 
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Marmitta n. f. s. (pI. marmitte) muffler, silencer; kettle, pot, sauce

pan; grenade (1933). 

marmii~a n. f. s. (pI. marmii~aat) muffler. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 83%. 

Marrone adj. 

marruuni adj. 

Category: 

maroon (color), brownish red. 

maroon (color). 

21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 71%; used by 54%. 

Martello n. m. s. (pI. marte/Ii) hammer; rock drill; knocker (1912). 

marteella n. f. s. (pl. marteellaat) hammer. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 56%; used by 52%. 

The literary Arabic word mitraqa is also used commonly in LA, 

particularly in formal situations and among educated and young 

people. 

Masca/zone n. m. s. (pI. masca/zoni) rascal, rogue, scoundrel (1933). 

maska/~ooni n. m. s. (pI. maska/~ooniyya) rascal, rogue. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 37%; used by 16%. 

The literary Arabic word naM is also used in LA, particularly 

among educated and younger people. 



Maschera n. f. s. (pl. maschere) mask, disguise; gas mask. 

ma~kara n. f. s. (pl. ma~karaat) mask. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 87%; used by 64%. 
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The literary Arabic word qinaa' is also used in LA, particularly 

in formal situations. 

Mascherina n. f. s. (pI. mascherine) template, grill; mummer (1985). 

ma~kariina n. f. s. (pI. ma~kariinaat) grill. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 61%; used by 46%. 

Massa n. f. s. (pI. masse) electric earth or ground (Skey, 1981, p. 

1440), bulk, heap, lump, pile, a large crowd of people (1960). 

maa~~a n. f. s. (pI. maas.s.aat) a big heavy hammer; the electric 

ground or earth. 

Category: 10. Materials; 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and 

Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 64%. 

This loanword refel:"s to a big heavy hammer used for breaking 

big rocks. As an electrical term , the loanword maa~~a is pro

nounced maa~~ and is used to mean the ground. 

Massaggio n. f. s. (pI. massaggi) massage, massage treatment. 

ma~~aaiu n. m. s. (pI. ma~~aaiuwaat) treatment, massage. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics; 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 82%. 
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The literary Arabic word tad/iik is very cornrnonly used in LA. 

Mastice n. m. u. gurn, rubber cernent, adhesive, putty. 

masta[i n. m. u. rubber cernent, adhesive • . . 
Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 79%; used by 64%. 

Matto adj. mad, crazy, foolish, insane, deranged (19l3). 

maaHu adj. rnad, crazy. 

Category: 14, Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 56%; used by 30%. 

The literary Arabic words ma'tuuh" majnuun" and ?ahba/ are all 

very commonly used in LA. 

Meccanico n. rn. s. (pl. meccanici) rnechanic. 

mikaaniku n. rn. s. (pl. mikaanikiyya) rnechanic. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 93%. 

The literary Arabic word mikaaniiki (Wehr, 1966, p. 936) is also 

used in LA, particularly in forrnal situations and arnong educated 

and young people.' 

Medag/ia n. f. s. (pI. medag/ie) rnedal; ancient coin (1933). 

madaa/ya n. f. s. (pl. madaa/yaat) rnedal; a piece of jewelry. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosrnetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 96%. 

The literary Arabic terms wisaam, and qi{'at hu/iyy are also 

used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 
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Mediano n. m. s. (pI. mediani) center half back. 

midyaanu n. m. indo center half back. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 39%; used by 25%. 

This loanword refers to the center half back in a soccer game. 

The arabized terms /aa'ib a/-wasat and qa/b a/-difaa' (Arabic Language . . 
Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 27) are also used in LA. 

Menta n. f. s. (pI. mente) mint plant, drink or candy, mint leaves 

(1913). 

meenta n. f. u. and adj. mint drink or candy. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 89%. 

This loanword refers to both a mint drink and candy. The 

literary Arabic terms faraablha/wat na'naa' are very commonly used 

in LA. 

Mercante n. m. s. (pI. mercanti) wholesaler, merchant, dealer (1832). 

markaanti n. m. s. (pI. markaantiyya) wholesaler, merchant. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers . 
. ~, 

Respondents' Usage: known to 55%; used by 23%. 

The literary Arabic term taajir jum/a is very commonly used In 

LA. 



Metro n. m. s. (pl. metri) meter, ruler, tape (1913). 

miitru n. m. s. (pl. miitruwaat) meter. 
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Category: 16. Quantifiers and Measurement; 19. Tools, Instru

ments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 95%. 

This loanword refers to the basic metric unit of length. It has 

been arabized as mitr and is used in most Arabic colloquials as well 

as in literary Arabic. 

Mezza manica adj. half sleeve. 

neezamaanulmuzamaanu adj. half sleeve. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 75%; used by 53%. 

The literary Arabic term nisJ kumm is also very commonly used 

in LA. 

Microfono n. m. s. (pI. microfoni) microphone. 

makrafoon n. m. s. (pI. makrafoonaat) microphone, loudspeaker. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 93%. 

The literary Arabic terms mukabbir al-~awt and naaqil al-~awt 

are both very commonly used in LA. 
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Mina n. f. s. (pl. mine) mine; Greek monetary system; unit of weight 

and money (1832). 

miina n. f. s. (no pI.) mine. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 68%; used by 41%. 

The literary Arabic word luym is commonly used in LA, par

ticularly in formal situations and among educated and young people. 

Minimo adj. least; lowest; idling; slow running (1933). 

miinimu adj. n. m. s. (pI. miinumuwaat) idling. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 75%; used by 52%. 

Miseria n. f. s. (pI. miserie) poverty; scarcity; want; lack (1913). 

mizeerya n. f. u. poverty. 

Category: 21.' Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 87%; used by 63%. 

The literary Arabic words faqr" 'awaz" and faaqa are all very 

commonly used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Mitragliatrice n. f. indo machine gun (1913). 

mitraalya n. f. s. (pl. mitraalyaat) machine gun. 

Category: 22. Warfare. Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; used by 53%. 

The literary Arabic term midfa' raj JaaJ is very commonly used 

in LA. 
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Mobilia n. f. s. (no pI.) furniture (1933). 

mubiilya n. f. s. (pI. mubilyaat) furniture; bedroom set. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 91%. 

The literary Arabic word ?aeaae is very commonly used in LA. 

The Italian loanword mubiilya is also used in other Arabic collo

quials such as Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 

95) and Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p.' 167). 

Modo n. f. s. (pI. mode) fashion, style (1933). 

moocj an. f. u. fashion, sty Ie. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 95%. 

This loanword refers to fashion and style, and it has been 

arabized as mooqa (Arabic Language Academy [.Cairo], 1980, p. 10) 

and is used in many Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese and Syrian 

Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 167). 

Modello n. m. s. (pl. model/i) model, pattern (1933). 

mudeel n. m. s. (pI. mudeelaat) model, pattern. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 92%. 

This loanword refers to the model or the year of make or manu

facture of merchandise such as cars and appliances. The literary 

Arabic term sanat al-!iun' is very commonly used in LA. 
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Modifica n. f. s. (pI. modifiche) modification, alteration, adjustment 

(1933) • 

mutiivika n. f. indo modification, adjustment, alteration. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 63%; used by 43%. 

The literary Arabic word ta'diil is very commonly used in LA. 

Molla n. f. S. (pl. mol/e) spring, mainspring (1933). 

moolla n. f. S. (pI. moollaat) spring. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 88%. 

The . literary Arabic word naabid is commonly used in LA . . 
Mondo n. m. s. (pI. mondi) world; the creation; clear water (1912). 

muundu n. m. s. (no pl.) world; people. 

Category: 8. Human and Family Relationships. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 36%. 

Monoblocco n. m. S. (pI. monoblocchj) cylinder block (1985). 

munublukku n. m. s. (pI. munublukkaat) cylinder block. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usag~: known to 17%; used by 11%. 

A suggested arabized term wi'aa? al-tabriid is also used in LA, 

but not commonly. 
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Morsa n. f. s. (pI. morse) vice, vice grip, clamp, nose clip, toothing 

(1913) • 

muur~a n. f. s. (pI. muur~aat) vice, vice grip. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 54%: used by 42%. 

The literary Arabic milzam (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1972, p. 824) is not very commonly used in LA. 

Motore a scoppio n. m. indo internal combustion engine (1960). 

maatuurskoobyo n. m. indo internal combustion engine. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 25%: used by 15%. 

The literary Arabic term ?aa/at al-?ihtiraaq al-daaxili is very 

commonly used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Motorino n. m. s. (pI. motorinj) starter, small motor (1960). 

muturiinu n. m. s. (pI. muturiinuwaat) starter. . . 
Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 65%. 

The colloquial word al-muwalli' is also used in LA, but not as 

commonly as mu{uuriinu. 

Mulino n. m. s (pI. mulinj) mill, grinder, water mill (19l3). 

mulliina n. f. S. (pI. mulliinaat) grinder. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 30%; used by 16%. 
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The literary Arabic word taahuuna is very commonly used in . 
LA. 

Musica n. f. s. (pl. musiche) music, military band (1933). 

muziiga n. f. u. music. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, ann Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 79%. 

The literary Arabic word muusiiqa is also used in LA, particu-

larly in formal situations and among educated and younger people. 

Mutande n. m. pl. pants, shorts; underwear (1913). 

mutaanti n. m. s. (pI. mutaantiyyaat) pants: shorts. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%: used by 74%. 

The literary Arabic term sirwaal qa~iir is also used in LA, but 

the colloquial word {ar'a is the mostly commonly used in LA. 

N 

Na{ta n. f. s. (pI. narte) diesel, naphtha (1933). 

naa{ta n. f. u. diesel. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 88%. 

This loanword refers to diesel oil and has been arabized as 

diizil (Baalbaki, 1978, p. 2'i2). 

Nastro n. m. s. (pI. nastri) ribbon; band, strip; tape. 

naastru n. m. s. (pl. naastruwwaat) (hair) ribbon. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondent's Usage: known to 98%: used by 86%. 
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The iiterary Arabic term fariit fa'r (pI faraa?it fa'r) is also 

used in LA, particularly in formal situation. 

Negativa n. £. s. (pl. negative) negative (photgraphic image). 

nigatiiva n. f. s. (pl. nigatiivaat) negative (photographic image). 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 62%. 

The literary Arabic term al-~uura al-salbiyya is also used in 

LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Negro n. m. s. (pl. negrj) negro, black person (1912). 

niigru n. m. s. (no pI.) negro, black person. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; used by 39%. 

The literary Arabic words zinji and ?aswad are both very com

monly used in LA. The word ?azrag (blue) is sometimes used to 

refer to a black person. 

Nervoso adj. nervous; short-tempered; irritable (1913). 

narfuu z adj. nervous; short-tempered. 

Category: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 70%. 

The literary Arabic word 'a~abii is very commonly used in LA. 

This Italian loanword is so common in LA that a number of words 

such as tanarfaz and narfaz (got nervous), mitnarfiz (he is ner

vous), and ?inarfiz (makes someone nervous) are derived from it. 



Nespolo n. m. s. (pI. nespoli) loquat tree or fruit. 

nasbuli n. m. c. (pI. nasbuliyyaat) loquat trees or fruit. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 93%. 
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The unit noun of the collective noun is nasbuliyya, which 

refers to both a loquat tree or a piece of the loquat fruit. The 

colloquial words bafmala and ?akadiinya, which are used in other 

Arabic colloquials such as Egyptian and Saudi Arabic are not com

monly used in LA. 

Niente pro. none, nothing (1913). 

neen ti pron. none, nothing. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 51%. 

The literary Arabic term loa fay? is used only in formal situa

tions. The colloquial term hatta haaja (nothing) from the literary 

Arabic wala haaja is more commonly used in LA than neen ti. 

Nota n. f. s. (pI. note) note; footnote; sign, mark; musical tone 

(1913). 

noota n. f. s. (pI. nootaat) musical tone. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 83%. 



Notio n. m. s. (pl. notai) notary public. 

nataayu n. m. s. (no pI.) notary public. 

Category: 13.' Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 53%; used by 24%. 
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The literary Arabic term muharrir a/-'uquud is more commonly 

used in LA than nataayu. 

Numero n. m. s. (pI. numeri) number; size; figure (1913). 

niimru n. d. a. (pl. niimruwaat) number, size. 

Category: 16. Quantifiers and Measurement. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 40%. 

This loanword refers to the size or number of clothing such as 

shirts, shoes, and pants. The literary Arabic word maqaas and its 

colloquial corrupted form gyaas are very commonly used in LA. 

Nuovo adj. brand new, fresh, new (1912). 

naaf adv. brand (as in brand new). 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 66%. 

This loanword is usually used in conjunction with the literary 

Arabic word jadiid (new). The whole term jadiid naaf (brand new) 

can be equated with the literary Arabic term jadiid jiddan. 
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o 

Originale adj. original, odd, queer, strange (1912). 

? uriginaali adj. original. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 71%; used by 36%. 

The literary Arabic words ?a~1i and ?a~JiI are very commonly 

used in LA. 

Orzata n. f. s. (pl. orzate) barley water, almond milk. 

ruuzaata n. f. u. a soft drink made of almond and sugar • 
• 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 91%. 

This loanword refers to a soft drink made of almond and sugar 

usually served at weddings. The literary Arabic term Jaraab or 

mafruub al-Iawz is also commonly used in LA. 

Ospedale n. m. s. (pl. ospedali) hospital (1832). 

sbetaar n. m. s. (pI. sbetaaraat) hospital. 

Category: 11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, and Equipment; 

18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 66%. 

The literary Arabic word mustaf fa is very commonly used in 

LA. The Italian loanword sbeetaar is also used in other Arabic 

colloquials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 

161) and Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95). 
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p 

PaceD n. m. s. (pI. pacchi) parcel, packet, package, bundle (1933). 

baakku n. m. s. (pI. baakkuwaat) packet, cardboard box. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 96%. 

The literary Arabic term !ianduuq waraq muqawwa is used in 

formal situations. 

Padron a n. f. s. (pI. padrone) lady of the house; mistress; landlady 

(1912). 

badruuna n. f. s. (pI. badruunaat) landlady; hostess. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 69%; used by 35%. 

This loanword refers to a hostess or the lady in charge of a 

house of prostitution. 

Pala n. f. s. (pI. pale) shovel, scoop; bucket; water wheel (1933). 

baola n. f. s. (pI. baaloat) shovel; bale of goods. 

Category: 16. Quantifiers and Measurement: 19. Tools, Instru

ments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 90%. 

The literary Arabic words mijrato and rata! are not commonly 

used in LA. 
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Palazzo n. m. s. (pI. palazzi) palace; block of flats or apartments 

(1912). 

balaa~ n. m. s. (pl. balaa~aat) palace; block of flats or apartment. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 69%. 

The literary Arabic words qa~r (palace) and 'imaara (building 

or a block of flats and apartments) are very commonly used in LA. 

Palo n. m. s. (pl. paJi) post, pole; stake; pile (1913). 

baaJluu n. m. s. (pI. baaJluuwaat) post, pole. 

Category: 10. Materials; 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and 

Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 86%. 

This loanword refers to a post or pole used for an electric or 

telephone line. The literary Arabic word 'amuud is very commonly 

used in LA. 

Panciera n. f. s. (pl. panciere) body belt (Skey, 1981, p. 1226). 

banJeera n. f. s. (pI. banJeeraat) waist or body belt. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 53%; used by 39%. 

The literary Arabic term hizaam al-ba{n is very commonly used 

in LA. 
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Panino n. m. s. (pl. paninj) bread roll. 

baniina n. f. s. (pl. baniinaat) bread roll. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 80%. 

Pantalone n. m. s. (pI. panta/oni) slacks, trouser (1913). 

ban~/oon n. m. s. (pI. bantl0onaat) slacks, trousers. 

Category: 2. Clothings and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 88%. 

The literary Arabic word sirwaa/ is very commonly used in LA. 

The loanword bant/oon is used in most Arabic colloquials. 

Parabrezza n. m. (no pI.) windscreen, windshield (1985). 

barabreez n. m. ina. windscreen, windshield. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, . Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 21%; used by 14%. 

A suggested arabized term a/-zujaaj a/-?amaami (Bannur, 1985) 

and the colloquial term a/-gizaaz a/-giddaami are more commonly 

used in LA than barabreez. 

Paracadute n. m. s. (pI. paracaduti) parachute. 

barka{uuna n. f. s. (pl. barkatuuttaat) . . . parachute. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 61%. 

This loanword has been arabized as mihba{a and incorporated 

into the Arabic dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, 
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p. 970). The literary Arabic term mi§al/at al-hubuut is more com

monly used in LA than mihba!a. 

Paracolpi n. m. indo bumper, buffer, fender (Skey, 1981, p. 1427) 

(1985) • 

barakoolbu n. m. S. (pl. barakoolbuwaat) bumper. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 33%; used by 22%. 

A suggested arabized term waaqi al-~adamaat (Bannur, 1985) is 

used in LA only in formal situations. 

Parafango n. m. S. (pI. parafanghi) fender; mudguard; splashboard 

(Skey, 1981, p. 1527) (1985). 

barafaangu n. m. S. (pI. barafaanguwaat) fender; mudguard. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 88%; used by 78%. 

A suggested arabized term maani' aI-wahl (Bannur, 1985) is 

used in LA only in formal situations. 

Paraurti n. m. indo bumper, buffer, shock absorber (Skey, 1981, p. 

1527) (1985). 

barawolti n. m. S. (pI. barawoltiyyaat) bumper. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 70%; used by 64%. 
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Parrucca n. f. s. (pI. parrucche) wig, long hair. 

baaruuka n. f. s. (pl. baaruukaat) wig. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 91%. 

This loanword has been arabized as al-fa'r al-musta'aar (Arabic 

Language Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 6). The Italian loanword 

baaruuka is used in most Arabic colloquials. 

Partita n. f. s. (pl. partite) party, lot, game, match (Skey, 1981, p. 

1534) (1933). 

baarbiita n. f. s. (pI. baartiitaat) lot, party. 

Category: 16. Quantifiers and Measurement. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 67%; used by 37%. 

The literary Arabic terms kimmiyya and majmuu'a kabiira are 

also used in LA, particularly in formal situations and among edu

cated and younger people. 

Passaporto n. m. s. (pI. passaporti) passport (1913). 

ba~aburt n. m 0 s. (pI. ba~aburtaat) passport. 

Category: .20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 81%. 

The arabized term jawaaz safar (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo], 1972, p. 147) is very commonly used in LA. The Italian 

loanword ba~aburt is also used in many Arabic colloquials such as 

Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 330) and Syrian Arabic, etc. 
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Pas to n. f. s. (pI. pas te ) pastry, cake, dough. 

baasti n. m. u. pastry, cake • . 
Category: 5. Foods and DrInks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%: used by 92%. 

The literary Arabic word halawiyyaat is very commonly used in 

LA. 

Pastrano n. m. s. (pI. pastrani) overcoat. 

bustraan n. m. s. (pI. bustraanaat) overcoat." . . . . 
Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 59%; used by 35%. 

The literary Arabic word mi'taf is rarely used, but another . 
Italian loanword kabbuut is very commonly used in LA. 

Patata n. f. s. (pl. patate) potatoes (1832). 

bataata n. f. s. (pI. bataataat) potatoes. . . . . 
Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 96%. 

This loanword has been arabized as ba~aa~is (Arabic Language 

Ac;:ademy [Cairo], 1980, p. 13) and is used in many Arabic collo-

quials. 

Patente n. f. s. (pI. pateni) licence; certificate, diploma. 

bateenti n. m. s. (pI. bateentiyyaat) license; certificate, diploma, per-

mit. 

L..u:r:cg(::::'y: 6. G(:vernment, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 30%. 
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The literary Arabic words tarxiis, ruxsa, and ?ijaaza are very . . 
commonly used in LA. 

Pedale n. m. s. (pI. pedali) pedal, treadle, kick starter (1960). 

bidaali n. m. s. (pI. bidaaliyyaat) pedal, treadle. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 72%. 

This loanword refers to the pedal. An arabized word dawwaasa 

is sometimes used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Penna n. f. s. (pI. penne) fountain pen; feather; head of a triangular 

sail (19l3). 

beenna n. f. s. (pI. beennaat) fountain pen. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 92%. 

The literary Arabic term qalam hibr is very commonly used in 

LA. 

Pensione n. f. s. (pl. pensione) boardinghouse, pension (1933). 

bansyoon n. m. s. Cpl. bansyoonaat) boardinghouse, pension. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 39%. 

The literary Arabic word nazI is not very commonly used in LA. 

The Italian loanword bansyoon is used in other Arabic colioquials 

such as Egyptian Arabic. 
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Permesso n. m. s. (pI. permessi) permit; permission; license; consent 

(1913) • 

birmeestu n. m. s. (pI. birmeestuwwaat) permit; permission; license. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 75%; used by 24%. 

The literary Arabic terms ?ion, ruxsa, tasriih, and tarxiis are .. . 
all very commonly used in LA. 

Persiana n. f. s. (pI. persiane) sun-shutter, roller blind. 

birsyaani n. m. u. sun-shutter, roller blind. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 73%. 

Pesce n. m. s. (pI. pesci) fish (1912). 

beefi n. m. u. fish. 

Category: 12. Nonhuman Beings. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 26%; used by 13%. 

The literary Arabic words samak and huut are more commonly 

used in LA than bee fi . 

Pezza n. f. s. (pI. pezze) piece of cloth, patch, cutting, clipping; 

rag (1913). 

beesta n. f. s. (pI. beestaat) patch. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 70%; used by 62%. 

This loanword refers to a piece of rubber used for mending a 

hole in a tire inner tube. 



Pial/a n. f. s. (pI. pial/e) plane; planing machine, rabbet. 

byeel/a n. f. s. (pI. byeel/aat) plane; planing machine, rabbet. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 29%; used by 20%. 
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The literary Arabic word minjar (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo], 1972, p. 902) is not very commonly used in LA. 

Piano n. m. s. (pl. pian;) piano; plain, level ground, plane, land, 

project (1913). 

byaanu n. m. s. (pI. byaanuwaat) piano. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 93%. 

This loanword has been arabized as bayaan (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 80). The Italian loanword byaanu is 

used in most Arabic colloquials. 

Piazza n. f. s. (pI. piazze) square; market place; place (1933). 

byaaHa n. f. s. (pI. byaa~~aat) square. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; used by 49%. 

The literary Arabic words maydaan and saaha are very com

monly used in LA. 

Pigiama n. m. s. (pI. pigiam;) pyjamas (1912). 

bajaama n. f. s. (pI. bajaamaat) pyjamas. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 95%. 
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This loanword is arabized as bijaama or manaama (Arabic Lan

guage Academy [Cairo], 1972, pp. 5, 965) and used in most Arabic 

colloquials. 

Piede n. m. s. (pl. pied;) foot. 

byeedi adv. on foot. 

Category: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 74%; used by 51%. 

The literary Arabic term 'ala al-?arjul and the colloquial term 

'ala al-kir'een are more commonly used in LA than byeedi. 

Pignone n. m. s. (pI. pignoni) pinion (1960). 

binyooni n. m. a. (pl. binyooniyyaat) pinion. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 29%; used by 22%. 

Pila n. f. s. (pI. pile) cell, dry battery; sink, basin. 

biila n. f. s. (pI. biilaat) dry battery; flashlight. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, 

and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 94%. 

The Arabic terms baHaariyya jaaffa" mi~baah kahrabaa?i ~ayiir, 

and kaf faaf are also used in LA but not as commonly as bii/a. 

Pinza n. f. s. (pI. pinze) pliers; pincers (1913). 

biinsa n. s. f. (pl. biinsaat) pliers. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 90%. 
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The literary Arabic word zardiyya is not commonly used in LA. 

Pioggia n. f. s. (pl. piogge) rain, drizzle, rainfall (1912). 

byooja n. f. s. (pI. byoojaat) sprinkler system. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 75%. 

This refers to a network of tubes or pipes used in a sprinkler 

system for irrigation. The literary Arabic terms Jabakat a/-rayy bi 

a/-raj J and a/-matar a/-~inaa'i are used in LA, but not as commonly 

as byooja. 

Piombo n. m. s. (pl. piombi) lead; shot, bullet (1913). 

byoombu n. m. u. and adj. lead. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 75%; used by 55%. 

The literary Arabic word ra~aa~ is also used in LA, particularly 

in formal situations. 

Pipa n. f. s. (pI. pipe) pipe, tobacco pipe (1913). 

biibba n. f. a. (pI. biibbaat) tobacco pipe. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 71%. 

The literary Arabic word ya/yuun is not commonly used in LA. 

Pista n. f. s. (pI. piste) trace-track; runway, strip, trail (1913). 

biista n. f. s. (pI. biistaat) unasphalted road, dirt road. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respolldents' Usage: known to 62%; used by 47%. 



The literary Arabic term ~ariiq turaabi is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 

Pistola n. f. s. (pl. pistole) pistol (1912). 

ba~tuula n. f. s. (pI. baHuulaat) pistol. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 47%; used by 18%. 
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The literary Arabic word musaddas is more commonly used in 

LA. 

Pistone n. m. s. (pl. pistoni) piston; ram, plunger (1960). 

bas{ooni n. f. s. (pI. bas{ooniyyaat) piston. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 71%; used by 57%. 

A suggested arabized term al-mikbas (al-Jawhari and Abu 

Shaqra, 1977, pp. 29-30) is used, but not commonly in LA. 

Pizza n. f. s. (pI. pizza) pizza. 

biitsa n. f. s. (pI. biitsaat) pizza. 

Category: 5. Food and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 94%. 

Plastica n. f. 's. (pl. plastiche) plastic materials; plastic art, plastic 

casting or modeling; plastic surgery. 

blaastik n. m. u. and adj. plastic. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 96%. 
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This loanword is arabized as blaastiik (Wehr, 1966, p. 71) and 

is used in most Arabic colloquials. 

Polizia n. f. s. (pI. polizie) police; police headquarters (1913). 

bulii~ n. m. ind. police. 

Category: 22. Warfare, MiHtary f and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 86%. 

The literary Arabic word furta is very commonly used in LA, 

particularly after the First of September Revolution in 1960. The 

Italian loanword bulii~ is also used in most Arabic colloquials. 

Pol i z za n. f. s. (pl. pol i z ze) bill of lading; insurance policy; ticket, 

note (1832). 

bulii~a n. f. s. (pI. bulii~aat) insurance policy; bill of lading. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 42%. 

This loanword has been arabized as buulii~a and is used in most 

Arabic colloquials (Wehr, 1966, p. 84). 

Polsino n. tn. s. (pI. polsin;) wristband (Skey, 1981, p. 1571). 

bulsiini n. m. s. (pI. bulsiiniyyaat) wristband. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 32%; used by 20%. 

The literary Arabic terms dabbuus or zirr al-mi/~am is not 

commonly used in LA. 



Pomata n. f. s. (pl. pomate) ointment; pomade, salve; cold cream 

(1933) • 

bumaa{a n. f. u. ointment, pomade. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics; 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 93%. 
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The literary Arabic word marham is also used in LA, particu

larly in formal situations and by educated people. The Italian 

loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as Palestinian 

and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95). 

Pomodoro n. m. s. (pI. pomodori) tomatoes (1913). 

bamadooru n. ind. u • tomatoes. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 52%; used by 24%. 

The arabized word ~amaa~im (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

666) is more commonly used than bamadooru, which sometimes refers 

to a Rome tomato. The Italian loanword bamadooru is also used in 

other Arabic colloquials such as Syrian and Lebanese Arabic where 

it is pronounced as bandoora (Wehr, 1966, p. 77). 

Pompa n. f. s. (pI. pompe) putnp, petrol pump (1933). 

buumba n. f. s. (pI. buumbaat) pump; bomb. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment; 22. Warfare, 

Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 85%. 
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As a tool or machine buumba refers to pumps used for pumping 

air and liquids such as buumba ?ingranaaji (oil pump) and buumba-

~i (fuel pump). The literary Arabic word midaxxa is also used in . 
LA. As a military word it refers to bombshell; here, the literary 

Arabic words qunbu/a and qaoiifa are only used in formal situ a-

tions. The Italian loanword bl.lumba is used in other Arabic collo-

quials such as Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 

95). 

Pappa n. f. s. (pI. poppe) wind; dug, breast. 

buubba n. f. u. breeze. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 67%; used by 51%. 

The literary Arabic words nasiim and nasma are very commonly 

used in LA. 

Porca miseria n f. and inter. damn! hell! 

barkamazeerya inter. damn! hell!! 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 68%; used by 30%. 

This loanword is used as an interjection to express anger. 

Porta n. f. s. (pI. porte) goal (Skey, 1981, p. 1575); door, doorway, 

opening (1912). 

boor~a n. m. s. (pI. boor~aat) goalkeeper; goal 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports. and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 87%; used by 67%. 
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This loanword refers to the goalkeeper in a soccer game. The 

arabized terms haaris al-marma (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1980, p. 73) is also very commonly used in LA. 

Portabagag/i n. m. ind. luggage rack, porter (1985). 

bartabagaai n. m. s. (pI. bartabagaajaat) luggage rack. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 85%. 

A suggested arabized term haamil al-?amti'a is not commonly 

used in LA. 

Porta lampada n. f. s. (pl. porte lampade) lamp holder, lamp socket. 

burtalaamba n. f. s. (pI. bur!alaambaat) lamp holder, lamp socket. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 82%; used by 68%. 

The arabized terms dawaat and haamilat al-mi~baah (Arabic Lan

guage Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 20) are not commonly used in LA. 

Portafoglio n. m. s. (pI. portafogli) wallet, note case (1933). 

bartafuuli n. s. m. (pI. bartafuuliyyaat) wallet. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 40%; used by 16%. 

The literary Arabic term mihfa~at nuquud is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations and among educated people. 
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Portiere n. m. s. (pI. portieri) goalkeeper; porter, doorkeeper, con-

cierge. 

burteeli n. m. s. (pl. burteeliyyaat) goalkeeper. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 74%; used by 47%. 

An arabized term haaris al-marma (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo], 1980, p. 73) is also very commonly used in LA. 

Porto n. m. s. (pI. porti) harbor; port dockyard (1913). 

burt n. m. s. (no pI.) harbor; port • . 
Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 87%; used by 61%. 

The literary Arabic words, miinaa? I marfa?, and marsa are all 

very commonly used in LA. 

Posa n. £. s. (pI. pose) boast. posture; pose; attitude, placing, 

laying. 

booza n. £. s. (pI. b,oozaat) boast, posture, pose. 

Category: 14. Physical Parts. Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 71%. 

A LA verb bawaz (boast) is derived from this Italian loanword. 

The literary Arabic words ?ubbaha for booza and tabaaha for bawaz 

are also used in LA, but not as commonly as booza and bawaz. 
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Posta n. f. s. (pI. paste) post, mail; postage (1933). 

buusta n. f. s. (no pI.) post, mail • . . 
Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communiction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 39%. 

The literary Arabic word bariid is very commonly used in LA. 

The Italian loanword buu~ta is also used in other Arabic colloquials 

such as Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95), 

Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 158), and Egyptian 

Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 104). 

Presa n. f. s. (pI. prese) plug, socket, baking, capture (1913). 

breeza n. f. s. (pl. breezaat) plug, socket, point. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 92%. 

The arabized word maqbis (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 
, 

1980, p. 69) is not very commonly used in LA. 

Prima n. f. s. (pI. prime) first class; first course, first grade, basic 

(1913). 

briima n. f. s. (no pI.) first class; first course. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 77%; used by 38%. 

The literary Arabic terms al-dawr al-?awwal and al-daraja 01-

?uula are very commonly used in LA. 
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Prova n. f. s. (pl. prove) test, trial, proof; demonstration; examina

tion (1933). 

broova n. f. s. (pI. broovaat) test, trial; demonstration. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 67%. 

The literary Arabic word tajriba is very commonly used in LA. 

Pugno n. m. s. (pI. pugni) punch, blow, hand punch; fist (1913). 

buuniyya n. m. s. (pI. buuniyyaat) fist; punch, blow, hand punch. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 89%. 

The literary Arabic word lakma is sometimes used, but not as 

commonly as buuniyya. 

Puleggia n. f. s. (pI. polegge) pulley, sheave. 

bulleeja n. f. s. (pI. bulleejaat) pulley 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

Respondents' Usage: known to 27%; used by 20%. 

The literary Arabic word bakara is also used in LA, but not as 

commonly as bu!Jeeja. 

Punta n. f. s. (pI. punte) top, peak; end; tip; point (1913). 

buunta n. f. s. (pI. buuntaat) a kick with the front end of the foot. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; used by 70%. 
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Punteria n. f. s. (pI. punterie) tappet, valve tappet; fire direction 

(1960). 

buntarriya n. f. s. (pI. buntarriyyaat) tappet. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Serive. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 51%; used by 37%. 

Puntino n. m. s. (pI. puntini) point (1960). 

buntiini n. m. s. (pI. buntiiniyyaat) point. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 77%; used by 68%. 

A suggested arabized term qaati' tayyaar a/-muwazzi' (Bannur, 

1985) is not commonly used in LA. 

Punto n. m. s. (pI. puntj) point, spot, score, place; stitch (1913). 

buuntu n. m. s. (pI. buuntuwaat) point, score; stitch. . . 
Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine; 20. Travel, Sports, and 

Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 41%. 

The literary Arabic words nuq!a (point) and yurza (stitch) are 

very commonly used in LA. 

Purga n. f. s. (pI. purghe) purge, purgative; laxative (1913). 

buurga n. f. u. purge, purgative, laxative. 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 66%; used by 45%. 

The literary Arabic words mushil and r.7U/ayyin (Wehr, 1966, 

pp. 437, 887) are very commonly used in LA. 
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Puttana n. £. s. (pI. puttane) whore, prostitute. 

butaana n. £. s. (pI. butaanaat) whore, prostitute. . . 
Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 43%. 

The literary Arabic words 'aahira, daa'ira, and qahba are all 

very commonly used in LA. 

Q 

Quadro n. m. s. (pI. quadri) picture frame; picture, outline (1933). 

kwaadrulkaatru n. m. s. (pI. kwaadruwaatlkatruwaat) picture frame, 

square, frame. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 85%. 

This loanword refers to picture frame and other frames or 

squares such as a door frame. It is also used in car parts to refer 

to the meter square under the dash. The literary Arabic words 

?itaar, birwaaz (Wehr, 1966, p. 66), and murabba' (square) are 

very commonly used in LA. 

Quarantena n. £. s. (no pI.) quarantine. 

kurantff:tc lL. £. s. (no pI.) quarantine. 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine; 6 . Government, Business, and 

Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 31%; used by 16%. 

The literary Arabic terms aI-hair and al-haiz al-~ihhi are also 

very commonly used in LA. 
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Quattro adj. four. 

kwaatru n. m. s. (pI. kwaatruwaat) quatre (card number four in 

playing cards). 

R 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 77%. 

The literary Arabic word ?arba'a is very commonly used in LA. 

Radio n. m. indo radio, wireless; radium; radius. 

raadyu n. m. S. (pl. raadyuwaat) radio, wireless. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 11. Medical Institutions t Instru

ments, and Equipment. 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 98%. 

The arabized word mioyaa' is als,o commonly used in LA, partic

ularly in formal situations. The word raadyu is also used in most 

Arabic colloquials (Wehr, 1966, p. 317). In LA it is also used as a 

medical term referring to a machine used in radiotherapy or X -ray 

therapy. 

Radiatore n. m. s. (pI. radiatori) radiator (1966). 

radyatoori n. m. s. (pI. radyatooriyyaat) radiator. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 90%; used by 80%. 

A suggested arabized word ai-mubarrid (al-Jawhari and Abu 

Shaqra, 1977, pp. 41-43) and the arabized word ai-muJi" (al

Khatib, 1971, p. 481) are not commonly used in LA. 



Raggio n. m. s. (pI. raggi) ray, beam; spoke of a wheel; X ray, 

gleam (1933). 

raajiu/raanju n. m. s. (pl. raajjuwaat/roanjuwaat) spoke of a wheel. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 74%; used by 56%. 

Rana n. f. s. (pI. rane) frog (1913). 

jraana n. f. s. (pI. jraan) frog. 

Category: 12. Nonhuman Beings. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 91%. 
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The literary Arabic word difda'a is also used in LA, particu-. 
larly in formal situations and among educated people. The word 

jraana is also used in Tunisian, Algerian, and Moroccan Arabic. 

Razza n. f. s. (pI. razze) race, breed; skate, ray. 

raatsa n. f. s. (pI. raatsaat) race, breed. 

Category: 8. Human and Family Relationships. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 58%. 

The literary Arabic words jins, ?a~/, and fila and the colloquial 

word fayya are also used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Re n. m. indo king; king (in playing cards) 1832). 

ray n. m. s. (pI. rayaat/?uryuu/a king; king (in playing cards). 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 20. Travel, 

Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 92%. 
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The colloquial words al-faayib and al-?ixtyaar~ which are used 

in some Arabic colloquials such as Palestinian and Syrian Arabic, 

are not commonly used in LA. 

Regalo n. m. s. (pI. rega/i) gift, present; tip (1913). 

rigaa/lu n. m. s. (pI. rigaa/luwaat) tip. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 74%; used by 42%. 

The literary Ar~bic words mukaafa?a l hiba l ?ikraammiyya l and 

minha are all very commonly used in LA, particularly in formal situ

ations. 

Reggipetto n. m. s. (pI. reggipetti) bra. 

rajabeetti n. m. s. (pI. rajabeettiyyaat) bra. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 77%. 

The arabized term hammaalat al-~adr (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo), 1980, p. 7) is also used in LA, particularly in formal sit

uations and among educated people. 

Regolatore n. m. s. (pI. regolatori) regulator (1960). 

riglatoori n. m. s. (pI. riglatooriyyaat) regulator. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 30%; used by 18%. 
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Rete n. f. s. (pl. reti) net, trap; netting; wire netting, network 

(1918). 

reetti n. f. s. (pI. reettiyyaat) barbed wire netting, wire netting. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 63%; used by 45%. 

This loanword refers to a barbed wire netting built around 

camps to prevent the traffic. It also refers to a wire netting put 

at house windows to keep out flying insects. The literary Arabic 

terms ?aslaak faa?ika (barbed wire netting) and fabak al-nawaafio 

(wire netting) are very commonly used in LA, particularly in formal 

situations and among young people. 

Ricetta n, f. s. (pI. ricette) prescription; receipt; formula, recipe 

(1933). 

ru f eetta n. f. s. (pI. ru f eettaat) prescription. 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 86%. 

The literary Arabic term wa~fa ~ibbiyya is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 

Ricevuta n. f. s. (pI. ricevute) receipt (1933). 

rififuuHa n. £. s. (pI. rififuuHaat) receipt. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 43%; used by 19%. 

The literary Arabic word ?ii~aal and the colloquial word waa~il 

are more commonly used in LA than rififuuHa. 



Ricotta n. f. s. (pI. ricotte) kind of cottage cheese. 

ri k kooHa n. f. u., also adj. kind of cottage cheese. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 84%; used by 66%. 

Rifugio n.~ m. f. (pI. rifugi) shelter, refuge (1933). 

rifuuju n. m. s. (pI. rifuuiuwaat) refuge, shelter. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 87%; used by 55%. 
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The literary Arabic words maxba? and mafia? are all used in 

LA. 

Riga n. f. s. (pI. righe) line; stripe; row, rule, ruler (Skey, 1981, 

p. 1956) (1933). 

riiga n. f. s. (pI. riigaat) line, ruler, stripe. 

Category: 19, Tools, Instr11ments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 48%; used by 26%. 

The literary Arabic word mis{ara is very commonly used in LA. 

Rigore n. m. s. (pI. rigori) rigor, grip, harshness, severity (1933). 

rigoofi n. m. s. (pI. rigooJiyyaat) direct free kick, penalty kick. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 69%. 

The arabized term garbat a/-iazaa? af-hurra al-mubaaJira 

(Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 77) is also very 

commonly used in LA. 
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Rimorchio n. m. s. (pI. rimorchi) tow, towrope, tow hook. trailer 

truck (Skey, 1981, p. 1662). 

rimoork n. m. s. (no pI.) trailer truck, tow. 

Category: 17. Travel, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 64%. 

The literary Arabic words iarraar and maqtuura are also very 

commonly used in LA. 

R ipassata n. f. s. (pI. ripassate) another look, brush up, look 

through, going over. 

ribassaata n. f. indo engine overhaul. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 79%; used by 63%. 

Riposo n. m. S. (pI. riposi) rest, repose; nap; pause. 

ribooza n. f. (no pI.) resting, rest. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 49%; used by 24%. 

The literary Arabic word raaha is very commonly used in LA. 

The Italian loanword ribooza is so commonly used in LA that a collo

quial word mroobiz (at rest) is derived from it. 

Risvolta n. f. S. {pI. risvolte} turn back; cuff; lapel (of coat). 

rizvoolti n. f. s. (pI. rizvooltiyyaat) lapel, turn back {of slacks}. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 23%; used by 12%. 

The literary Arabic term eanyat al-sirwaal is also used in LA. 



Roba n. f. s. (pI. robe) cheap stuff, goods; things; belongings 

(1832). 

rooba n. f. u. goods, things, belongings. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 21%; used by 21%. 
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The literary Arabic words mataa' and ?amti'a as well as the col

loquial word dibaf are very commonly used in LA. 

Roba vecchia n. f. s. (pI. roba vecchie) old things (Sansoni, 1981, p. 

1612). 

roobaveek ya / roobabek ka n. f. u. used or second -hand things, old 

goods. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 64%; used by 41%. 

This loanword refers to used, old, or second-hand stuff or 

belongings. The literary Arabic terms bicjaa'a musta'mala~ ?aJyaa? 

qadiima, and musta'mala are very commonly used in LA. 

Rodaggio n. m. s. (pI. rodaggi) running in. 

rodaaj n. m. s. (pI. rodaajaat) running in. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 63%. 

This loanword refers to running in or the period during which 

the car or motor is put in operation for the first time. 



Rondella n. f. s. (pI. ron delle ) ring, washer. 

I"cmdeella n. f. s. (pI. randeellacit) ring, washer. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 63%; used by 53%. 
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A suggested arabized terrn haJaqat al-zanq (al-Jawhari and Abu 

Shaqra, 1977, p. 20) is not very cornrnonly used in LA. 

Rossetto n. rn. s. (pl. rossetti) rouge, lipstick. 

rozeetti n. rn. u. lipstick. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosrnetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 70%. 

The colloquial terrn ?ahmar Jafaayif is very commonly used in 

LA. 

Ruffiano n. m. s. (pI. ruffiani) pirnp, pander; go-between (1933). 

rifyaanu n. m. s. (no pI.) pirnp; go-between. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 28%; used by 14%. 

The literary Arabic word qawwaad and the colloquial word 

ta/taal are rnore comrnonly used in LA than rifyaanu. 

Rullo n, m. s. (pI. rulli) rock; beating drum; roller 

roo/la n. m. s. (pI. roo/laat) (asphalt or road) roller. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instrurnents, Machines, and Equiprnent. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 75%; used by 58%. 
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This loanword refers to a heavy machine with a revolving cylin

der used in road construction to press dirt or asphalt. The liter

ary Arabic words mudahriL mihdala, and darfii/ (Elias and Elias, 

1968, p. 626) are not common in LA. 

S 

Sacco n. m. s. (pI. sacchi) sack; bag; pouch (1913). 

~aakku n. m. s. (pI. ~akkuwaat) sack; bag. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 93%. 

The literary Arabic words ;iraab and his are also used in LA. 

Sala n. f. s. (pI. sale) hall, ballroom (1913). 

~aala n. f. s. (pI. ~aalaat) hall, ballroom. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 95%. 

The literary Arabic word qaa'a is very commonly used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations and among educated people. 

Salita n. f. s. (pI. salite) upward slope, ascent, rising ground 

(1913) . 

~aliita n. f. s. (pI. ~aliitaat) upward slope, rising ground. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 87%. 

The literary Arabic word ~a'da is very commonly used in LA. 
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Salone n. m. s. (pI. saloni) saloon, living room: large hall (1933). 

!iaaloon n. m. s. (pI. ~aaloonaat) living room: living room furniture: 

large hall. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%: used by 96%. 

The literary Arabic term yurfat juluus and the colloquial word 

marbuu'a are very commonly used in LA. 

Salsa n. f. s. (pI. salse) sauce, tomato sauce (1933). 

saalsa n. f. u. red broth, tomato sauce. . . 
Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%: used by 91%. 

This loanword refers to tomato sauce and! or to a type of red 

broth made of meat, tomatoes, onions, chili pepper, etc., usually 

served mixed with macaroni, kuskus, and other dishes. The liter-

ary Arabic word maraq and the colloquial word ? idaam are very 

commonly used in LA. The Italian loanwurd ~aa/~a is also used in 

other colloquials such as Syrian and Lebanese Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, 

p. 162). 

Saito n. m. s. (pI. salt;) jump, leap: fall (1933). 

!iaa/{u n. m. s. (pI. !iaal{uwaat) jump, dive. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%: used by 92%. 

The literary Arabic words qafza and wa8ba are very commonly 

used in LA. 



Sa/uto n. m. s. (pI. sa/uti) salutation; greeting; kindest regards 

(1832). 

sa/uuti n. m. u. greeting, salutation. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 86%; used by 82%. 

The literary Arabic words salaam and tahiyya are very 

commonly used in LA. 

Sapone n. m. s. (pI. saponi) soap (1832). 

~aabuun n. m. u. soap. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 97%. 
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This loanword has been arabized as fiaabuun and incorporated 

into the Arabic dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, 

p. 507) and is used in all Arabic colloquials. 

Saracco n. m. s. (pI. saracchi) ripsaw, saw. 

sarraag n. m. s. (pI. sarraariig) saw. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 86%. 

The literary Arabic word minfaar is very commonly used in LA. 

Sardina n. f. s. (pI. sardine) sardine. 

sirdiina n. f. u. sardine (fish or food). 

Category: 5. Food and Drinks; 12. Nonhuman Beings. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 95%. 
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This loanword has been arabized as sardiin and incorporated 

into the Arabic dictionary (a!-Jur, 1973, p. 657) and is used in 

most Arabic colloquials. 

SbagJiato adj. erroneous; mistaken; incorrect, wrong (1913). 

zbaay/i adj. quarrelsome, boisterous. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 81%; used by 50%. 

The literary Arabic word 'arbiid and the colloquial word 'arbaad 

are very commonly used in LA. The Italian loanword is so common 

in LA that two colloquial words zbaal (trouble) and zabbal (caused 

trouble) are derived from it. 

Scaffale n. m. s. (pI. scaffal;) bookcase, set of shelves (1913). 

skaffaali n. m. s. (pI. skaffaaliyyaat) set of shelves. 

Category: 4. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 60%; used by 42%. 

The literary Arabic words ?arfuf and rufuuf are commonly used 

in LA. 

Scala n. f. s. (pI. scale) ladder; staircase; stairs (1832). 

!igaala n. f. s. (pI. !igaalaat) stairway. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 81%; used by 76%. 

This loanword refers to a ·stairway construction made of wood to 

enable construction workers to get to higher locations during con

struction work. This loanword has been arabized as siqaala and 
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incorporated into the Arabic dictionary (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo], 1972, p. 18). 

Sea/dabagno n. f. s. (pI. sea/dabagni) water heater; boiler. 

skaa/dabaanyu n. f. s. (no pI.) water heater. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 47%. 

The literary Arabic term saxxaan miyaah, or simply saxxaan, is 

very commonly used in LA. 

Sea/pello n. m. s. (pI. scalpelli) chisel (1933). 

skarbeellu n. m. s. (pI. skarbeelluwaat) chisel. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 51%; used by 35%. 

The literary Arabic word ?azmiil is also used in LA, particularly 

in formal situations and among educated people. A colloquial word 

mungaar is also used. The Italian loanword skarbeellu is sometimes 

pronounced as Jkarbeellu or ska/beellu in LA. 

Seap% n. m. s. (pI. seapo/i) bachelor, unmarried, single (1933). 

Jkaab/i n. m. s. (pI. Jkaab/iyya) bachelor, unmarried, single. 

Category: 8, Human and Family Relationships. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 85%; used by 61%. 

The literary Arabic terms 'aazib and yayr mutazawwii are very 

commonly used in LA. 



Scarafaggio n. m. s. (pI. scarafaggi) cockroach (1933). 

skarafaaji adj. dirty. 

Category: 9. Nonhuman Beings. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 26%; used by 14%. 

The literary Arabic word qaOir and the colloquial word 

?immassax are very commonly used in LA. 

Scarogna n. f. s. (pI. scarogne) bad luck; evil eye. 

skaroonya adj. unlucky, unfortunate. 
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Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 79%; used by 60%. 

The literary Arabic term sayyi? al-ha§§ is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations and among educated people. 

Scarpa n. f. s (pl. scarpe) shoe (1912). 

fkaarbu n. m. s. fkaarbuwaat) old shoe. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 58%; used by 24%. 

The literary Arabic term hioaa? qadiim is very commonly used in 

LA. The word fkaarbu is used metaphorically to refer to a blunt, 

rude, uncivil, or impolite person. The literary Arabic word fa§§ is 

also used in this situation. 
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Scatola dello sterzo n. f. s. (pI. scatole dello sterzo) sterring gear

box, casing. 

skaatala steersu n. f. s. (pI. skaatalaat steersu) steering gearbox, 

casing. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 43%; used by 39%. 

Scherma n. f. s. (no pI.) fencing, swordsmanship. 

skeerma n. f. s. (no pI.) fencing. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 48%; used by 30%. 

The literary Arabic terms lu'bat al-suyuuf and al-mubaaraza bi 

al-suyuuf are also used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Scintilla n. f. s. (pI. schintille) spark, sparkle (1933). 

fanteella n. f. s. (pI. fanteellaat) spark, sparkle. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 80%. 

The literary Arabic word faraara is very commonly used in LA. 

Sciroppo n. m. s. (pI. sciroppi) syrup (1933). 

fruubbu n. m. u. syrup. 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 95%. 

The literary Arabic word faraab is also commonly used in LA. 



Scoglio n. m. s. (pl. scogli) cliff, rock (1933). 

skoolyu n. m. s. (pI. skoolyuwaat) rocky beach. 

Category: 15. Physical World. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 20%; used by 16%. 

The literary Arabic term !aa~i? ~axri is also used in LA. 

Scopa n. f. s. (pl. scope) bushy hair; Italian card game. 

!kubba n. f. s. (pI. !kubbaat) broom, card game. 
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Category: 7. Household Items; 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertain

ment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 70%. 

The literary Arabic word miknasa (broom) is very commonly 

used in LA. 

Scorta n. f. s. (pI. scorte) spare (1913) (Skey, 1981, p. 1721). 

!koor~a n. f. s. (pI. !koor~aat) spare tire. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 85%. 

The literary Arabic term al-'ajala al-?ih!iyaatiyya is also used in 

LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Scuola n. f. s. (pI. scuo/e) school, classroom, schoolhouse (1913). 

skuula n. f. s. (no pI.) school. 

Category: 3, Diseases and Medicine; 18, Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 37%. 
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The literary Arabic word madrasa is more commonly used in LA 

than skuula. This loanword is also used in illnesses referring to a 

venereal disease that affects the male sexual organ. 

Scuola guida n. f. s. (pI. scuole guida) driving school. 

skuula gwiida n. f. s. (no pI.) driving school. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 67%; used by 30%. 

The literary Arabic term madrasat ta'/iim a/-qiyaada is very 

commonly used in LA. 

Secondo n. m. s. (pI. secondi) second course; second class, second 

grade (1913). 

sikoonda n. f. s. (no pI.) second course; second class. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 41%. 

The literary Arabic term a/-dawr a/-eaani is also commonly used 

in LA. 

Segheria n. f. s. (pI. segherie) sawmill, lumber mill. 

sigariyya n. f. s. (pI. sigariyyaat) carpenter shop. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 78%. 

The literary Arabic terms manjara and mahall nijaara are com

monly used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 



Seghetto n. m. s. (pl. seghetti) hacksaw, hand saw. 

sageettu n. m. s. (pI. sageettuwaat) hacksaw, hand saw. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 34%; used by 20%. 
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The literary Arabic term minfaar ma'aadin is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations and among educated people. 

Segretario n. m. s. (pI. segretari) secretary (1933). 

sikriteer n. m. s. (pI. sikriteeriyya) secretary. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 96%. 

The literary Arabic term ?amiin al-sirr is also used in LA in 

formal situations. The Italian loanword sikriteer is incorporated 

into the Arabic language dictionary (Wehr, 1966, p. 417) and is 

used in most Arabic colloquials. 

Sella n. f. s. (pI. selle) saddle; bicycle seat (1912). 

seella n. f. s. (pI. seellaat) bicycle seat. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 80%. 

The arabized term kursi darraja is very commonly used in LA. 

Semaforo n. m. s. (pI. semaforj) traffic light (1933. 

simaafru n. m. s. (pI. simaafruwaat) traffic light. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 88%. 
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The literary Arabic term ?ifaarat a/-muruur a/-qaw?iyya is also 

used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Semenza n. f. s. (pI. semenze) seed, roasted pumpkin seed. 

sameensa n. f. u. roasted seeds. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 92%. 

This loanword refers to roasted seeds, particularly pumpkin and 

melon seeds. The literary Arabic term bUQuur muhamma~a and the 

colloquial word zirrii'a are all also commonly used in LA. 

Semiasse n. m. s. (pi. semiassi) axle shaft, axle, drive shaft (1960). 

simyaas n. m. s. (pI. simaayyiis) axle, drive shaft. .. .. 
Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 61%; used by 49%. 

A suggested arabized term 'amuud a/-mihwar (Bannur, 1985) is 

not commonly used in LA. 

Sema/ina n. m. s. (pI. sema/ini) semolina. 

simi/iina n. m. u. semolina. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%: used by 80%. 

The literary Arabic word samiid is very commonly used in LA. 

Serie n. f. ind. set, series, range. 

seerya n. f. s. (pI. seeryaat) set (of tools). 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' U::;age: known to 85%; used by 73%. 
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The literary Arabic words !aqm and ma;muula are commonly used 

in LA. 

Serranda n. f. s. (pI. serrande) shutter, rolling shutter, grill. 

sireenti n. m. s. (no pI.) rolling (window or door), shutter. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 94%; used by 80%. 

Serrata n. f. s. (pI. serrate) fence, enclosure; lockout (1913). 

sirreeta n. f. s. (pI. sirreetaat) lasso; snare. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machine, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 80%. 

This loanword refers to a device used to catch or trap animals. 

Servizio n. m. s. (pI. servizi) service, favor; kindness (1913). 

sirbiis n. m. u. service, duty. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; us{;d by 39%. 

The literary Arabic words xidma, wa§iifa, and lamal are very 

commonly used in LA. 

Sicurezza n. f. s. (pI. sicurezze) safety lock; security (1913). 

sigreessa n. f. s. (pI. sigreessaat) safety device; safety lock. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service 

4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 42%; used by 22%. 

This loanword refers to a safety lock in the car door. 

gested arabized term ?adaat al-?amaan is also used in LA. 

A sug

The LA 
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verb ~oogir (e.g., ~oogir al-baab (lock the door), is derived from 

this word. 

Sicuro adj. sure; safe; confident; skillful, clever (1933). 

m~oogar adj. registered, certified. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 70%. 

The literary Arabic words musajjal and macjmuun are very com

monly used in LA. The Italian loanword m~oogar is also used in 

other Arabic colloquials such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic 

(Nakhla, 1959, p. 162) and Egyptian Arabic (Spiro, 1974, p. 283). 

Sifone n. m. s. (pI. sifoni) siphon. 

sifuun n. m. s. (pI. sifuunaat) siphon. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 87%. 

This loanword has been arabized as sanduuq al-!ard (Arabic 

Language Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 23). 

Sigaro n. m. s. (pI. sigari) cigarette (1912). 

sigaaru n. m. s. (pI. sigaaruwaat) cigarette. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 72%. 

The arabized word siijaara is also used in LA, particularly in 

formal situations. 
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Simpatico adj. nice, pleasant, agreeable (1913). 

simbaatiik adj. nice, pleasant, agreeable. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 65%; used by 38%. 

The literary Arabic word la~iif is very commonly used in LA. 

Sirena n. f. s. (pI. sirene) siren; alarm; whistle. 

sireena n. f. s. (pI. sireenaat) siren; alarm. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 22. Warfare, Military. and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 57%. 

The literary Arabic term ~affaarat al-? in aaar is very commonly 

used in LA. 

Siringa n. f. s. (pI. siringhe) syrinx; syringe; grease gun. 

sringa n. f. s. (pI. sringaat) syrinx; syringe. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 11. Medical Institutions, 

Instruments, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 73%. 

The literary Arabic word mihqana is not commonly used in LA. 

Slancio n. m. s. (pI. sJanci) rush; dash; onset. 

jlaanfu n. m. s. (pI. jlaanfuwaat) rush; dash. 

Category: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 66%; used by 56%. 

The literary Arabic words ?intilaaqa and ?indifaa' are used in 

LA, particularly in formal situations. 
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Sma/to n. m. s. (pI. sma/ti) nail polish, nail varnish; enamel, glaze 

(1933) • 

zmaa/tu n. m. u. nail polish. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 90%; used by 88%. 

The literary Arabic term tilaa? al-?a~aafir is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 

Smeriglio n. m. s. (pI. smerigli) emery (1985). 

zmiree/i n. m. s. (pI. zmiree/yaat) emery. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechancics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 24%; used by 16%. 

Snello adj. slender, slim; swift, quick (l912). 

zneellu n. m. s., also adj. (pI. zneelluwaat) slender, slim. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 62%. 

The literary Arabic word nahiif is also used in LA. 

Sonda n. f. s. (pI. sonde) drill, rotary drill; probe, feeler; sounding 

rod. 

~oonda n. f. s. (pI. ~oondaat) drilling machine. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 88%; used by 72%. 

The literary Arabic terms ?aa/at hafr al-?aabaar and haffaar are 

very commonly used in LA. 



Sopporto motore n. m. s. (pI. sopporti motore) motor mounting; 

support; stand; bracket (1985). 
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sabuurtu maatuur n. m. s. (pI. sabuurtat maatuur) motor mounting; 

stand. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 25%; used by 19%. 

A suggested arabized term kursi al-muharrik (Bannur, 1985) is 

also used in LA. 

SoreJla n. f. s. (pI. sorel/e) sister, nun (1913). 

sureel/a n. s. f. (pI. sureel/aat) nun, nurse. 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 50%. 

The literary Arabic words mumarrhja (nurse) and raahiba (nun) 

are very commonly used in LA. 

Sotto coppa n. m. s. (pI. sotto coppe) oil pan (1960). 

!jutagoobba n. f. s. (pI. !jutagoobbaat) oil pan. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents! Usage: known to 53%; used by 41%. 

A suggested arabized term hawcj zayt al-muharrik (Bannur, 

1985) is also used in LA, but not as commonly. 

Sottogonna n. f. s. (pI. sottogonne) petticoat. 

!jutagoonna n. f. s. (pI. !jutagoonnaat) petticoat. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 56%; used by 42%. 
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Sottoveste n. £. ind. underskirt, slip. 

~u~aveezti n. £. s. (pI. ~u~aveeztaat) underskirt. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 26%; used by 18%. 

Spada n. £. s. (pI. spade) sword; spades (in playing cards) (Sansoni, 

1978, p. 1026). 

sbaata n. m. u spades (in playing cards). . . 
Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; used by 76%. 

This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Palestinian and Jordanian Arabic (Butros, 1973, p. 95). 

Spaghetta n. £. s. (pI. spaghetti) spaghetti. 

sbaageetti n. f. u. spaghetti. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 97%. 

This loanword is used in many Arabic colloquials such as Leb-

anese, Syrian, and Egyptian Arabic, etc. 

Spaghettino n. m. s. (pI. spaghettini) very thin spaghetti. 

sbaagattiini n. £. u. very thing spaghetti. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 82%; used by 68%. 
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Spalla n. f. s. (pI. spalle) shoulder (1913). 

~bulla n. £. s. (pI. ~bullaat) shoulder. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade; 14. Physical 

Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 30%; used by 14%. 

This loanword is used in body parts. It is also figuratively 

used to refer to mediation, good office, or recommendation. The 

literary Arabic word wasaata and the colloquial word waa~ta are 

very commonly used in LA. 

Spallina n. f. s. (pI. spalline) shoulder strap. 

~balliina n. f. s. (pI. ~balliinaat) shoulder strap. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 53%; used by 35%. 

Spanato adj. loose; stripped. 

sbaanaata adj. loose; stripped, e. g., stripped screws. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 53%; used by 45%. 

The literary Arabic word taalit (Til1isi, 1984, p. 702) is also 

used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Spatola n. f. s. (pl. spatole) spatula; ladle; wooden sword (1933). 

sbaatala n. f. s. (pI. sbaatalaat) spatula. . . . . 
Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 39%; used by 30%. 
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The literary Arabic words a/-maa/iq and a/-maalij are not com-

monly useu ill LA. 

Spazzo/a n. f. s. spazzo/e) brush; dynamo brush (Sansoni, 1978, p. 

3061) (1913). 

~baa~ala n. f. s. (pI. ~baa~a/aat) brush, e.g., dynamo brush). 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 40%; used by 30%. 

This loanword refers to a car dynamo brush. A suggested arab-

ized word a/-fur!a (Bannur, 1985) is not commonly used in LA. 

Spesa s. f. s. (pl. spese) expense; coat; purchase, shopping; cus-

toms (Skey, 1981, p. 1776) (1913) 

sbeeza n. f. u. ration; shopping; expenditure. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks; 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 76%. 

The literary Arabic word tamwiin and the colloquial word 

masruuf are very commonly used in LA . . 
Spina n. f. s. (pI. spine) plug, switch plug; thorn, spine (1933). 

sbiina n. f. s. (pI. sbiinaat) plug, switch plug. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 94%. 

The arabized word a/-qaabis (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo 1, 1972, p. 710) is not commonly used in LA. 



Spinterogeno n. m. s. (pI. spinterogenj) distributor. 

sbintaroojini n. m. s. (pI. sbintaroojiniyyaat> distributor. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 55%; used by 44%. 
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A suggested arabized term muwazzi' al-faraara (Bannur, J.985) 

is not commonly used in LA. 

Spirito n. m. s. (pI. spiritj) spirit; soul; ghost; alcohol (1912). 

spiriitu n. m. u. alcohol. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 92%. 

The literary Arabic word kuhuul is commonly used in LA, parti

cularly in formal situations. 

Spogliatoio n. m. s. (pI. spogliato;) dressing room, cloak room. 

sbaaratoori n. m. s. (pI. sbaaratooriyyaat) dressing room. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 23%; used by 22%. 

The literary Arabic term mahall tayyiir al-malaobis is commonly 

used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Sportello n. m. s. (pI. sportelli) door, car door (1933). 

sbartellu n. m. s. (pI. sbarteelluwaat) car door. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 83%. 

The literary Arabic term baab sayyaara is very commonly used 

in LA. 
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Sportivo n. m. s. and adj. (pl. sportivj) sportsman. 

sburtiivu n. m. s. and adj. (pI. sburtiivuwaat) sportsman; sportive. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 82%; used by 49%. 

This loanword refers to a sportsman. It is also used as an 

adjective referring to sportive (e. g., sports car, etc.). 

Squadra n. f. s. (pl. squadre) team, group; gang (1933). 

skwaadra n. f. s. (pI. skwaadraat) team, group 

Category: 22. Warefare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 55%; used by 25%. 

The literary Arabic words firqa and maimuu'a are very common

ly used in LA. 

Stadio n. m. s. (pI. stadj) stadium, sports ground; stage. 

staadyu n. m. s. (pI. staadyuwaat> stadium. 

Category: 17. Socioeconomic Institutions; 20. Travel, Sports, and 

Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 64%. 

The literary Arabic word maydaan is very commonly used in 

LA. 

Stecca n. f. s. (pI. stecche) pack; packet; carton (of cigarettes) 

(1912). 

steekka n. f. s. (pI. steekkaaat> dozen; pack; carton. 

Category: 15. Quantifiers and Measurement. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 86%. 
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The literary Arabic word das ta is commonly used in LA, partic

ularly in formal situations. 

Sterzo n. m. s. (pI. sterzi) steering wheel (1985). 

steersu n. m. s. (pl. steersuwaat) steering wheel. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 83%. 

The arabized term 'ajalat aJ-qiyaada is very commonly used in 

LA, pa.rticularly in formal situations. 

Stivale n. m. s. (pl. stivali) riding boots, rubber boots (1912). 

stiiwaali n. m. s. (pI. stiiwaaliyyaat) boots, rubber boots. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 47%; used by 26%. 

Straccio n. m. s. (pI. stracci) rag, scrap (1913). 

straa~u n. m. s. (pI. straa~uwaat) rag (e.g., cleaning rag). 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 41%; used by 24%. 

The colloquial word xirqa is very commonly used in LA. The 

Italian loanword straa~ u is also used in other Arabic colloquials 

such as Lebanese and Syrian Arabic (Nakhla, 1959, p. 157). 

Striscia n. f. s. (pI. strisce) strip; strap; streak (1933). 

strii~a n. f. s. (pI. strii~aat) strip; car molding. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 55%. 



Storia n. f. s. (pl. storie) story, tale; history. 

stoorya n. f. s. (pl. stooryaat) story, tale; trick. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 56%; used by 30%. 
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The literary Arabic words qi~~a (story), hikaaya or xuraafa 

(tale), and hii/a or xid'a (trick) are very commonly used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 

Studio n. m. s. (pI. studi) studio; study, subject of a study (1933). 

stuudyu n. m. s. (pI. stuudyuwaat) photography shop; radio broad

casting station. 

Category: 18. SOcioecon .. omic Institutions; 20. Travel, Sports, and 

En tertainmen t • 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 77%. 

The literary Arabic term mahall ta~wiir" qaa'at ta~wiir" (pho

tography shop) and maha~~at al-ba aa al-?i oaa'i (radio broadcasting 

station) are very commonly used in LA, particularly in formal situa

tions. 

Stufa n. f. s. (pI. stufe) oil stove; heater. 

~tooffa n. f. s. (pI. ~tooffaat) kerosine stove. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 94%. 

The literary Arabic term mawqid al-kirusiin is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 
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T 

Tabacco n. m. s. (pl. tabachi) tobacco (1832). 

tumbaak n. m. u. tobacco. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 49%; used by 25%. 

This loanword has been arabized as tumbaak and incorporated 

into the. ~rabic dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, 

p. 88). Another arabized word taby (Arabic Language Academy 

[Cairo], 1972, p. 82) and a colloquial word taabya are all very com

monly used in LA. 

Tabella n. f. s. (pI. tabelle) board; price list; table. 

{abeella n. f. s. (pI. {abeellaat) traffic sign; board. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 80%. 

The literary Arabic term lawhat ?i !aarat al-muruur is very com

monly used in LA. 

Tacco n. m. s. (pI. tacchi) heel (of a shoe) (1933). 

taakku n. m. s. (pI. taakkuwaat) heel (of a shoe). 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 72%; used by 60%. 

The literary Arabic term ka'b al-hif~JO? is very commonly used 

in LA. 



Tamburo per freno n. m. s. (pI. tamburi per freno) brake drum 

(1960). 

tambuur freenu n. m. s. (pI. tanaabiir freenu) brake drum. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 32%; used by 17%. 

Tappo n. m. s. (pI. tappi) carpet; rug; cap (1933). 

taabbultaabba n. m. s. (pI. taabbuwaatltaabbaat) plug, cap. .. .. 
Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 90%; used by 67%. 
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The literary Arabic words yitaa? and saddaada are also used in . 
LA, particularly in formal situations. The colloquial words muyta 

and yalag are the most commonly used words. 

Tappo di scarico n. m. s. (pI. tappi di scarico) drain plug (1985). 

taabba skaariku n. f. s. (pI. taabbaat skaariku) drain plug. . . 
Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 39%; used by 28%. 

A suggested arabized term ddt I sorf is not very commonsa aa a a-' 

ly used in LA. 

Targa n. f. s (pI. targhe) license plate (1985). 

taarga n. f. s. (pl. taargaat) (license) plate. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 90%. 

A suggested arabized term lawhat al-?arqaam is very commonly 

used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 



Taschino n. m. s. (pI. taschini) small pocket (1912). 

taskiinu n. m. s. (pI. taskiinuwaat) small pocket. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 41%; used by 24%. 

Tassa n. f. s. (pI. tasse) fee, income tax, tax (1912). 

taasa n. f. s. (no pI.) fee, income tax. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 63%; used by 35%. 
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The word taasa (glass), plural taasaat (glasses) is used in 

household items, in which case it is probably a literary Arabic word 

derived from al-taas (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 

570). The literary Arabic word ljariiba (tax) is very commonly 

used in LA. 

Taverna n. f. s. (pI. taverne) tavern; public house; inn (1832). 

tburna n. f. s. (pl. tburnaat) tavern. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 78%; used by 46%. 

The literary Arabic words liaana and xammaara are also used in 

LA. 

Tavolo n. m. s. (pI. tavoJi) table (1832). 

taawla n. f. s. (pI. taawlaat) table. 

Category: 7. Household Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 97%. 
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This loanword has been arabized as taawila and incorporated 

into the Arabic dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, 

p. 572) and is used in most Arabic colloquials. 

Teatro n. m. s. (pl. teatri) theater; audience; drama (1913). 

tyaatru n. m. s. (pI. tyaatruwaat) theater. 

Category: 18. Socioeconomic Institutions; 20. Travel, Sports, and 

Entertainmen t. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 86%; used by 37%. 

The literary Arabic word masrah is very commonly used in LA. 

T elaio n. m. a. (pI. telai) chassis, frame (of a vehicle) 

tilaayu n. m. s. (pI. tilaayuwaat) bicycle frame. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 40%; used by 30%. 

The literary Arabic term haykal al-darraaia is very commonly 

used in LA. 

Telefono n. m. s. (pI. telefoni) phone, telephone. 

talafuun n. m. s. (pI. talafuunaat) phone, telephone. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 93%. 

This loanword has been incorporated into the Arabic dictionary 

(Wehr, 1966, p. 96) and is used in most Arabic colloquials. The 

arabized words haatif and iihaaz al-haatif (Arabic Language Acad

emy [Cairo], 1972, p. 971) are also used in LA, particularly in 

formal situations. 



Tempera n. f. s. (pl. tempere) tempera, distemper. 

timbra n. f. u. paint. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 71%; used by 51%. 

Tempo n. m. s. (pI. tempi) time; tense (grammar); weather (1912). 

tiimbu n. n. s. (pI. tiimbuwaat) period, time. 

Category: 15. Physical World; 20. Travel, Sports, and 

Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 70%; used by 37%. 
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This loanword refers to time or a period of time, particularly in 

situations like show time, etc. The literary Arabic words waqt and 

mudda are very commonly used in LA. 

Tenente n. m. s. (pI. tenenti) lieutenant (1913). 

tineenti n. m. s. (pI. tineentiyya) lieutenant. 

Category: 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 41%; used by 16%. 

The arabized word mulaazim (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo], 

1972, p. 823) is very commonly used in LA. 

Tenda n. f. s. (pI. tende) tent; drapes, curtain (1832). 

teenda n. f. s. (pI. teendaaat) curtain: drapes. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 52~; used by 30%. 
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This loanword refers to curtains or drapes that are used to 

shade shops, coffee shops, and restaurants. The literary Arabic 

words mioalla and famsiyya are very commonly used in LA . . 
Termostato n. m. s. (pI. termostati) thermostat (1985). 

tirmuustaata n. f. s. (pI. tirmuustaataat) thermostat. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

Respondents' Usage: known to 74%; used by 64%. 

An arabized term munaooim al-haraara (Bannur, 1985) is also .. 
used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Terra n. f. s. (pI. terre) earth, ground (1912). 

teerra adj. to the ground. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 82%; used by 70%. 

This loanword refers to a flat tire as in the Libyan expression 

guuma teerra (flat tire). 

Terzo n. m. s. (pI. terzi) third course; third term; third grade 

(1933) . 

teersu n. m. s. (no pI.) third course; third term; third class. 

Category: 2. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 58%; used by 29%. 

The literary Arabic term al-dawr al-eaalie is very commonly 

used in LA. 
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Testa n. f. s. (pI. teste) head: mind: brain: top (1912). 

teesta n. f. s. (pl. teestaat) head shot. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%: used by 73%. 
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The meaning of this loanword is limited to a head shot in a soc-

cer game or in fighting. The literary Arabic term cjarbat ra?s is 

very commonly used in LA. 

Tintura n. f. s. (pI. tinture) dye: tint: tincture (1933). 

tantuura n. f. u. tincture (of iodine). 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine: 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%: used by 93%. 

The literary Arabic term sabyat al-yuud is also used in LA, . 
particularly in formal situations and among educated people. 

Tiro n. m. s. (pI. tiri) draught: throw: shooting: shot (1933). 

tiiru n. m. s. (pI. tiiruwaat) kick, shooting, shot. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 70%: used by 45%. 

This loanword refers to a strong kick in a soccer game and in 

fighting. The literary Arabic terms rakla and cjarba qawiyya are 

also used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Toga mia n. f. (no pI.) my cloak or my gown (1933). 

tuukkaamiyya n. f. s. (pI. tuukkaamiyyaat) cloak joint. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%: used by 82%. 



Tornio n. m. a. (pI. torni) lathe. 

toorn un. m. s. (pI. toorn u waat) la the machine. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 49%; used by 37%. 
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The literary Arabic words mixra~ and ?aalat al-xiraata (Arabic 

Language Academy [Cairo], 1972, p. 226) are commonly used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 

T orta n. f. s. (pI. torte) cake; pie; tart. 

toorta n. f. s. (pl. toortaat> cake (birthday or wedding). 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 83%. 

The literary Arabic terms ka'kat 'iid al-miilaad, ka'kat al-farah, 

and al-'urs are also commonly used in LA. 

Tracoma n. m. s. (pI. tracomi) trachoma (1933). 

trakooma n. f. s. (no pI.) trachoma. 

Category: 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 89%. 

This loanword has been arabized as taraxuuma and incorporated 

into the Arabic dictionary (Wehr, 1966, p. 92). 

Trafficco n. m. s. (pI. traffichi) traffic (air, sea, and road), trade; 

market; commerce (19l3). 

traafku n. m. s. (pI. traafkuwaat) traffic police. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 60%. 
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The literary Arabic term f urti al-muruur is very commonly used . 
in LA. 

Transmissione n. m. s. (pI. transmissione) transmission shaft; drive 

shaft (1960). 

traansmisyooni n. m. s. (pI. traansmisyooniyyaat) transmission shaft. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 66%; used by 41%. 

Suggested arabized terms 'amuud al-kardaan, 'amuud ?idaarat 

al-haraka, and naaqi/ al-haraka are not commonly used in LA. 

Trapano n. m. s. (pI. trapani) drill, drilling machine. 

traabanu n. m. s. (pl. traabanuwaat) drill, drilling machine. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 71%; used by 56%. 

The literary Arabic word mieqaab is not commonly used in LA. 

Trattore n. m. s. (pI. trattori) tractor; restaurant or inn keeper. 

tarattoori n. m. s. (pI. tarattooriyyaat) tractor. . . . . .. 
Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication; 

19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipments. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 98%; used by 91%. 

The literary Arabic word jarroar is commonly used in LA. 



T ravata n. f. s. (pl. travate) beam, framework, truss. 

traveetti n. m. (no pI.) roof cement block. 
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Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction; 

10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 80%; used by 64%. 

This loanword refers to a kind of cement block used in roof 

beams. 

Trebbia n. f. s. (pI. trebbie) threshing machine (1912). 

triibya n. f. s. (pI. triibyaat) threshing machine. 

Category: 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 61%; used by 48%. 

The literary Arabic words ha~~aad and ha~~aada are commonly 

used in LA. 

Tre adj. three (number) (1913). 

trees n. f. s. (pI. treesaat) trey (card number three in playing 

cards. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 78%. 

This loanword is also used in other Arabic colloquials such as 

Palestinian and Syrian Arabic. 
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Tribuna n. f. s. (pI. tribune) tribunal; platform; gallery; stand (in 

stadium) • 

trebuuna n. f. s. (pI. trebuunaat) stadium stand. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 70%; used by 53%. 

The literary Arabic word minas.s.a is very commonly used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 

Tribunale n. m. s. (pl. tribuna/i) court of justice, law court (1912). 

treebunaar n. f. s. (no pI.) court of justice 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 37%; used by 12%. 

The literary Arabic word mahkama is more commonly used in LA 

than treebunaar. 

Triciclo n. m. s. (pI. tricic/i) tricycle. 

trifiik/u n. m. s. (pI. trifiikluwaat) tricycle. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 53%. 

The arabized term darraaia oaat ealaae 'aia/aat (Arabic Language 

Academy [Cairo], 1980, p. 47) is not very commonly used in LA. 

Trifase adj. three-phase (1969). 

trifaazzi adj. three-phase. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 35%; used by 27%. 
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This loanword refers to a three-phase electric line in or outside 

a building. 

Tromba n. f. s. (pI. trombe) suction pump; trumpet; pump; plunger; 

horn (1933). 

trumba n. f. s. (pI. trumbaat) horn; enema can, enema. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

3. Diseases and Medicine; 11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, 

and Equipment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 83%; used by 74%. 

The literary Arabic words buuq and munabbih (car horn) and 

huqna Jariiyya (enema can) are very commonly used in LA. 

Trucco n. m. s. (pI. trucchi) trick; deceit; make-up. 

truukku n. m. s. (pI. truukkuwaat) trick. 

Category: 21. Unclassified. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 93%; used by 70%. 

The literary Arabic word hiila is very commonly used in LA. 

Tubo n. m. s. (pI. tubi) pipe, tube; hose (1913). 

tuubbu n. m. s. (pI. {uubbuwaat) tube, pipe; hose. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Buildings Construction; 

7. Household Items; 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 95%. 

The literary Arabic words ?unbuub and xartuum are used, but . 
not very commonly in LA. 



Tubo di scarico n. m. s. (pI. tubi di scarico) drain tube (1960). 

tuubbu skaariku n. m. s. (pl. tuubbuwaat skariku) drain tube. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 39%; used by 27%. 
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A suggested arabized term ?unbuub al-fiarf is also used in LA, 

particularly in formal situations. 

Tuffo n. m. s. (pI tuffi) dive. 

tuuffu n. m. s. (pI. tuuffuwaat) dive. . . 
Category: 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 91%; used by 74%. 

The Arabic word yatsa is very commonly used in LA. 

Turno n. m. s. (pI. turnj) turn; shift; rotation (1933). 

toornu n. m. s. (pI. toornuwaat) turn; shift; line. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 74%; used by 38%. 

The literary Arabic word nawba and the colloquial term tookka 

are very commonly used in LA. The word ~oornu is also used to 

mean line (e. g., registration line). The literary Arabic word ~aff 

and the colloquial word taabuur are very commonly used in LA. 

Tuta n. f. s. (pI. tute) overalls, track suit. 

tuuta n. f. s. (pl. tuutaat) training suit, track suit. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 97%. 

An arabi zed term badla riyaacfiyya is also used in LA. 
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U 

Ufficio n. m. s. (pI. uffici) office, bureau; function (1913). 

fiifu n. m. s. (pI. fiifuwaat) office; bureau. 

Category: 6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 48%; used by 21%. 

The literary Arabic words daa?ira and maktab are very 

commonly used in LA. 

Usciere n. m. s. (pI. uscieri) usher, doorkeeper (1933). 

wi!!eeri n. m. s. (pI. wif!eeriyya) usher, doorkeepr. 

V 

Category: 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 76%; used by 41%. 

The literary Arabic words bawwaab and farraa! and the collo

quial word mubaa!ir are very commonly used in LA. 

Vagabondo adj. vagabond, vagrant (1933). 

buugabaandi n. m. s. (pI. buugabaandiyya) vagabond, vagrant. 

Category: 9. Kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 63%; used by 58%. 

The literary Arabic terms muta!arrid and su'luuk are very com

monly used in LA. The Italian loanword buugabaandi is sometimes 

used to mean a trouble maker or a talkative person. The literary 

Arabic word 'arbiid (trouble maker) and the colloquial terms 5jaahib 

duuJa and ~aahib fooga (talkative) are very commonly used in LA. 



Val vola n. f. s. (pI. valvole) valve, safety valve; fuse (1960). 

valvala n. f. s. (pI valvaavil) valve. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 69%; used by 55%. 
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The literary Arabic word ~ammaam is also used in LA, partic-

ularly in formal situations. 

Va/igia n. f. s. (pI. va/igi) suitcase (1933). 

faliija n. f. s (pI. faaliijaat) suitcase. 

Category: 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 63%. 

The literary Arabic terms haqiibat malaabis, mihfa§at safar and 

malaabis and the colloquial terms fan tat safar and fan tat malaabis . . 
are very commonly used in LA. 

Vaniglia n. f. s. (pI. vaniglie) vanilla. 

vaniilya n. f. u. vanilla. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drink.:>. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 85%. 

Vapore n. m. s. (pI. vapori) vapor, steamship. 

baabuur n. m. s. (pI. ?ubaabiir) steamship; kerosine stove. 

Category: 7. Household Items; 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, 

and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 88%. 

The literary Arabic words baaxira (steamship) and mawqid 

kiiruusiin (stove) are very commonly used in LA. 



Varichina n. f. s. (pl. varichine) bleach. 

warakiina n. f. u. bleach. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 97%. 
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The arabized term mubayyitl malaabis is also used in LA, par

ticularly in formal situations. 

Vaselina n. f. s. (pI. vaseline) vaseline, petroleum jelly. 

faazuliina n. m. u. vaseline. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 87%; used by 68%. 

Vaso n. m. s. (pI. vasi) jar, pot (1912). 

faazzu n. m. s. (pI. faazzuwaat) vase, jar. 

Category: 7. Househols Items. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 96%. 

The literary Arabic terms zahriyya and jarra are also used in 

LA. 

Vecchio adj. 

veekyu adj. 

Category: 

old, aged, old-fashioned (1912). 

old, aged. 

9. kind of People. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 45%; used by 23%. 

The literary Arabic words musinn and kabiir and the colloquial 

word fiibaani are very commonly used in LA. 



Velo n. m. s. (pI. veli) veil; wedding veil; mourning veil (1913). 

veellu n. m. s. (pI. veelluwaat) wedding dress. 

Category: 2. Clothing and Cosmetics, 

Respondents' Usage: known to 95%; used by 91%. 
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The literary Arabic terms fustaan al-farah and al-'urs are also 

used in LA, particularly in formal situations. 

Veranda n. f. a. (pI. verande) veranda (1913). 

varanda n. f. s. (pI. varandaat) veranda. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 97%; used by 84%. 

The literary Arabic word fu rfa is not commonly used in LA. 

Vermicello n. m. s. (pI. vermicelli) very thin pasta. 

virmiJeeli n. f. u. very thin pasta. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 32%; used by 17%. 

Vernice n. f. s. (pI vernici) varnish, polish (1933). 

warniif n. m. u. varnish. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 71%; used by 46%. 

The literary Arabic term ~ilaa? lammaa' and the colloquial term 

zwaag lammaa' are also commonly used in LA. 



Vetrina n. f. s. (pI. vetrine) display window; showcase (1933). 

vitriina n. f. s. (pI. vitriinaat) display window. 
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Category: 4. Dwellings; Buildings; and Building Construction; 

6. Government, Business, and Trade. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 96%; used by 85%. 

The literary Arabic term fubbaak al-Iare! is also used but not 

commonly in LA. 

Vettura n. f. s. (pI. vetture) car, taxi; coach, carriage (1933). 

fetuura n. f. s. (pI. fetuuraat) passenger car. 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service; 

17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 44%; used by 26%. 

The Arabic word sayyaara and the colloquial word kat'haba are 

very commonly used in LA. 

Viaggio n. m. s. (pI. viaggi) journey, trip; flight (1912). 

byaaju n. m. s. (pI. byaajuwaat) load, cargo. 

Category: 17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 81%; used by 62%. 

The literary Arabic words himl and humuula and the colloquial 

words Uriig and max{ar are very commonly used in LA. 

Villa n. f. s. (pI. ville) villa; country house (1933). 

viiI/a n. f. s. (pI. viil/aat) villa. 

Category: 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 93%. 



Vitamina n. f. s. (pI. vitamine) vitamin. 

vitamiina n. f. s. (pI. vitamiinaat) vitamin. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 92%; used by 75%. 
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This loanword has been arabized as fitamiina and incorporated 

in to the Arabic dictionary (Arabic Language Academy [Cairo), 1972, 

p. 707) and is used in most Arabic colloquials. 

Vite n. m. s. (pI. viti) screw. 

viiti n. m. s. (pI. viitiyyaat) screw. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 89%; used by 77%. 

The arabized terms mismaar qalaawuu~ and mismaar mulawlab) 

(Arabic Language Academy [Cairo), 1972, pp. 755, 847) are not 

commonly used in LA. 

Volano n. m. s. (pI. volani) fly wheel; badminton (1960). 

vulaanu n. m. s. (pI. vulaanuwaat) fly wheel. 

y 

Category: 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 20%; used by 16%. 

Yoga prop. n. trade name for fruit juice. 

yooga n. f. u. fruit juice. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 93%. 
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This loanword is a trade name in Italian that became a common 

noun in LA. The literary Arabic term 'a~iir fawaakih is very com

monly used in LA, particulary in formal situations. 

Zabag/ione n. m. s. (pl. zabag/ioni) sweet made of eggs, sugar, and 

Marsala wine; egg flip; muddle; confusion. 

zaba/yooni n. m. u. sweet made of eggs and sugar. 

Category: 5. Foods and Drink. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 40%; used by 30%. 

linco n. m. s. (pI. zinchi) zinc, metal plates or sheets (1933). 

ziingu n. m. u. and adj. zinc, metal plates or sheets. 

Category: 10. Materials. 

Respondents' Usage: known to 99%; used by 91%. 

The literary Arabic word ~afiih is also used in LA, particularly 

in formal situations. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The body of the Italian loanwords in Libyan Arabic as spoken 

in the Tripoli region comprises 682 words. The 148 replies to the 

questionnaire (290 copies sent) that were received from the Libyan stu

dents and their spouses in the United States indicate that an average of 

75% of the respondents know all the given words (Appendix B, Table 

B-1). The word kweejiina (kitchen), which is known to all the respon

dents, is the word most known in the list and 'amuud al-karduun (uni

versal joint), known to 16% of the respondents, is the least known. 

The standard deviation (23%) shows that most of the respondents know 

more than 53% of the total number of words. The replies also indicate 

that an average of 58% of the respondents use all the words in the list 

in their daily conversation. The word makaruuna (macaroni), which is 

used by 99% of the respondents, is the most used word in the list, and 

maaniduubra (workmanship or cost of labor), which is used by 9% of 

the respondents, is the word least used. The standard deviation (26%) 

shows that most of the respondents use more than 35% of the words in 

their daily conversation. Replies to the questionnaire also indicate that 

most of the Italian loanwords (56%) had presumably entered Libyan Ara

bic or that Libyan speakers were exposed to them during the 1911-1970 

period as opposed to 6% during 1832-1910 and 5% during 1971-1985. 

The date of presumed entry or exposure for the remaining 34% is 
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unknown. Examination of the list shows that 82% of the words have 

literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

The 682 Italian loanwords were subjected to semantic and gram

matical analyses. 

Semantic Analysis 

Meanings 

Examination of the 682 Italian loanwords in LA showed that the 

meanings of most of these words are more pervasive in Italian than in 

LA, e.g., the meaning of a word like carta in Italian (paper, playing 

cards, document, diploma) is restricted to playing cards in LA. Mean

ings of bursa (purse, hand bag, shopping bag; market and stock ex

change) in Italian are restricted to only shopping bag and stock 

exchange in LA. This could be explained by that fact that, although 

these words have many usages in Italian, they were only used in the 

situations in which they were heard in LA, which were relatively lim

ited. 

Semantic Categories 

The 682 Italian loanword were divided into 22 semantic cate

gories that have been analyzed as follows. 

1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service (Appendix B, 

Table B-2. Category 1 comprises 115 words or 17% of the total number 

of loanwords. The 148 replies to the questionnaire received from the 

respondents indicate that an average of 62% of them know all the words 

in this category. The word marmiiHa (muffler), known to 99% of the 
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respondents, is the word most known in this category and 'amuud al

kardoon (universal joint), known to 16% of the respondents, is the least 

known. The standard deviation (27%) shows that most of the respon

dents know more than 36% of the total words in this field. The replies 

also indicate that an average of 51% of the respondents use all the 

words of this category in their daily conversation. The word maarfa 

(gear), used by 92% of the respondents, is the word most used in this 

category and nyatoori (injector), which is used by 10% of the respon

dents, is the least used. The standard deviation (26%) shows that most 

of the respondents use more than 25% of the words in this category. 

Examination of the words in this category shows that 54% of these words 

had presumably entered LA or LA speakers were exposed to the Italian 

loanwords in Category 1 during the 1911-1970 period as opposed to 0.9% 

during 1832-1910 and 24% during 1971-1985. The date of presumed 

entry of or exposure to the remaining 21% is unknown. Further exami

nation reveals that 71% of the Italian loanwords have literary or collo

quial Arabic equivalents. 

2. Clothing and Cosmetics (Appendix B, Table B-3). Category 

2 comprises 58 words or 9% of the total number of Italian loanwords. 

The 148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respondents in

dicate that an average of 79% of the respondents know all the words in 

this category. Words like birtiila (hat) and kanateera (singlet), known 

to 99% of the respondents, are among the words most known in this 

category. The word rizvoolti (lapel or turn back), known to 23% of the 

respondents, is the least known. The standard deviation (24%) shows 
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that most of the respondents know more than 54% of the total words in 

Category 2. The replies also indicate that an average of 65% of the 

respondents use all the words in this category in their daily conversa

tion. The word g i rwaa{a (necktie), used by 98% of the respondents, is 

the word most used in this category and rizvoo/ti (lapel or turn back), 

used by 12% of the respondents, is the least used. The standard devi

ation (28%) shows that most of the respondents use more than 38% of 

the word in this category. Examination of the words in Category 2 

show that 54% of the these words had presumably entered LA or that 

Libyan spea.kers were exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period as 

opposed to 4% during the 1832-1910 period. The date of presumed 

entry of or exposure to the remaining 42% is unknown. Further exami

nation shows that 78% of these Italian loanwords have literary or col

loquial Arabic equivalents. 

3. Diseases and Medicine (Appendix B, Table B-4). Category 3 

comprises 18 words or 3% of the total number of Italian loanwords. The 

148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respondents indicate 

that an average of 82% of the respondents know all the words in this 

category. Words like rufeeta (prescription) and fruubbu (syrup), 

known to 98% of the respondents, are among the words most known in 

this category, and kiniina (quinine), known to 25% of the respondents, 

is the least known. The standard deviation (23%) shows that most of 

the respondents known more than 58% of the total loanwords in this 

category. The replies also indicate that an average of 67% of the 

respondents use all the words in this category in their daily 
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conversation. The word Jruubbu (syrup), used by 95% of the respon

dents, is ~he word most used in this field, and kiniina (quinine), used 

by 14% of the respondents, is the least used. The standard deviation 

(27%) shows that most of the respondents use more than 40% of the 

words in this category. Examination of the the loanwords in Category 3 

indicates that 67% of them have presumably entered LA or that Libyan 

speakers were exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period. The date 

of presumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 33% of the words is 

unknown. Further examination shows that 93% of the loanwords in this 

category have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction (Appendix 

B, Table B-5). Category 4 comprises 51 words or 8% of the total num

ber of Italian loanwords. The 148 replies to the questionnaire received 

from the respondents indicate that an average of 81% of the respondents 

know all the words in this category. the word kweejiina (kitchen), 

known to all respondents, is the most known word in this category, 

trifaaz zi (three-phase), known to 35% of the respondents, is the least 

known. The standard deviation (20%) shows that most of the respon

dents know more than 62% of the total words in Category 4. The re

plies also indicate that an average of 65% of the respondents use all the 

words in this category in their daily conversation. Loanwords like 

~aaloon (living room) and ?intraata (entry or entrance), used by 96% of 

the respondents, are among the most used words in this category and 

kambaneellu (doorbell), used by 14% of them, is the least used. The 

standard deviation (25%) shows that most of the respondents use more 
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than 23% of the words in this category. Examination of the words in 

Category 4 shows that 60% of these loanwords have presumably entered 

LA or that Libyan speakers were exposed to them during the 1911-1970 

period as opposed to 6% during the 1832-1910 period. The date of pre

sumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 34% is unknown. Further 

examination indicates that 82% of the Italian loanwords in Category 4 

have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

5. Foods and Drinks(Appendix B, Table B-6). Category 5 

comprises 52 words or 8% of the total number of Italian loanwords. The 

148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respondents indicate 

that an average of 85% of the respondents know all the words in this 

category. Loanwords like marmallaa~a (jam) and ruuzaa~a (almond 

milk), known to 99% of the respondents, are among the words most 

known in this category, and the loanword vermiJeeJi (very thin pasta), 

known to 32% of the respondents, is the least known. The standard 

deviation (19%) shows that most of the respondents know more than 65% 

of the total words in Category 5. The replies also indicate that an 

average of 71% of the respondents use all the words in this category in 

their daily conversation. The word makaruuna (macaroni), used by 99% 

of the respondents, is the most used word in this category and 

virmifeeJi (very thin pasta), used by 17% of them, is the least used. 

The standard deviation (25%) shows that most of the respondents use 

more than 46% of the words in this category. Examination of the words 

in Category 5 shows that 16% of these loanwords have presumably en

tered LA or that Libyan speakers were exposed to them during the 
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1911-1970 period as opposed to 8% during the 1832-1910 period. The 

date of presumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 76% is un

known. Further examination shows that 68% of the Italian loanwords in 

Category 5 have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

6. Government, Business, and Trade(Appendix B, Table B-7). 

Category 6 comprises 49 words or 7% of the total number of Italian loan

words. The 148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respon

dents indicate that an average of 73% of the respondents know all the 

words in this category. Loanwords like bank (bank) and fintraal (tele

phone operator), known 99% of the respondents, are among the words 

most known in this category. The word maaniduubra (workmanship or 

cost of labor), known to 26% of the respondents, is the least known. 

The standard deviation (22%) shows that most of the respondents know 

more than 51% of the total words in Category 6. The replies also indi

cate that an average of 49% of the respondents use all the words in this 

category in their daily conversation. The word mooga (fashion or 

style), used by 95% of the respondents, is the most used word in this 

category and maaniduubra (workmanship or cost of labor), used by 9% 

of them, is the least used. The standard deviation (26%) shows that 

most of the respondents use more than 23% of the words in this cate

gory. Examination of the words in Category 6 shows that 60% of these 

loanwords have presumably entered LA or that Libyan speakers were 

exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period as opposed to 13% during 

the 1832-1910 period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to 

the remaining 27% is unknown. Further examination shows that 94% of 
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the Italian loanwords in Category 6 have literary or colloquial Arabic 

equivalen ts. 

7. Household Items (Appendix B, Table B-8). Category 7 com

prises 59 words or 9% of the total number of Italian loanwords. The 

148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respondents indicate 

that an average of 88% of the respondents know all the words in this 

category. The loanword kweeiiina (oven), known to all of the respon

dents, is the word most known in this category. The loanword butiilya 

(bottle), known to 34% of the respondents, is the least known. The 

standard deviation (16%) shows that most of the respondents know more 

than 71% of the total words in Category 7. The replies also indicate 

that an average of 74% of the respondents use all the words in Category 

7 in their daily conversation. The loanword raadyu (radio), used by 

98% of the respondents, is the most used word in this category, and 

butiilya (bottle), used by 11% of them, is the least used. The standard 

deviation (23%) shows that most of the respondents use more than 51% 

of the words in this category. Examination of the words in Category 7 

shows that 53% of these loanwords have presumably entered LA or that 

Libyan speakers were exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period as 

opposed to 8% during the 1832-1910 period and 2% during the 1971-1985 

period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 

27% is unknown. Further examination shows that 95% of the Italian 

loanwords in Category 7 have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 
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8. Human and Family Relationships (Appendix B, Table B-9). 

Category 9 comprises 9 words or 2% of the total number of Italian loan

words. The 148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respon

dents indicate that an average of 81% of the respondents know all the 

words in this category. The loanword bambiinu (baby), known to 94% 

of the respondents, is among the words most known in this category. 

The loanword jeenti (people),· known to 49% of the respondents, is the 

least known. The standard deviation (14%) shows that most of the re

spondents know more than 68% of the total words in Category 8. The 

replies also indicate that an average of 47% of the respondents use all 

the words in Category 8 in their daily conversation. The loanword 

fkaabli (bachelor), used by 61% of the respondents, is the most used 

word in this category, and jeenti (people), used by 29% of them, is the 

least used. The standard deviation (11%) shows that most of the re

spondents use more than 36% of the words in this category. Examina

tion of the words in Category 8 shows that 70% of these loanwords have 

presumably entered LA or that Libyan speakers were exposed to them 

during the 1911-1970 period as opposed to 10% during the 1832-1910 

period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 

20% is unknown. Further examination shows that 90% of the Italian 

loanwords in Category 8 have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

9. Kind of People (Appendix B, Table B-I0). Category 9 com

prises 18 words or 3% of the total number of Italian loanwords. The 

148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respondents indicate 

that an average of 62% of the respondents know all the words in this 
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category. The loanword dilikaatu (delicate). known to 91% of the re

spondents. is the word most known in this category. The loanword 

fuurbu (roguish or cunning). known to 24% of the respondents, is the 

least known. The standard deviation (23%) shows that most of the re

spondents know more than 40% of the total words in Category 9. The 

replies also indicate that an average of 43% of the respondents use all 

the words in Category 9 in their daily conversation. The loanword 

diitta (rich person), used by 63% of the respondents, is the most used 

word in this category, and kuurtu (short), used by l3% of them, is the 

least used. The standard deviation (19%) shows that most of the re

spondents use more than 24% of the words in this category. Examina

tion of the words in Category 9 shows that 86% of these loanwords have 

presumably entered LA or that Libyan speakers were exposed to them 

during the 1911-1970 period as opposed to none during the 1832-1910 

period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 

14% is unknown. Further examination shows that 95% of the Italian 

loanwords in Category 9 have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

10. Materials (Appendix B, Table B-11). Category 10 com

prises 43 words or 6% of the total number of Italian loanwords. The 

148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respondents indicate 

that an average of 78% of the respondents know all the words in this 

category. Loanwords like ziingu (metal plate) and warakiina (bleach), 

known to 99% of the respondents, are among the words most known in 

this category. The loanword kuntru daadu (lock nut), known to 18% of 

the respondents, is the least known. The standard deviation (21%) 
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shows that most of the respondents know more than 57% of the total 

words in Category 10. The replies also indicate that an average of 64% 

of the respondents use all the words in Category 10 in their daily con

versation. The loanword warakiina (bleach), used by 98% of the re

spondents, is the most used word in this category, and kuntru daadu 

(lock nut), used by 11% of them, is the least used. The standard de

viation (23%) shows that most of the respondents use more than 41% of 

the words in this category. Examination of the words in Category 10 

shows that 47% of these loanwords have presumably entered LA or that 

Libyan speakers were expesed to them during the 1911-1970 period as 

opposed to 2% during the 1832-1910 period and 6% during the 1971-1985 

period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 

45% is unknown. Further examination shows that 86% of the Italian 

loanwords in Category 10 have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, and Equipment (Appendix 

B, Table B-12). Category 11 comprises 10 words or 2% of the total 

number of Italian loanwords. The 148 replies to the questionnaire re

ceived from the respondents indicate that an average of 85% of the re

spondents know all the words in this category. The loanword raadyu 

(X-ray machine), known to 99% of the respondents, is the word most 

known in this category. Loanwords like manakoobya (mental hospital) 

and kliinika (clinic), known to 80% of the respondents, are among the 

least known. The standard deviation (13%) shows that most of the re

spondents know more than 73% of the total words in Category 11. The 

replies also indicate that an average of 65% of the respondents use all 
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the words in Category 11 in their daily conversation. The loanword 

raadyuu (X-ray machine), used by 98% of the respondents, is the most 

used word in this category, and farma'tiyya (drug store or pharmacy), 

used by 37% of them, is the least used. The standard deviation (21%) 

shows that most of the respondents use more than 44% of the words in 

this category. Examination of the words in Category 11 shows that 40% 

of these loanwords have presumably entered LA or that Libyan speakers 

were exposed to them during the 1911-1970. The date of presumed 

entry of or exposure to the remaining 60% is unknown. Further exami

nation shows that all of the Italian loanwords in Category 11 have lit

erary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

12. Nonhuman Beings (Appendix B, Table B-13). Category 12 

comprises 7 words or 1% of the total number of Italian loanwords. The 

148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respondents indicate 

that an average of 74% of the respondents know all the words in this 

category. The loanword sirdiina (sardine), known to 98% of the re

spondents, is the word most known in this category. The loanword 

beefi (fish), known to 26% of the respondents, is the least known. 

The standard deviation (23%) shows that most of the respondents know 

more than 51% of the total words in Category 12. The replies also indi

cate that an average of 60% of the respondents use all the words in 

Category 12 in their daily conversation. The loanword sirdiina 

(sardine), used by 95% of the respondents, is the most used word in 

this category, and beefi (fish), used by 13% of them, is the least used. 

The standard deviation (28%) shows that most of the respondents use 
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more than 32% of the words in this category. Examination of the words 

in Category 12 shows that 67% of these loanwords have presumably en

tered LA or that Libyan speakers were exposed to them during the 

1911-1970 period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to the 

remaining 33% is unknown. Further examination shows that 78% of the 

Italian loanwords in Category 12 have literary or colloquial Arabic 

equivalents. 

13. Occupations and Careers (Appendix B, Table B-14). Cate

gory 13 comprises 27 words or 4% of the total number of Italian loan

words. The 148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respon

dents indicate that an average of 76% of the respondents know all the 

words in this category. Loanwords like mikaaniku (mechanic) and 

fintraal (telephone operator), known to 99% of the respondents, are 

among the words most known in this category. The loanword baffooni 

(comedian or clown), known to 26% of the respondents, is the least 

known. The standard deviation (20%) shows that most of the respon

dents know more than 50% of the total words in Category 13. The re

plies also indicate that an average of 55% of the respondents use all the 

words in Category 13 in their daily conversation. The loanword 

sikrateer (secretary), used by 96% of the respondents, is the most used 

word in this category, and baffooni (comedian or clown), used by 12% 

of them, is the least used. The standard deviation (27%) shows that 

most of the respondents use more than 29% of the words in this cate

gory. Examination of the words in Category 13 shows that 38% of these 

loanwords have presumably entered LA or that Libyan speakers were 
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exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period as opposed to 21% during 

the 1832-1910 period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to 

the remaining 41% is unknown. Further examination shows that 96% of 

the Italian loanwords in Category 13 have literary or colloquial Arabic 

equivalents. 

14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics (Appendix 

B, Table B-15). Category 14 comprises 16 words or 2% of the total 

number of Italian loanwords. The 148 replies to the questionnaire re

ceived from the respondents indicate that an average of 81% of the re

spondents know all the words in this category. The loanword kaalfu 

(kick), known to 99% of the respondents, is the word most known in 

this category. The loanword ~bulla (shoulder), known to 17% of the 

respondents, is the least known. The standard deviation (17%) shows 

that most of the respondents know more than 64% of the total words in 

Category 14. The replies also indicate that an average of 58% of the 

respondents use all the words in Category 14 in their daily conversa

tion. The loanword kaalfu (kick), used by 85% of the respondents, is 

the most used word in this category, and ~bulla (shoulder), used by 

14% of them, is the least used. The standard deviation (23%) shows 

that most of the respondents use more than 36% of the words in this 

category. Examination of the words in Category 14 shows that 63% of 

these loanwords have presumably entered LA or that Libyan speakers 

were exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period as opposed to 4% 

during the 1832-1910 period. The date of presumed entry of or expo

sure to the remaining 33% is unknown. Further examination shows that 
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83% of the Italian loanwords in Category 14 have literary or colloquial 

Arabic squivalen ts. 

15. Physical World (Appendix B, Table B-16). Category 15 

comprises 15 words or 2% of the total number of Italian loanwords. The 

148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respondents indicate 

that an average of 72% of the respondents know all the words in this 

category. The loanword sa/iita (upward or slope), known to 94% of the 

respondents, is among the words most known in this category. The 

loanword skoo/yu (cliff), known to 20% of the respondents, is the least 

known. The standard deviation (20%) shows that most of the respon

dents know more than 53% of the total words in Category 15. The re

plies also indicate that an average of 52% of the respondents use all the 

wUl'ds in Category 15 in their daily conversation. The loanword sa/iita 

(upward or slope), used by 87% of the respondents, is the most used 

word in this category, and skoo/yu (cliff), used by 16% of them, is the 

least used. The standard deviation (22%) shows that most of the re

spondents use more than 31% of the words in this category. Examina

tion of the words in Category 15 shows that 73% of these loanwords 

have presumably entered LA or that Libyan speakers were exposed to 

them during the 1911-1970 period as opposed to 7% during the 1832-1910 

period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 

20% is unknown. Further examination shows that 93% of the Italian 

loanwords in Category 15 have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

16. Quantifiers and Measurement (Appendix B, Table B-17). 

Category 16 comprises 10 words or 1% of the total number of Italian 
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loanwords. The 148 replies to the questionnaire received from the re

spondents indicate that an average of 79% of the respondents know all 

the words in this category. The loanword steekka (packet or dozen), 

known to 99% of the respondents, is the word most known in this cate

gory. The loanword fiilla (raw or line), known to 61% of the respon

dents, is the least known. The standard deviation (19%) shows that 

most of the respondents know more than 59% of the total words in Cate

gory 16. The replies also indicate that an average of 59% of the re

spondents use all the words in Category 16 in their daily conversation. 

The loanword liitra (liter), used by 95% of the respondents, is the most 

used word in this category, and words like birmiil (barrel) and kaawaal 

(horse power), used by 35% of them, are the least used. The standard 

deviation (29%) shows that most of the respondents use more than 30% 

of the words in this category. Examination of the words in Category 16 

shows that 73% of these loanwords have presumably entered LA or that 

Libyan speakers were exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period as 

opposed to 13% during the 1832-1910 period. The date of presumed 

entry of or exposure to the remaining 14% is unknown. Further exami

nation shows that all of the Italian loanwords in Category 16 have lit

erary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication (Appen

dix B, Table B-18). Category 17 comprises 27 words or 4% of the total 

number of Italian loanwords. The 148 replies to the questionnaire re

ceived from the respondents indicate that an average of 84% of the 

respondents know all the words in this category. The loanword baallu 
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(post or pole), known to 99% of the respondents, is the word most 

known in this category. The loanword greedini (bumpy dirt road), 

known to 24% of the respondents, is the least known. The standard 

deviation (17%) shows that most of the respondents know more than 67% 

of the total words in Category 17. The replies also indicate that an 

average of 65% of the respondents use all the words in Category 17 in 

their daily conversation. The loanword talafuun (telephone), used by 

93% of the respondents, is the most used word in this category, and 

greediini (bumpy dirt road), used by 17% of them, is the least used. 

The standard deviation (21%) shows that most of the respondents use 

more than 44% of the words in this category. Examination of the words 

in Category 17 shows that 68% of these loanwords have presumably en

tered LA or that Libyan speakers were exposed to them during the 

1911-1970 period as opposed to 7% during the 1832-1910 period. The 

date of presumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 25% is un

known. Further examination shows that 93% of the Italian loanwords in 

Category 17 have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

18. Socioeconomic Institutions (Appendix B, Table B-19). Cat

egory 18 comprises 23 words or 3% of the total number of Italian loan

words. The 148 replies to the questionnaire received from the respon

dents indicate that an average of 80% of the respondents know all the 

words in this category. Loanwords like buur~o (stock exchange) and 

sikliisti (bicycle shop), known to 97% of the respondents, are among the 

words most known in this category. The loanword lottoriyyo (dairy or 

milk shop), known to 45% of the respondents, is the least known. The 
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standard deviation (18%) shows that most of the respondents know more 

than 50% of the total words in Category 18. The replies also indicate 

that an average of 51% of the respondents use all the words in Category 

18 in their daily conversation. The loanword sikliisti (bicycle shop), 

used by 89% of the respondents, is the most used word in this cate

gory, and lattariyya (dairy or milk shop), used by 26% of them, is the 

least used. The standard deviation (22%) shows that most of the re

spondents use more than 29% of the words in this category. Examina

tion of the words in Category 18 shows that 38% of these loanwords 

have presumably entered LA or that Libyan speakers were exposed to 

them during the 1911-1970 period as opposed to 12% during the 1832-

1910 period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to the remain

ing 50% is unknown. Further examination shows that 96% of the Italian 

loanwords in Category 18 have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

19. Tools 9 Instruments, Machines, and Equipment (Appendix B, 

Table B-20). Category 19 comprises 47 words or 7% of the total number 

of Italian loanwords. The 148 replies to the questionnaire received from 

the respondents indicate that an average of 70% of the respondents 

know all the words in this category. The loanword kaJafiiti (screw 

driver), known to 98% of the respondents, is the word most known in 

this category. The loanword fuurja (smith's forge), known to 27% of 

the respondents, is the least known. The standard deviation (25%) 

shows that most of the respondents know more than 45% of the total 

words in Category 19. The replies also indicate that an average of 59% 

of the respondents use all the words in Category 19 in their daily 
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conversation. The loanword karatiiti (screw driver), used by 95% of 

the respondents, is the most used word in this category, and tuurja 

(smith's forge), used by 15% of them, IS the least used. The standard 

deviation (28%) shows that most of the respondents use more than 41% 

of the words in this category. Examination of the words in Category 19 

shows that 40% of these loanwords have presumably entered LA or that 

Libyan speakers were exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period as 

opposed to 2% during the 1832-1910 period and 9% during the 1971-1985 

period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 

49% is unknown. Further examination shows that 84% of the Italian 

loanwords in Category 19 have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment (Appendix B, Table 

B-21) • Category 20 comprises 54 words or 8% of the total number of 

Italian loanwords. The 148 replies to the questionnaire received from 

the respondents indicate that an average of 82% of the respondents 

know all the words in this category. Loanwords like kaar~a (playing 

cards) and kabbuu~ (winning all games at cards), known to 99% of the 

respondents, are among the words most known in this category. The 

loanword juvanooHu (sportsman), known to 29% of the respondents, is 

the least known. The standard deviation (18%) shows that most of the 

respondents know more than 64% of the total words in Category 20. 

The replies also indicate that an average of 63% of the respondents use 

all the words in Category 20 in their daily conversation. The loanword 

kaar!a (playing cards), used by 96% of the respondents, is the most 

used word in this category, and juvanoo!!u (sportsman), used by 12% 
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of them, is the least used. The standard deviation (21%) shows that 

most of the respondents use more than 41% of the words in this cate

gory. Examination of the words in Category 20 shows that 57% of these 

loanwords have presumably entered LA or that Libyan speakers were 

exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period as opposed to 5% during 

the 1832-1910 period. The date of presumed entry of or exposure to 

the remaining 38% is unknown. Further examination shows that 71% of 

the Italian loanwords in Category 20 have literary or colloquial Arabic 

equivalents. 

21. Unclassified (Appendix B, Table B-22). Category 21 con

tains words that I could not group under a particular semantic field 

either because there are too few to be categorized or they do not share 

a common feature. This category comprises 31 words or 5% of the total 

number of Italian loanwords. The 148 replies to the questionnaire re

ceived from the respondents indicate that an average of 77% of the re

spondents know all the words in this category. The loanword faa/~u 

(false). known to 97% of the respondents, is the word most known in 

this category. The loanword fareenza (difference). known to 44% of the 

respondents, is the least known. The standard deviation (15%) shows 

that most of the respondents know more than 62% of the total words in 

Category 21. The replies also indicate that an average of 48% of the 

respondents use all the words in Category 21 in their daily conversa

tion. The loanword ?utuumaatiik (automatic), used by 89% of the re

spondents. is the most used word in this category. and kumblettu 

(complete). used by 12% of them, is the least used. The standard 
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deviation (20%) shows that most of the respondents use more than 28% 

of the words in this category. Examination of the words in Category 21 

shows that 78% of these loanwords have presumably entered LA or that 

Libyan speakers were exposed to them during the 1911-1970 period. 

The date of presumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 22% is un-

known. Further examination shows that 85% of the Italian loanwords in 

Category 21 have literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

22. Warfare~ Military, and Police (Appendix B, Table B-23). 

Category 22 comprises 27 words or 4% of the total number of Italian 

loanwords. The 148 replies to the questionnaire received from the re-

spondents indicate that an average of 70% of the respondents know all 

the words in this category. The loanword buulii~ (police), known to 

96% of the respondents, is the word most known in this category. The 

loanword baHalyyooni (battalion), known to 33% of the respondents, is 

the least known. The standard deviation (20%) shows that most of the 

respondents know more than 51% of the total words in Category 22. 

The replies also indicate that an average of 44% of the respondents use 

all the words in Category 22 in their daily conversation. The loanword 

buuliis (police), used by 86% of the respondents, is the most used word . 
in this category, and ba{talyooni (battalion), used by 14% of them, is 

the least used. The standard deviation (22%) shows that most of the 

respondents use more than 21% of the words in this category. Examina-

tion of the words in Category 22 shows that 63% of these loanwords 

have presumably entered LA or that Libyan speakers were exposed to 

them during the 1911-1970 period as opposed to 21% during the 
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1832-1910 period and 4% during the 1971-1985 period. The date of pre

sumed entry of or exposure to the remaining 13% is unknown. Further 

examination shows that 96% of the Italian loanwords in Category 22 have 

literary or colloquial Arabic equivalents. 

Grammatical Analysis 

The total number of Italian loanwords in Libyan Arabic is dis

tributed among five grammatical categories or parts of speech. 

Noun 

The noun category contains 633 words or 93% of the total loan

words. These nouns are further classified into: 

1. Proper noun, which is lIa name peculiar to a particular person or 

place (Roberts, 1954, p. 30). This category is represented by 

only one word: liidu (name of a beach in Tripoli), which was orig

inally an Italian common noun lido (beach). 

2. Common noun, which names "the person or place as belon ging to a 

class. . • . [Common nouns can also be distinguished from proper 

nouns in that they] are or may be accompanied by -s plural and 

the indefinite article; proper nouns are not ll (Roberts, 1954, p. 30. 

Common nouns comprise 632 words or 99.8% of the total noun class 

in the list. It was found that these nouns form their plural ac

cording to the plural pattern of literary or colloquial Arabic as 

shown below: 

a. The plural of .490 (69%) nouns is made by adding -aat to the 

singular sometimes accompanied by an appropriate stem change, 

e. g., taawla - taawlaat,l lawandiinu - lawandiinuwaaC faafi -
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faafiyyaat. This type of plural formation is known as the 

sound feminine plural in literary Arabic. 

b. The plural of 23 (3%) nouns is by adding -iyya or -yya to the 

singular, e. g., markaanti - markaantiyya, brigadeer -

brigadeeriyya, gummiistti - gummiistiyya. Notice that most of 

these end in a vowel. 

c. The plural of 15 (2%) nouns is made according to the fa'aa'iil 

pattern in literary Arabic with appropriate stem change, e. g. , 

sabaat - sabaabiit, fartuuna - faraatiin, kabbuut - kubaabiit. . . .. 
d. The plural of 4 nouns is made according to the collective noun 

pattern of literary Arabic with appropriate stem changes, e.g., 

naasbuliyya - naasbuli, butma - ?ubtam. 

e. The plural of 2 nouns is made according to the fawaa'il pattern 

of literary Arabic, e. g., karta - kuwaari!, ~andal - ~anaadil. 

f. The plural of 2 nouns is made according to the fu'uul pattern 

of literary Arabic, e. g., kart - kuruut, bank - bunuuk. 

g. The plural of 1 noun is according to the ?uffaa'iil pattern of 

Libyan Arabic, e.g., beduun - ?ubbaadiin. 

i. The plural of 1 noun is made according to the fi'aal pattern of 

literary Arabic, e. g., laa~ - Ii~aan. 

j. The plural of 1 noun is made according to the ?uf'uula pattern 

of Libyan Arabic, e. g., ray - ?uryuura or ?uryuula. 

k. The plural of 1 noun is made according to the fuul pattern of 

Libyan Arabic, e.g., laa~ - luu~. 
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Uncountable nouns are classified into the following: 

1. Ninety (14%) nouns of the total noun class are uncountable in that 

they cannot be counted or made plural, e.g., laana (wool), kuraaju 

(courage), ?aarya (fair), and laaHi (milk). Notice that some nouns 

like lana - lane and latte-Iatti were originally countable nouns in 

Italian. 

2. Twenty-seven (4%) nouns of the total noun class are indeclinable 

nouns. These are nouns that do not change in the plural like 

finaanza (customs or custom officer) and buliis (police). Notice . 
that some nouns like finanza - finanze and polizia - polizie were 

originally countable nouns in Italian. 

3. Twenty-five (3%) nouns of the total noun class are classified as 

having no plural (no pl.); they either have no plural in their Ital-

ian origin like calma (tranquility) and quarantena (quarantine) or 

they have no recorded plural used in LA as in taasa (income tax) . 
and nataayu (notary public). Notice that some nouns like tassa -

tassi and notio - notai were originally countable nouns in Italian. 

Also nouns in groups 2 and 3 may overlap with each other both in 

Italian and LA. 

Pronoun 

The pronoun category contains 1 word or less than 1% of the 

total number of loanwords. The Italian loanword neenti (none, nothing) 

is the only pronoun found in the list. 
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Adjective 

The adjective category contains 50 words or 7% of the total 

number of loanwords in the list. Twelve of these adjectives were orig-

inally nouns, which are also used as adjectives in LA, e. g., furmaaju 

v (cheese), riikoota (cottage cheese), caayo (cast iron). and laana 

(wool) • 

Verb 

The verb category contains 9 words or 1% of the total loanwords 

in the list. Five of these verbs are derived from other words in the 

list such as faryaz (went out of service) from mfaryiz (unserviceable) 

and ?izabil (he makes trouble) from zbaayJi (trouble maker). 

Adverb 

There are 4 words in the adverb category or less than 1% of 

the total number of loanwords in the list. Most of these words were 

originally Italian nouns, e.g., piede (foot) or adjectives, e.g., buono 

(good) • 

In terj ection 

There are only 4 words in the interjection category or less than 

1% of the total number of loanwords in the list. These were originally 

nouns that are used to express anger such as madoonna! (goodness, 

damn), encouragement such as braawa (bravo) or a cry for help such 

as ?ayuuta (save me! or help! help!). 

Studying these grammatical categorizations I found that 99% of 

the loanwords belong to the same grammatical class both in Italian and 
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LA. The remaining 1% of these words differ according to the following: 

1. Words like ?a't idu (acid), which is used as a noun and an adjective 

in Italian is used only as a noun in LA. 

2. Words like buono (good), which is an adjective in Italian, is boonu 

(well done), an adverb in LA. 

3. Words like cinque (number 5), which is an adjective in Italian, is 

'tinkwi (five in playing cards), a noun in LA. 

4. Words like fuori uso (out of order), which is an adverb in Italian, 

is mfaryiz (unserviceabie), an adjective in LA. 

5. Words like mancante (absent or missing), which is an adjective in 

Italian, is mannak (missed or did not attend), a verb in LA. 

The distribution of Italian loanwords in LA among these gram

matical categories and the percentage given for each class, which rep

resents its accessibility to borrowing, conforms to some extent to other 

research findings: 

1. Haugen's (1969) list of American loanwords in Norwegian consists of 

75.6% nouns, 18.4% verbs, 3.4% adjectives, 1.2% adverbs and prepo

sition, and 1. 4% interjections. 

2. Flom's (cited by Haugen, 1969) list of American loanwords in Nor

wegian consists of 71. 7% nouns, 23.0% verbs, 4.2% adjectives, 0.8% 

adverbs and prepositions, and 0.5% interjections. 

3. Johnson's (cited by Haugen, 1969) list of American loanwords in 

Swedish includes 72.2% nouns, 23.2% verbs, 3.3% adjectives, 0.4% 

adverbs and prepositions, and 0.8% interjections (Haugen, 1969, p. 

406). 
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4. Butros's (1963. pp. 255-259) list of English loanwords in the col

loquial Arabic of Palestine and Jordon comprises more than 95% 

nouns and the remaining 5% are scattered among adjectives. adjec

tival phrases. and verbs. 

In all these studies and my study. nouns are found to be the 

most accessible class to borrowing and interjections are the least. 

Verbs come in second place. followed by adjectives according to the 

first three studies. According to my study. adjectives come next to 

nouns followed by verbs and adverbs (Appendix C). 

Limitations and Recommendations 

For reasons beyond my control. I was unable to work with a 

population sample that represents all sectors of Libyan society. My 

population sample was restricted to the Libyan students and their 

spouses in the united States, so the number of loanwords that have 

been collected could be less than what I could have collected if the sur

vey were conducted on all sectors of the Libyan society, with its varia

tion of age, gender, level of education. travel abroad, knowledge and 

use of foreign languages, urban versus rural dwelling, etc. It is 

therefore highly recommended that the survey be taken on a large pop

ulation sample and the results be compared with the results from my 

findings. It is also recommended that work with a number of social 

variables such as gender, age groups, level of education, and urban 

versus rural dwelling be done to see which of these variables contri

butes more to recognition and use of loanwords. Finally, I would also 

recommend studying the phonology, morphology, and syntax of the 
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Italian loanwords in Libyan Arabic to find out the changes that may 

occur to these words after their entry into LA. 
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APPENDIX A 

ITALIAN LOANWORDS BY SEMANTIC CATEGORIES 

1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Service 

2. Clothing and Cosmetics 

3. Diseases and Medicine 

4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction 

5. Foods and Drinks 

6. Government, Business, and Trade 

7 . Household Items 

8. Human and Family Relationships 

9. Kind of People 

10. Materials 

11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, and Equipment 

12. Nonhuman Beings 

13. Occupations and Careers 

14 . Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics 

15. Physical World 

16. Quantifiers and Measurement 

17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication 

18. Socioeconomic Institutions 

19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment 

20. Ti'avel, Sports, and Entertainment 

21. Unclassified 

22. Warfare, Military, and Police 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Services 

Acceleratore firatoori Cofano kofunu 

Albero a camme ?albruukaam Collaudo kullaawdu 

Arnmortizzatore mazatoori Collettore kallatoori 

Asta laa~ta Collo kollu 

Balestra balistri Compressione kumbrisyooni 

Batteria batariyya Condensa tore kundastoori 

Bicicletta bifkiliita Contro dado kun truu daadu 

Biella byeela Coperchio kubeerku 

Bobina bubbiina Copertone kabratooni 

Boccola bokala Corona karoona 

Bronzina brunziini Cuscinetto kuiineeti 

Bullone ballooni Dado daadu 

Cabina gabiina Deprutore dibratoori 

Cambio kambyu Difernziale difrinsyaali 

Camera d' aria kamradaarya Dinamo diinamu 

Carburatore karbaratoori diisku 

Carcabsa karka~~a Fanale fanaar 

Cardano 'amuud al-karduun Fascia faafi 

Catena katiina Filtro filtru 

Cavo kaaw Fodera fuudra 

Cilindro silindril filindri Forcella far feella 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Services--Continued 

Freccia 
v v 

£Ieec a/ freec a Molla iIloolla 

Freno freenu Monoblocco munublukku 

Freno a mana freenumaanu Motore a scoppio maatuurskoobyo . 
Frizione frisyooni Motorino mu~uriinu 

Fuori uso mfaryiz Parabrezza barabreez 

Giardinetta jardaneera Paracolpi barakoolbu 

Gomma gooma Parafango barafaangu 

Guarnizione garnasyooni Paraurti barawolti 

Idraulico draawliku Pedale bidaali 

Indotto ?indoo~u Pezza beesta 

Ingranaggio ?ingranaaji Pignone binyooni 

Iniettore nyatoori Pistone bastooni 

Lamiera lamyeera Pompa buumba 

Lavaggio lawaaju Portabagagli bumba 

Livello lavellu Puleggia buleeja 

Manicotto minikooHa Punteria buntarriya 

Maniglia maniilya Puntino buntiini 

r.:larcia maarJa Quadro kwaadru 

Marcia indietro maarJa ?indeetru Raggio raajju/raanju 

Marmitta marmiita Radiatore radyatoori 

Mascherina ma~kariina Regolatore riglatoori 

Minimo miinimu Ripassata ribassaata 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and Services--Con tinued 

Rodaggio rodaaj Striscia striita 

Rondella randeel;a Tamburo per tambuur freenu 
freno 

Scatola della skaatala steersu Tappo di taabba skaariku 
sterzo scarico 

Scorta fkoorta Targa taarga 

Sella seella Telaio tilaayu 

Semiasse ~imyaa~ Termostato tirmu ustaa ta 

Sicurezza sigreessa Terra teerra 

Smeriglio zmireeli Transmissione traansmisyooni 

Sopporto motore sabuurtu maatuur Tricic10 trifiiklu 

Sotto coppa ~utagoobba Tromba trumba 

Spanato sbaanaata Tubo di scarico tuubbu skaariku 

Spazzola ~baa~ala Valvola valvala 

Spinterogeno s bin taroojini Vettura fetuura 

Sportello sbarteellu Volano vulaanu 

Sterzo steersu 

2. Clothing and Cosmetics 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Berretto birtiila Bretella bartyeeli 

Blusa bluuza Bustina bistiina 

Bottone butma Calzettone kalzatooni 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

2. Clothing and Cosmetics--Continued 

Camicia gameeja Grembiule grambyuuli 

Canottiera kanateera Guanto gwaanti 

Capelliera kabeella Maglia maalya 

Cappotto kabbuu! Maschera ma~kara 

Capsula gab~uuna Massaggio ma~~aaju 

Casco kaa~ku Medalglia madaalya 

Catena katiina Mezza manica neezamaanul 
muzamaanu 

Ciabatta ~abbaat Mutande mutaanti 

Coda kooda Nastro naastru 

Colonia kaloonya Panciera banfeera 

Costume kastoomi Pantalone bantloon 

Cravatta girwaata Parrucca baaruuka 

Crema kreema Pastrano bu~traan 

Elastico ?asteek/yasteek Pigiama bajaama 

Farfalla farfalla Pomata bumaata 

Fiocco fyooka Polsino bulsiini 

Gambale gambaali Reggipetto rajabeetti 

Giaccal jakkal Risvolta rizvoolti 
giacchetta jakkeetta 

Ginocchiera jankyeera Rossetto rozeetti 

Giubbotto jibootti Sapone ~aabuun 

Gonna goonna Scarpa fkaarbu 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

2. Clothing and Cosmetics--Continued 

Smalto zmaaltu Tacco taakku . 
Sottogonr~a ~utagoonna Taschino taskiinu 

Sottoveste ~utaveezti Toga mia tuukkaamiyya 

Spallina ~balliina Tuta tuuta 

Stivale stiiwaali Velo veellu 

3. Diseases and Medicine 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Appendice banda/iiti Purga buurga 

Aspirina ?asbiriin Quarantena kurantiina 

Callo kaallu Ricetta ru/eetta 

Capsula kabsuula Sciroppo /ruubbu 

Chinino kiniina Scuola skuula 

Dentifricio din tifrii6 i Tintura tantuura 

Gobbo guubbu Tracoma trakooma 

Massaggio ma~~aaju Tromba trumba 

Punto buuntu Vaselina faazuliina 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction 

Angolo ?anguli Gancio yaanju 

Ascensore ?asanseer Giardino jirdiina . . 
Attacco takku Impianto byaanti 

Autobotte butti La~Jandino lawandiinu 
00 

Bagno baanyu Macchietta makkeettu 

Balcone balakoona Maniglia maniilya 

Baracca barraaka Palazzo balaa~ 

Battiscopa burta fkubba Persian a birsyaani 

Blocco blukka Presa breeza 

Botte buutti Rete reetti 
00 

Cabina gabiina Rifugio rifuuju 

Caldaia kaldaaya Sala ~aala 

Campanello kambaneellu Scaffale skaffaali 

Campo kaambu Scala ~gaala 

Can cello kanfeelu Scaldabagno skaaldabaanyu 

Capannone kabannooni Serranda sireenti 

Castello kasteellu Sicurezza sigreessa 

Corridore koridoori Sifone sifuun 

Cucina kweejiina Spina sbiina 

Deposito dibuustu Spogliatoio sbaaratoori .. 
Doccia doota Tenda teenda 

Entrata ?intraata Travata traveetti 

Fogna fuunya Tribuna trebuuna 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Construction--Continued 

Trifase trifaazzi Vetrina vitriina 

Tubo tuubbu Villa viilla 

Veranda varanda 

5. Foods and Drinks 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Banana banaani Gelato jilaati 

Birra beerra Grappa graabba 

Biscotto ba!kuut Grissino grassiinu 

Bistecca bisteekki Lasagna lazaanya 

Brodo bruudu Latte macchiato mikyaata 

Bucatini bukkatiini Limonata limunaata 

Capellini kaballiini Maccherone makaruuna 

Cappuccino kabaKiinu Mandarino mandariina 

Caramella karamella Marmellata marmallaata 

Cioccolata !iklaata Menta meenta 

Confetto kunfeeti Nespolo nasbuli 

Costoletta kustiilya Orzata rllzaata 

Farina fariina Panino baniina 

Filetto fileettu Pasta baa~ti 

Formaggio furmaaju Patata bataata 

Frutta fruutta Pizza biitsa 

Gassosa gazuuza Pomodoro bamadooru 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

5. Foods and Drinks--Continued 

Prima briima Spaghettino sbaagattiini 

Ricotta rikkooHa Spesa sbeeza 

Salsa ~aal~a Terzo teersu 

Sardina sirdiina Torta toorta 

Secondo sikoonda Vaniglia vaniilya 

Semenza sameensa Vermicello virmif eeli 

Semolino similiina Vitamin a vitamiina 

Sigaro sigaaru Yoga yooga 

Spaghetta sbaageetti Zabaglione zabalyooni 

6. Government, Business, and Trade 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Affare ?affaari Collaudo kullaawdu 

Agenzia jinsiyya Consolato gun~uliyya 

Banca bank Contrabbando kuntrabaanda 

Bandiera bindiira Contratto kuntraatu 

Cambiale kimbyaala Controllo kuntrool 

Cassa kaa~~a Copia koobya 

Causa kaawza Coprifuoco kubriifuuku 

Cella feella Deposito dibuu~tu 

Centralinista fintraal Diploma dabloom 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

6. Government, Business, and Trade--Con tin ued 

Documento dukameenti Permesso birmeestu 

Dogana dogaana Polizza buliisa . 
Domanda dumaanda Prova broova 

Fascista fafiisti Quarantena kurantiina 

Fattura faatuura Re ray 

Finanza finaanza Regalo rigaallu 

Firma feerma Ricevuta riJifuutta .. 
Garanzia garansiyya Servizio sirbiis 

Lista liista Sicuro m~oogar 

Manodopera maaniduubra Spalla sbulla . 
Marca maarka Tassa taasa . 
Moda mooda Tribunale treebunaar . 
Modello mudeel Turno toornu 

Modifica mutiivika Ufficio fiiJu 

Negativa nigatiiva Vetrina vitriina 

Patente bateenti 

7. Household Items 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Accetta Jeetta Bambola bambla 

Antenna ?anteenna Banco bank 

Attaccapanni takabbaanni Batteria batariyya 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

7. Household Items--Continued 

Bidono beduun Ghiacciaia gadJaaya 

Biro biiru Lametta lameetta 

Bombola bambli Lampada laamba 

Borsa buurza/buur~a Lampadina lambatiina 

Bottiglia butiilya Lampara lambaara 

Branda braanda Lenzuolo ?an~uula 

Bussala boo~ala Mobilia mubiilya 

Carbone karbooni Pacco baakku 

Cartella girtalla Penna beenna . 
Cartolina kartuliina/kart Pila biila 

Comodino kumidiina Pipa biibba 

Coperta kubeerta Porta lamp ada burtalaamba 

Copia koobya Portafoglio bartafuuli 

Cucina kweejiina Quadro kwaadru/kaatru 

Fanale fanaar Radio raadyu 

Ferro feerru Roba rooba 

Fiasca fyaaJka Roba vecchia roobaveekyal 
roobabbekka 

Forchetta farkeetta Sacco ~aakku 

Fornello firneellu Salone ~aaloon 

Gabbia gaabya Scopa Jkubba 

Gallone gallooni Sirena siriina 

Garza gaarza Siringa sringa 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

7. Household Items--Con tinued 

Spesa sbeeza Tavolo taawla 

Straccio 
v straacu Tubo tuubbu 

Stufa ~tooffa Vapore babuur 

Tappo taabbu/taabba Vaso faazzu . . 
Tassa t aasa 

8. Human and Family Relationships 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Bambino barnbiinu Gente jeenti 

Bastardo ba~taardu/ba~taardi Mondo muundu 

Compagnia kubbaaniyya Razza raatsa 

Cornuto garnuut Scapolo fkaabli 

Famiglia famiilya 

9. Kind of People 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Calabrese kalabreezi Fesso fee~~u 

Corto kuurtu Fiaccone fyakkooni 

Delicato dilikaatu Furbo fuurbu 

Diavolo dyaawlu Mascalzone maskal~ooni 

Ditta diitta Negro niigru 

Elegante ligaanti Sbagliato zbaayli 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

9. Kind of PeoE le--Con tin ued 

Scarafaggio skarafaaji Snello zneellu 

Scarogna skaroonya Vagabondo buugabaandi 

Simpatico simbaatiik Vecchio veekyu 

10. Materials 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Acciaio v Ferro feerru caayu 

Acido ?afidu/?a~idu Ghisa giiza 

Benzina binziina Giunto juunta 

Bullone ballooni Gomma gooma 

Calamita kalamiita Graniglia graaniilya 

Carbone karbooni Grasso graa~~u 

Carta carbone waragat karboon Guarnizione garnasyooni 

Cartone kartooni Lamiera lamyeera 

Cemento faamint Lana laana 

Colla koolla Maiolica mayoolika 

Compensato kumbisaata Manicotto minikooHa 

C~ntro dado kuntruu daadu Massa maa~~a 

Corrente kurreenti Mastice ma~tafi 

Crusca kroofka Molla moolla 

Curva kuurba Nastro naastru 

Dado daadu Palo baalluu 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

10. Materials--Con tinued 

Piombo byoombu Tubo tuubbu 

Plastica blaastik Varichina warakiina 

Rondella randeella Vernice warniif 

Spirito sbiriitu Vite viiti 

Tempera timbra Zinco ziingu 

Travata traveetti 

11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, and Equipment 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

BareIla bareella Manicomio manakoobya 

Clinica kliinika Ospedale sbetaar 

Farmacia f v. armaclyya Radio raadyu 

Fascia faafi Siringa sringa 

Garza gaarza Tromba trumba 

12. Nonhuman Beings 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Aringa ringa Pesce been 

Delfino dilfiin Rana jraana 

Gambero gimbri Sardina sirdiina 

Gatto gattu 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

13. OccuEations and Careers 

Affarista ? affaariista Impresario ?imbrizaaryu 

Aiutante ?u~aan~i Infermiere firimyeeri 

Avvocato ?abuukaati Maestro mayistru 

Bandito bandiiti Manovale manawaali 

Buffone baffooni Meccanico mikaaniku 

Cameriere kamiryeeri Mercante markaanti 

Capitano gub~aan Notio nataayu 

Capo kaabbu Padrona badruuna 

Cen tralinista fintraal Puttana bu~aana 

Ciclista sikliisti Ruffiano rifyaanu 

Console gun~ul Segretario sikriteer 

Elettricista trisiisti Sorella sureella 

Gommista gumiisti Usciere wi! feeri 

14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Andiamo ?indyaamu Calcio kaalfu 

Appendice bandafiiti Calma kalma 

Basetta bazeetti Faccia v faca 

Biondo byoon~u Forma foorma 

Cacca kaaka Matto maaHu 



Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

14. Ph ysical Parts, Functions, and Characteristics--Con tinued 

Nervoso 

Piede 

Posa 

15. Physical 

Italian 

Aria 

Bosco 

Buca 

Deserto 

Falla 

Fango 

Fondo 

Fosso 

narfuuz 

byeedi 

booza 

World 

Loanword 

?aarya 

buu~ku 

booka 

dizeertu 

falIa 

faangu 

fuundu 

fuusi 

16. Quan tifiers and Measurement 

Italian Loanword 

Balla baala 

Barile birmiil 

Cavallo kawaal 

Dozzina tizziina 

Fila fiilla 

Slancio 

Spalla 

Tuffo 

Italian 

Giardino 

Lido 

Piazza 

Poppa 

Salita 

Scoglio 

Tempo 

Italian 

Litro 

Numero 

Pala 

Partita 

Stecca 

jlaanfu 

~bulla 

tuuffu 

Loanword 

jirdiina 

liidu 

byaa~~a 

buubba 

saliita 

skoolyu 

tiimbu 

Loanword 

!iitra 

niimru 

baala 

bartiita 

steekka 

290 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

17. Roads, Traffic, Transportation, and Communication 

Autobotte butti Piazza byaali~a .. 
Banchina bankiina Pista biista 

Bicic1etta biJkiliita Porto burt . . 
Calesse kaaliis Posta buusta .. 
Carro karru Rimorchio rimoork 

Carrozza karruusa Semaforo simaafru 

Corriera kureera/kuryeera Tabella tabeella . 
Francobollo bull Telefono talafuun 

Giardinetta jardaneera Trafficco traafku 

Gradino greediini Trattore tarattoori . .. 
Linea liinya Tricic10 tri!iiklu 

Marciapiede marfabeedi Vapore baabuur 

Palo baalluu Vettura fetuura 

Pensione bansyoon Viaggio byaaju 

18. Socioeconomic Institutions 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Albergo beergu Fabbrica faabrika 

Chiesa keeza/kyeeza Farmacia f v. armaclyya 

Cinema siinama Fucina fu~iina 

Clinica kliinika Galleria gallarriyya 

Consolato gun~uliyya Gommista gummiisti 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

18. Socioeconomic Institutions--Continued 

Latteria lattariyya Scuola guida skuula gwiida 

Lavaggio lawaaju Segheria sigariyya 

Lavanderia lawandariyya Stadio staadyu 

Locanda lukanda Studio stuudyu 

Manicomio manakoobya Taverna tburna . 
Ospedale sbeetaar Teatro tyaatru 

Scuola skuula 

19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equipment 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Accetta Jeetta Forgia fuurja 

Balla baala Gancio yaanju 

Basculla baskuula Graffa graaffa . 
Bloccochiera blukkeera Grappa graabba 

Bussala boosala Gru gru . 
Cacciavite ka!afiiti Leva leeva 

Cacciavite ka!afiiti steela Livello lavellu 
a stella 

Carica kaarikuu Macchina makiina 

Cavo kaaw Manovella manaweella 

Cornpressore kambrassoori Martello marteella 

Cricco kreek Massa maassa 

Filiera filyeera Metro miitru 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and EguiEment--Continued 

Microfono makrafoon Saracco sarraag 

Morsa muursa Scalpello skarbeellu . 
Mulino mulliina Seghetto sageettu 

Pala baala Serie seerya 

Pialla byeella Serrata sirreeta 

Piano byaanu Sonda soonda . 
Pila biila Spatola ~aatala 

Pinza biinsa Tornio toornu . 
Pioggia byooja Trapano traabanu 

Pompa buumba Trattore ~araHoori 

Riga riiga Trebbia triibya 

Rullo roolla 

20. Travel, SEorts, and Entertainment 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Asso laa~~/la~~ Cappotto kabbuut 

Bastone ba~toon Carta kaarta 

Bigliardo bilyaardi Cavaliere kawaal 

Biglietto buliit Cinema siinama 

Bordello birdeel Cinque -ginkwi 

Bussala boosala Coppe kubbi . 
Calcio kaalJu Corsa koor~a 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

20. Travel, Seorts , and Entertainment--Continued 

Dama ~aamma Punto buun!u 

Danari dinaari Quattro kwaatru 

Domino dumiinu Radio raadyu 

Doppio doobyu Re ray 

Doppione dabyooni Rigore rigooli 

Dramma draama Riposo ribooza 

Due doos SaIto ~aal!u 

Fallo faallu Scherma skeerma 

Festa fiif!a Scopa !kubba 

Giovanottu juvanooHu Spada ~baa!a 

Lido liidu SportIvo sburtilvu 

Lotto looHu Stadio staadyu 

Mediano midyaanu Storia stoorya 

Musica muziiga Studio stuudyu 

Nota noota Teatro tyaatru 

Passaporto ba~abur! Tempo tiimbu 

Porta boor!a Testa teesta 

Portiere burteeli Tiro tiiru 

Pugno buuniyya Tre trees 

Punta buunta Valigia faliija 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

21. Unclassified 

Aiuto ?ayuuta Liscio Iii I Iu 

Antico ?antiika Lungo luungu 

Automatico ?utuumatiik Lusso luu~~u 

Basta basta Madonna madoonna .. 
Bene beeni Mafia maafya 

Bravo braawa Mancante mannak 

Buono boonu Marrone marruuni 

Colpo kuulbu Miseria mizeerya 

Completo kumbleettu Niente neenti 

Diferenza fareenza Nuovo naaf 

Difetto difeettu Originale ?uriginaali 

Dritto driittu Porca miseria barkamazeerya 

Falso faal~u Scintilla Ianteella 

Fiacca fyaaka Tabacco tumbaak 

Finito finiitu Trucco truukku 

Grigio griiju 

22. Warfare, Military, and Police 

Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

Banda baanda Bomba buumba 

Battaglione baHalyooni Bomba a mana buumbaamaana 

Batteria batariyya Brigadiere brigadeer 
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Italian Loanword Italian Loanword 

22. Warfare, Military, and Police--Continued 

Capsula kabsuula Mina miina 

Carabiniere karabinyeeri Mitragliatrice mitraalya 

Caserma kazeerma Paracadute barkatuutta . .. 
Castello kasteellu Pistola bastuula .. 
Compagnia kubbaaniyya Pompa buumba 

Coprifuoco kubriifuuku Polizia bu1ii~ 

Coraggio kuraaju Saluto saluuti 

Dinamite dinamiita Sirena sireena 

Forza fuursa . Squadra skwaadra 

Fregata fargaata Tenente tineenti 

Guerra gweerra 
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Appendix B presents the statistical analysis of the 682 Italian 

loanwords and for each of the 22 semantic categories. Each table com

prises data related to three topics. In the first topic, "Recognition, II 

is given the results of the poll of the Libyan students and their 

spouses in the United States who returned the questionnaire concerning 

their recognition and use of 682 Italian loanwords in Libyan Arabic, 

Under the heading "frequency, II the entries "Max, II (maximum) and 

II Min ,II (minimum) represent the highest and lowest percentages of the 

students and their spouses recognized or used a particular loanword, 

The entry "Mean" refer to the average percent of respondents who rec

ognized or used all the loanwords in that category, Standard deviation 

(S, D ,) was also calculated, The second topic, II En try in to Libyan 

Arabic, II gives the percentage of loanwords for the time period of the 

earliest recorded use or presumed entry of these loanword into LA or 

the exposure of Libyan speakers to them, For the third topic, 11 Arabic 

Equivalents, II the Italian loanwords that have literary or colloquial 

Arabic equivalents were counted and their percentage of the total 

number of loanwords is given under the heading II Availability, II 



Table B-1. 
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Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for all Italian loanwords. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682. 

Recognition 

Known 
Used 

Entry into 
Libyan 
Arabic 

Arabic 
Equivalents 

Table B-2. 

Max. 
% 

100 
99.0 

Frequency 

Min. 
% 

Mean S.D. 

16.0 
9.0 

% 

75.8 
58.2 

% 

22.6 
26.9 

Period 

Years 

1832-1920 
1911-1970 
1971-1985 

Words 
% 

5.7 
55.7 
5.3 

Avail
ability 

% 

82.9 

Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 1. Bicycle and Car Mechanics, Parts, and 
Service. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 115. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % a, 

10 

Recognition 

Known 99.0 16.0 62.7 26.7 
Used 93.0 10.0 51.6 26.1 

Entry into 1832-1920 0.9 
Libyan 1911-1970 54.1 
Arabic 1971-1985 24.3 

Arabic 71.2 
Equivalents 



Table B-3. 
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Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 2. Clothing and Cosmetics. 

Number of loanwords: tot.:!l = 682, in category = 58. 

Recognition 

Known 
Used 

Entry into 
Libyan 
Arabic 

Arabic 
Equivalents 

Table B-4. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

99.0 23.0 78.9 24.1 
98.0 12.0 65.2 27.5 

1832-1920 3.6 
1911-1970 53.6 
1971-1985 0 

78.6 

Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category Category 3. Diseases and Medicine. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 18. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 98.0 25.0 81.9 23.0 
Used 95.0 14.0 66.5 26.8 

Entry into 1832-1920 0 
Libyan 1911-1970 66.7 
Arabic 1971-1985 0 

Arabic 93.3 
Equivalents 



Table B-5. 
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Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 4. Dwellings, Buildings, and Building Con
struction. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 51. 

Recognition 

Known 
Used 

Entry into 
Libyan 
Arabic 

Arabic 
Equivalents 

Table B-6 

Max. 
% 

100 
96.0 

Frequency 

Min. 
% 

Mean S.D. 

35.0 
14.0 

% 

81.3 
64.8 

% 

19.8 
25.1 

Period 

Years 

1832-1920 
1911-1970 
1971-1985 

Avail
Words ability 

% 

6 
60 
o 

% 

82.0 

Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 5. Foods and Drinks. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 52. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 99.0 32.0 84.7 19.2 
Used 99.0 17.0 70.9 24.9 

Entry into 1832-1920 7.5 
Libyan 1911-1970 16.9 
Arabic 1971-1985 0 

Arabic 67.9 
Equivalents 



Table B-7. 
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Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 6. Government, Business," and Trade. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 48. 

Recognition 

Known 
Used 

Entry into 
Libyan 
Arabic 

Arabic 
Equivalents 

Table B-8. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

99.0 26.0 72.6 21.8 
95.0 9.0 49.2 26.1 

1832-1920 12.8 
1911-1970 59.6 
1971-1985 0 

93.6 

Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 7. Household Items. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category 59. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 100 34.0 87.8 16.2 
Used 98.0 11.0 73.7 22.5 

Entry into 1832-1920 8.3 
Libyan 1911-1970 53.3 
Arabic 1971-1985 1.7 

Arabic 95.0 
Equivalents 

'. 



Table B-9. 
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Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 8. Human and Family Relationships. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 9. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 94.0 49.0 81.4 13.5 
Used 61.0 29.0 47.0 11.4 

Entry into 1832-1920 10 
Libyan 1911-1970 70 
Arabic 1971-1985 0 

Arabic 90.0 
Equivalents 

Table B-10. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 9. Kind of People. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category 18. 

Recognition 

Known 
Used 

Entry into 
Libyan 
Arabic 

Arabic 
Equivalents 

Max. 
% 

91.0 
63.0 

Frequency 

Min. 
% 

24.0 
13 .0 

Mean 
% 

62.3 
43.4 

S.D. 
% 

22.9 
19.1 

Period 

Years 

1832-1920 
1911-1970 
1971-1985 

Words 
% 

o 
86.3 

Q 

Avail
ability 

% 

95.4 
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Table B-11. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 10.Materials. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category 43. 

Recognition 

Known 
Used 

Entry into 
Libyan 
Arabic 

Arabic 
Equivalents 

Max. 
% 

99.0 
98.0 

Frequency 

Min. 
% 

19.0 
11.0 

Mean 
% 

77 .6 
64.3 

S.D. 
% 

20.6 
23.0 

Period 

Years 

1832-1920 
1911-1970 
1971-1985 

Avail
Words ability 

% % 

2.1 
46.9 
6.1 

85.7 

Table B-12. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 11. Medical Institutions, Instruments, and 
Equipment. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category 10. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Hean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 99.0 53.0 85.4 12.8 
Used 98.0 37.0 64,7 20.5 

Entry into 1832-1920 0 
Libyan 1911-1970 40.0 
Arabic 1971-1985 0 

Arabic 100 
Equivalents 
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Table B-13. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 12. Nonhuman Beings. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 7. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 98.0 26.0 74.3 23.4 
Used 95.0 13.0 59.9 27.7 

Entry into 1832-1920 0 
Libyan 1911-1970 66.7 
Arabic 1971-1985 0 

Arabic 77.8 
Equivalents 

Table B-14. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 13. Occupations and Careers. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 27. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 99.0 26.0 75.9 20.2 
Used 96.0 12.0 55.3 26.5 

Entry into 1832-1920 20.8 
Libyan 1911-1970 37.5 
Arabic 1971-1985 0 

Arabi~ 95.8 
Equivalents 
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Table B-15. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 14. Physical Parts, Functions, and Character
istics. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 16. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 99.0 30.0 80.9 16.8 
Used 92.0 14.0 58.2 22.8 

Entry into 1832-1920 4.2 
Libyan 1911-1970 62.5 
Arabic 1971-1985 0 

Arabic 83.3 
Equivalents 

Table B-16. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 15. Physical World. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 15. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 94.0 20.0 72.5 19.4 
Used 87.0 16.0 52.2 21.6 

Entry into 1832-1920 6.7 
Libyan 1911-1970 73.3 
Arabic 1971-1985 0 

Arabic 93,3 
Equivalents 
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Table B-17. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 16. Quantifiers and Measurement. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 9. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 99.0 33.0 78.6 19.2 
Used 95.0 14.0 58.5 28.6 

Entry into 1832-1920 13.3 
Libyan 1911-1970 73.3 
Arabic 1971-1985 a 

Arabic 100 
Equivalents 

Table B-18. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 17. Roads, Traffic, Transporation and Commun
ication. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 27. 

Recognition 

Known 
Used 

Entry into 
Libyan 
Arabic 

Arabic 
Equivalents 

Max. 
% 

99.0 
93.0 

Frequency 

Min. 
% 

24.0 
17.0 

Mean 
% 

84.2 
64.7 

S.D. 
% 

17.3 
20.8 

Period 

Words 
Years 

1832-1920 
1911-1970 
1971-1985 

% 

7.1 
67.8 
o 

Avail-
ability 

% 

92.8 
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Table B-19. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 18. Socioeconomic Institutions. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 23. 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 97.0 23.0 79.6 17.7 
Used 89.0 22.0 50.5 21.7 

Entry into 1832-1920 ll.5 
Libyan 1911-1970 38.4 
Arabic 1971-1985 0 

Arabic 96.1 
Equivalents 

Table B-20. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 19. Tools, Instruments, Machines, and Equip
ment. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 47. 

Recognition 

Known 
Used 

Entry into 
Libyan 
Arabic 

Arabic 
Equivalents 

Max. 
% 

98.0 
95.0 

Frequency 

Min. 
% 

Mean S.D. 

27.0 
15.0 

% 

70.3 
58.5 

% 

25.1 
27.5 

Period 

Years 

1832-1920 
1911-1970 
1971-1985 

Avail
Words ability 

% 

2.3 
39.5 
9.3 

% 

83.7 
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Table B-21. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 20. Travel, Sports, and Entertainment. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 54 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 99.0 29.0 81.9 17 .5 
Used 96.0 12.0 62.5 21.1 

Entry into 1832-1920 5.4 
Libyan 1911-1970 56.5 
Arabic 1971-1985 0 

Arabic 70.9 
Equivalents 

Table B-22. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 21. Unclassified. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 31. 

Recognition 

Known 
Used 

Entry into 
Libyan 
Arabic 

Arabic 
Equivalents 

Max. 
% 

97.0 
89.0 

Frequency 

Min. 
% 

44.0 
12.0 

Mean 
% 

77.0 
48.3 

S.D. 
% 

15.2 
20.1 

Period 

Years 

1832-1920 
1911-1970 
1971-1985 

Words 
% 

o 
77 .8 
o 

Avail-
ability 

% 

85.2 
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Table B-23. Statistical analysis of the 148 responses to questionnaire 
for Category 22. Warfare, Military, and Police. 

Number of loanwords: total = 682, in category = 27 

Frequency Period 
Avail-

Max. Min. Mean S.D. Words ability 
% % % % Years % % 

Recognition 

Known 96.0 33.0 70.4 19.8 
Used 86.0 14.0 1+3.9 22.4 

Entry j.nto 1832-1920 20.8 
Libyan 1911-1970 62.5 
Arabic 1971-1985 4.1 

Arabic 95.8 
Equivalents 



APPENDIX C 

STATISTICAL I\NALYSIS OF ITALIAN LOANWORDS 

BY GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 
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Percentage of Loanwords 

Adjectove + 
Studies Noun Adjective Verb Preposition Interjection 

Italian-Libyan Arabica 

This Study 92.5 7. 1 0.8 0.8 

English, Palestinian, 
and Jordanian Arabic 

Butros (1963) 95 b ------------- 5 ---------------

American-Norwegian 

Haugen (1969) 75.5 18.4 3.4 1.2 

Flom (cited by Haugen, 1969) 71.7 23.0 4.2 0.8 

American-Swedish 

Johnson (cited by Haugen, 1969) 72.2 23.2 3.3 0.4 

a. Number of words: total, 684; nouns, 633; pronouns, 1; adjectives, 48; 
verbs, 9; adverbs, 6; interjections, 4. 

b. Adjectives, verbs, and adverbs and prepositions combined. 

0.5 

0 

1.4 

0.5 

0.8 

W 
I--' 
I--' 
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APPENDIX D 

TRANSLATED SAMPLE OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

Appendix C contains a translation of the Arabic questionnaire 

sent to the Libyan students and their spouses in the United States. 

Included is a translation of the cover letter sent with the questionnaire, 

which provided instructions for filling it out. The questionnaire in

cludes two parts. Part One pertains to social information about the 

students, their spouses, and parents. The information from this part 

was not used in this study because there is enough variation in the 

sample of the surveyed population to draw reliable conclusions. Part 

Two included the list of the Italian loanwords. Only a sample for three 

randomly chosen loanwords is reproduced here. 
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Questionnaire 

This questionnaire is part of a Ph.D. dissertation study on the 

vocabulary of Libyan Arabic as spoken in the Tripoli region, which 

includes the Misurata, Khumis, Tripoli, Zawai, and Gharian areas. The 

questionnaire is made up of two parts: a social information part and a 

linguistics part. Both parts are equally important; therefore, you are 

kindly requested to treat them so by answering all the questions. 

In the social information you are requested to provide informa

tion about yourself and your parents. This information is very impor

tant, and it will help me analyze the data. If there is any question 

pertaining to private information that you do not like to reveal, please 

leave that particular question unanswered and complete the rest of the 

questionnaire. 

In th{."" linguistics infor::.1~ion part you are requested to provide 

information about your knowledge and use of 684 words by simply se

lecting the appropriate choice. Please notice that "hear the word l1 

means that you have heard the word but mayor may not know it. 

"Know the word" means that you know the word but mayor may not 

use it in your daily conversation. I1Know other meaning ll means that 

you know the given meaning and other means. "Use the word l1 means 

that you know the word and use it in your daily conversation. In "re

marks" you are requested to write down other meanings or any other 

remarks you would like to make. 

The information you provide will be very useful and will be 

highly regarded. Your responses to the questionnaire will be kept en

tirely confidential. The questionnaire may take you about one and a 
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half hours, so please take your time to fill it out and send it back in 

the provided envelope as soon as you can, but no later than the end of 

October 1986. If you have any questions or you need help filling out 

the questionnaire, please call me collect at (602) 327-3373 and give your 

telephone number. You will be called back immediately or at any con-

venient time you specify. Thank you for your cooperation and sup-

port. 

Sincerely, 

Hussein Ramadan Abdu 
1497 n. Columbus, #24H 
Tucson, AZ 85712 
(602) 327-3373 



Part One 

student and Spouse Basic Information: 

PLEASE FILL IN THE SPACES OR CHECK ONE OF THE GIVEN 
ANSWERS. 

1. When were you born? 

1935 or before -------
1936-1951 -------
1952-1967 -------
1968 or after -------

2. Where were you born? 

3. 

4. 

city -------------
town --------------
village -----------

What is your highest education 

primary school ------
preparatory school ------
secondary school ------
under graduate ------
graduate ------

Where have you attended school? 

primary school . city . 
preparatory school: city 

secondary school . city . 
college (U .grad.) : city 

college (grad. ) city 

degree? 

town village -

town village -

town village -

town village -

town village -

5. Do you natively speak other language beside Arabic? 

yes ----- no ------

6. If (5) if yes, what is this langauge? 
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7. If you travelled in these countries how long have you 
stayed? 

France 
Greece 
Italy 
Turkey 
Malta 

8. Have traveled 

. . 
days months years 
days months years 
days ~onths years 
days months years 

: days months years 
in other countries? If yes, where? 

9. Do you know any of these languages? To what level? 

Turkish some words speak, read & write 

French some words speak, read & write 

Italian some words speak, read & write 

Greek : some words ---- speak, read & write 
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10. Do use any of these languages or some words of it in 
your conversation? 

French: yes ----- no ----
Italia~ : yes ----- no ----
Turkish : yes ----- no -----

11. Do you know other languages? If yes what are they? 

Parent Basic Information: 

PLEASE FILL IN THE SPACES OR CHECK ONE OF THE GIVEN 
ANSWERS. 

1. Where have your family (parents) lived when you were 
them? 

city ------- town ------- village ------

2. Where do you family (parents) live now? 

city ------- town ------- village -------



3. Has the family moved in the last 10 years? 

yes ------ no --------

4. If 3 is yes how many times has the family moved? 

once ----- two times ------- many times ------

5. From where to where has it moved? 

village - city ------------------------
city - village -------------------------
city - village - city ------------------
village - city - village ---------------
village - city - village- city ---------
city - village - city - village --------

6. What is your parents highest level of education? 

primary school or less 
preparatory school 
secondary school 
college or more 

7. What is your parents occupation? 

Father Mother 

fatheJ:'s occupation -----------------------------------

mother's occupation ----------------------------------

8. Has your family travel to Europe? 

yes ----- n~ -------

9. If 8 is yes for how many times? 

10. Where has the family traved and for how long? 

11. Has the family travelled some where else? If yes for 
how long? 
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12. Does any of your family members know these 
lan9Uages? 

French : 
Italian: 
Turkish: 

yes ------ no 
yes· ------ no 
yes ------ no 

1.3. Are any of these lanquages or some words of it used 
in the family? 

French : yes ------ no -----
Italian: yes ------ no _ .. _--
Turkish: yes ------ no -----

14. Does any of your family members know other foreign 
lan9Uages? 

yes -------- no --------

15. Ares there other native languages beside Arabic in 
the family? 

yes -------- no ---------

16. If 15 is yes what are these languages? 
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Part Two 

Linguistic Information (students and spouses) 
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In this part of the questionnaire you are given 684 words. You 

are kindly requested to read these words and check the appropriate 

answer. Please notice that lIheard the word ll means that you have 

heard the word but mayor may not know its meaning. lIKnow the 

word" means that you know the meaning (including the given meaning) 

but mayor may not use the word in your speech. lIKnow other mean

ings for the word ll means that you know other meanings for the ',Yord, 

which mayor may not include the given one. lIUse the word ll means 

that you sometimes use the word in your speech. In lIremarksll you are 

kindly requested to write down other meanings, words, or anything you 

wish to add. 



Word 

Kararreella 

D V. raannaC1yya 

Maayistru 

Meaning 

candy, toffee 

phannacy, 
chemlst shop 

teacher, director 

Heard the 
Word 

Yes No 

KnCM the 
Word 

Yes No 

Know Other 
Meanings 

Yes No 

Use the 
Word 

Yes No Remarks 

W 
N 
o 
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